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T

he Book of Rainbows, Volume 2 is a follow-up to the Book of Rainbows
that was published in 2013 to demonstrate the contributions of First
Nations, immigrants, and community members to the economic and social
development of the region. The first book was full of rich and inspiring stories
of some of the people that have contributed to our diverse region. Volume 2
carries on the tradition of the first book and details the past and present experiences of many more.
A publication such as this is the result of many hours of hard work by contributors, Hecate Strait Employment Development Society staff, and various
partners in the community. With a shared vision, many have worked together
to highlight stories that demonstrate courage, hope, and the great efforts that
individuals have made to develop the community.
The efforts made have been outstanding. Danielle Dalton, the editor of the
first Book of Rainbows, provided advice and inspiration as a new team took
on volume 2. Duane Jackson dedicated time around the clock in his role as
project lead and editor of volume 2. He led a team made up of Kathy Nelson
and Justine Knott, who worked tirelessly to perform interviews and write the
stories that they heard. Beyond these key individuals, all the staff at Hecate
Strait Employment Development Society provided support in various ways.
All of these committed people have made it happen
Looking outside of Hecate Strait Employment Development Society,
Barbara Burton of Stuck On Design (printing and cover design) and Aaron
Dalton (copy editing and book design) provided key expertise and skills to
bring the book to publication. And of course the book itself could not have
been completed without the funding support from the Ministry of Social
Development and Innovation, Province of British Columbia.
Most importantly, each individual and family that took the time to share
their stories and pictures must be recognized. We are grateful that you shared
with our community and beyond.
—Shauna Wouters, Chief Administrative Officer, Hecate Strait Employment
Development Society
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Preface

F

irst I would like to acknowledge the traditional territory of the nine
allied tribes of the Tsimshian Nation, upon whose traditional territory
we were privileged to complete this project. I would also like to acknowledge
all those who agreed to be interviewed and entrusted us with the task of respectfully documenting their stories.
When I first started this project, having lived in Prince Rupert for the better part of my life, I immediately started thinking about people whose stories
I would like to document. I started making the list and stopped, choosing to
wait until we had the two Job Creation Partnership participants in place, to
ensure that we had a fuller cross-section of people from the city represented.
After Kathy Nelson and Justine Knott were on board, we again chose to not
continue on with the list but to move out into the community and meet people
as they moved through their day. We met people in the aisles at stores, in parking lots, on the sidewalks, and at community events. Of course, we were referred to people as well, and we are forever grateful to all those that pointed
the way for us. In approaching the project in this way, we were assured that the
city itself would have a direct hand in the creation of the second volume of the
Book of Rainbows.
The stories are very “in the moment” and have been taken directly from
the interview video and notes with very little editing of their words. All of the
interviews are very candid, with the participants sharing some very frank and
intimate moments and events in their lives. We are so appreciative and aware
of the courage it took to open up their lives and hearts and allow us to walk
through those moments with them. That being said, we would like to make the
reader aware that some might believe that some of these moments may be inappropriate to share publicly. In response we can only say that every moment
in this book is a “lived” moment, and we only gain learning and understanding
through the messages and lessons of “lived” moments. All the information in
this book has gone through various checks in which the final draft was not
complete until the interviewee handed the piece back to us and said it’s ready
to go. We were very fortunate to have the time to work through this process.
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We truly hope you enjoy this journey through the history and the everyday
rhythm and flow of the city of Prince Rupert and the majesty of the rainforest
and the Northwest Coast.
—Duane, Kathy, and Justine
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Kathy Bedard
•

K

athy Bedard was born in Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, as one
of seven siblings. When she was five years old, her family moved to
Prince George and Kathy attended elementary and high school there. She was
active in many sports: volleyball, soccer, floor hockey, and basketball and was
a championship baton twirler. Kathy loved the travelling for sports and the
interaction with competitors and team supporters. With her teams she competed in northern communities from Fort St John to Quesnel and south to
Vancouver. The teams she competed with won first place in the region, first
the junior team (the Prince George
Teddy’s) then the senior team (the
Prince George Polarettes). During
this time Kathy was introduced to
her best friend’s brother, who had
“a cool red Barracuda.” She admits
to having a bit of a heavy foot, but
she loved driving that car. The relationship flourished, and in 1969,
the two were married and they later
had a son, Michael, and a daughter,
Michelle. They, in turn, have given
Ron and Kathy wonderful grandbabies: Samantha, Jessica, Kolton,
and Rylan.
The couple moved around quite
a bit following Ron’s carpentry opportunities. They eventually settled
on the Northwest Coast with Ron
1

as chief administrative officer for the District of Port Edward and Kathy as
the continuing education coordinator at Northwest Community College
(NWCC) in Prince Rupert. She remained at NWCC for twenty years and then
left to start her own company, Projects Unlimited Consulting. Kathy, a skilled
proposal writer, wrote proposals for the North Pacific Cannery and started the
Ice House Gallery with Lynne Hill, a North Coast Artist Co-operative that
provided a space for local artisans to showcase their work.
In 1999, Kathy was approached to work with Hecate Strait Employment
Development Society and started as an employment counselor. In 2001, she
became the manager, working with a four-person staff in one office that grew
to thirty staff in four offices. Kathy moved through many positions and finally
moved into the position of chief administrative officer. She loves bringing projects into the community and writing proposals to gain funding for skill development training programs. Kathy believes an organization grows because
of people working together as a family.
Kathy believes in giving back to the community and has volunteered in
many capacities within the community over the years. As an elected position,
Kathy was a school trustee, a Prince Rupert city councillor for sixteen years,
and served on numerous advisory committees. Kathy initiated the Port Edward
Lioness Club with the help of many women in Port Edward and became the
first provincial president of Lioness International for B.C. Kathy and Cst. Mike
Legault and Kathleen Stanley addressed the growing drug problem in the area
by starting Communities Against Drugs. She was also the executive director
for Drug Abuse Resistance Education (D.A.R.E.) B.C. Kathy was involved in
provincial labour market tables that studied educational levels, types of skill
set, and employment opportunities around future economic development
on the Northwest Coast. She helped bring the medevac helicopter system
to town, was a leader in the Brownies program, ran an English as a second
language centre for immigrant women, and continues to mentor individuals
helping them to progress in their career with encouragement and seeing their
potential.
Kathy and her husband have been married for 45 years and, now retiring
together, would like to fulfill their bucket lists. The plan is to travel across
Canada, England, Scotland, Ireland, Greece, and Egypt. They will not be
strangers to Prince Rupert as their son Mike and his wife Jenn, with the two
grandsons, Kolton and Rylan, live here. Kelowna will also be a regular stop
over as Michelle and her husband, Joe Periera, live there, and their daughter
2

Jessica is expecting the first great grandchild. Kathy has an adventuress spirit,
having already been swimming with sharks and sting rays and para-sailing.
She loves to golf, swim, and watch baseball, and she and her husband love the
lakes in the area and often fish together. Kathy’s spirit also lends to creativity
with acrylic painting and working in abstracts with pen and ink; she has sold
canvases internationally.
When they return from their travels, the couple will enjoy their mutual
retirement on the shores of Lake Babine. Kathy believes that wherever you
live, you have to make it your home, no matter if it’s a big or small community.
Prince Rupert’s community is a prime example of how people come together,
volunteer, and make the community a better place. She feels enriched just
from being part of the communities of Port Edward and Prince Rupert and
loves the people within them. “What I appreciate most when I come home is
just that feeling of welcome.”
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Mel Bishop
•

M

el Bishop was born on July 9, 1953, at the Prince Rupert Regional
Hospital on 5th Avenue East. His grandfather moved to North
America from Norway and fished halibut in Prince Rupert in the early 1900s.
After a few years he earned enough money to bring his wife, son, and daughter
(Mel’s mother) from Norway to Prince Rupert, where they would welcome
two more sons and raise their family. Mel’s father was English, very active in
soccer and boxing, and reached the rank of sergeant-major with the British
Army during the Burma campaign of World War II. He stayed in Singapore for
three years after the end of the war with plans to immigrate to New Zealand.
He flew first to Vancouver and then, literally, missed the boat to New Zealand.
Mel’s father tells him the story,
“I’m in Vancouver…North Shore
Mountains. What a beautiful part
of the world,” and he stayed. He got
a job with the Canadian National
Railway and stayed with them for
35 years. The job brought him to
Prince Rupert where he would
meet and marry Mel’s mother.
Mel attended King Edward
Elementary School with his family
living on 8th Avenue East. The older
of two brothers, he grew up with
his younger brother Billy involved
in sports, picking up baseball and
basketball at nine years old. Mel’s
summers would be spent playing
5

Little League baseball, and in the winter he moved to the minor league. He
talks about riding his five-gear bike everywhere and having to pedal hard up
the steep hills to Roosevelt Park to play Pony League baseball when he was
older. Of course, he would not be constrained to any one activity and would
play some soccer and football with the other kids in his neighbourhood and
at school.
Mel was more focused on basketball by the time he moved to Booth
Memorial Junior High School. An “all right student,” he was still playing
baseball in the summer, but basketball was his primary sport. In his grade 11
year at Prince Rupert Senior Secondary, playing for the Rainmakers, his team
finished third in the provincials. All of the teams played in one division in the
province, and the small-town team had a chance to win the tournament but
lost a close game in the semifinals to a team from Abbotsford. After graduating
high school in 1971, Mel went to Laurentian University in Sudbury, Ontario,
and studied physical education and science for four years and received his
Bachelor of Education. While at Laurentian, he got to play point guard for
another PRSS Rainmaker alumni,
1964 B.C. high school provincial
champion, and future Canadian
National Basketball coach, Ken
Shields. Laurentian University did
not have a Teacher’s College, so,
with his final year of player eligibility, Mel transferred to Lakehead
University in Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Mel’s Lakehead team went all
the way to the final game of the
Canadian Interuniversity Athletic
Union (CIAU, now Canadian
Interuniversity Sport) National
Basketball Championship to take
second place, losing to Acadia
University from Nova Scotia. He
was chosen as an all-tournament allstar that year for the CIAU national
basketball final and also CIAU AllCanadian basketball team which,
6

voted on by the coaches of every team in the five CIAU basketball divisions,
honoured Mel as one of the top ten college and university basketball players
in the country.
Still wanting to play, Mel took his game across the pond to play professional basketball in the British basketball league in England. He played for the
corporate-sponsored ball club, Cinzano Crystal Palace. They won the league
they were playing in and moved to compete in the European Cup against other
country winners. In their four-team group there was a Red Army team from
Bulgaria, a team from Lyon, France, and a team from Holland. The tournament was hosted in various venues throughout France and was scored on total
points, with the winner of each group moving forward in the competition. Of
course, the travel was extensive, but it wasn’t a sight-seeing tour; it was strictly
competitive, and Mel didn’t get to experience many of the countries he visited.
He competed in the league for two years when he came to a crossroads in his
life.
While in England, Mel met and married his wife, Heather. Looking now
to start a life together, he started looking ahead to financial stability for his
family’s future. The professional contracts in England were only for a year,
with no assurances in cases of injury. There was a teaching position available
back home in Prince Rupert and, using the qualifications he acquired from his
education, Mel returned. “My parents were here and I like Rupert. I like this
place.” He started teaching for a year-and-a-half in Dawson Creek and moved
to a position in Prince Rupert in December 1980. Returning home was an easy
transition, just like growing up with all of his cousins; he had a large extended
family unit to come back to.
The family that Mel had chosen to change his story for began quickly with
the arrival of his two sons, Ryan and Brody, in the first half of the 1980s. He
began coaching the Rainmaker basketball program at the same time he started
his teaching position at Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School. He cites his
Laurentian University coach, Ken Shields, as his biggest influence, “He’s a very
fundamentally based coach. He can really break down skills—a master of details. Very intense, very demanding. And if I look back at all my coaches, the
most demanding ones were the best ones.” He brought these same ideals to
his program, and throughout his 36-year career, his two boys were there. Mel
says that there were many highlights in his coaching career but says one of his
favourite years was the year that he got to coach Ryan and Brody on the same
Rainmaker team. He says a lot of the time as coaches you’re harder on your
7

own kids, but he recognizes that both boys are their own persons—brothers,
but different. Both Ryan and Brody went on to play postsecondary basketball,
with Brody continuing on to play professional basketball in England.
Mel finds the interesting thing about Rainmaker basketball is that you have
kids of every ethnicity and background, and “it’s kind of neat that they can
all get together and play, and play well, and enjoy one another.” He’s still going four days a week at practice and does work in the off season saying that
he thinks that the program is actually more active now. He is still very active,
although he had a meniscus arthroscopy done on his knee and has stepped
away from playing regularly. He lifts weights three times a week, is an avid runner, and is an avid golfer from springtime to early fall. Mel feels very lucky to
still really enjoy his job and doesn’t see himself running out of energy anytime
soon. In the spring to early fall he spends weekends at their cabin at Lakelse
Lake with the family. With both his sons back in Prince Rupert and starting families of their own, Mel has three grandchildren and one on the way
and speaks very fondly of being a grandfather and the Sunday dinners that
the whole family gets together for. Of course the highest accolade he pays for
the longevity of his coaching career goes to his wife, Heather: “I’ve been supported, I’ve been lucky with Heather, she’s so supportive to be able to coach
this long. I’m a lucky man.” When looking to the future and Heather retiring
from Citywest, Mel says he’ll stick with coaching for one more year and start
looking to spend the time with each other and with their family that they have
most definitely earned. The third of five generations, Mel’s family history can
be tracked through the history of the Northwest Coast, with some little feet
taking the next steps.
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Lee Brain
•

L

ee Brain is a fourth generation “Rupertite,” with the first generation
of his family settling in Prince Rupert in 1923. Lee was born in Fort
McMurray, Alberta, on October 3, 1985, and is the second oldest of seven children. His father worked in the oil industry in over 35 countries and speaks
several languages and was working in Alberta at the time of Lee’s birth. Lee’s
family moved to Prince Rupert when he was nine months old. He attended
Westview Elementary School and Prince Rupert Secondary School (PRSS)
and completed the French immersion program. In his youth, he was active in
soccer, basketball, and baseball, and was part of the school band. In 2000, Lee
worked a part-time job during the summers at the Holiday Fun Seeker’s Day
Camp as one of the junior leaders
and later became one of the head
leaders. He organized and planned
the day camp, from managing large
groups of children to working with
at-risk youth. At the end of grade 8,
Lee quit playing sports and became
interested in computers when his
mother and step dad opened a business called Cow Bay Computers. In
grade 11, Lee had the opportunity to
take a two-year Cisco networking
(CCNA) course, a university-level
program that prepared students
for twenty-first-century careers
and got Lee started in computer
networking.
9

In 2003, Lee graduated from PRSS and went off to attend Simon Fraser
University (SFU) and start his first year in computer science. He then left the
program to study sociology, political science, psychology, and philosophy. Lee
found his career passion when he got his certificate in Innovative Leadership
and Sustainable Community Development, as well as completed a program in
dialogue through SFU. The program was designed to inspire students with a
sense of civic responsibility and encourage their passion for improving society. In addition, it was there that Lee received professional facilitation training,
sparking him to become a lifelong student of conflict resolution and mediation. While attending school, he worked at an office in downtown Vancouver
and also fixed computers on the side to help pay some bills. At university, Lee
co-chaired the Sustainable Community Development Student Union and also
sat on the board of directors at Sustainable SFU. He organized and implemented community events, fundraised, and wrote and researched proposals
and grants for the university.
In the summer of 2009, after a lifetime of debating the oil industry with his
father, his father thought it would be time to learn firsthand the magnitude and
power the oil industry has to offer. Lee had the opportunity, for one month,
to work alongside his father and experience one of the world’s largest oil refineries, which his father was managing at the time. The refinery, in Northern
India near the Arabian Sea, produced over eight hundred thousand barrels of
oil per day and, at the time, was on an expansion project to produce 1.2 million barrels per day. This was an opportunity to get a bird’s-eye view of the industry that even the most qualified engineering intern might not receive. The
experience itself changed who he is now, fundamentally and forever. The oil
refineries built a pipeline over nine different villages, and they unfortunately
experienced a spill into an underground aquifer that spoiled the groundwater
and water wells. The company was not accountable to do any clean up and left
the villagers to fend for themselves, while women, children, and elders starved.
There was a time when the region fished and farmed to live off the land and
now had to depend on two companies for employment. In 2012, Lee presented
a powerful testimony to the Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline joint review
panel of his personal experience about how the project will impact himself and
the community. Lee, referencing his experience in India, asked “Would this
be the case for our region, do you see any potential similarities?” He received
a standing ovation, bringing the crowd to tears after delivering his story, and
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some identified him as the “son of an oil man” who does not fully see eye to eye
with his father. Lee’s testimony can be found on YouTube.
Upon Lee’s return from India, and after all the in-depth programs he had
done at university, Lee lost his passion for school and decided to return home
in the beginning of 2010. He walked away from university with only five classes
left in his degree. Lee quickly became part the community and gave back in
many ways. He began volunteering for community groups, joined the community musical, and managed a successful computer education and repair
business. Later, he co-founded a sustainability group called Transition Prince
Rupert and ran leadership training courses for the community. He also joined
the board of directors for the Prince Rupert Regional Community Foundation
and became a director for the Lester Centre of the Arts. He was also a mentor
for a small group of grade 9 students from Charles Hays Secondary School,
helping to motivate and create leadership development.
Lee got a job in the fall of 2011 as the After-School Activities Coordinator
for School District 52 and ran the after-school programs for many of the elementary schools. In 2012, he got a full time job as a network systems analyst
at the school district and decided to close his business. In 2012, Lee had the
opportunity to tour various communities in Poland and England as part of
a research program through the Canadian Centre for Community Renewal,
and visited with city councils analyzing new creative models for sustainable
community development.
As time went on, Lee began to see a vision for Prince Rupert and decided
in the beginning of 2014 to seek counsel on whether or not he should become
involved in politics. While in Smithers, Lee spent the weekend with 32-yearold mayor Taylor Bachrach and asked him “What do think? Should I run as
mayor or councillor?” Taylor said “Go for mayor, what do you have to lose?”
Lee wanted to be all in on the city or not in at all, so Lee ran against three other
experienced candidates for the office of mayor of Prince Rupert. To prepare,
he designed his own study group called City 101, doing his homework and
learning how to be mayor before making his announcement to run. He invited
professionals to teach him all aspects of the city—from getting to know the
bylaws, the Skeena Regional District, all the way to city planning and industrial development; he wanted to be able to hit the ground running once in
office. Lee started his campaign in June 2014 right through to November 2014.
He advertised in the newspaper, handed out brochures, attended events, and
talked to people. He also met with several coffee groups in the community
11

and knocked on doors; he was all over the place. He started a campaign plan
and raised money through Facebook friends and family. His goal was to raise
$7000 in seven days, and by the seventh day he had raised over $10 000 and
started his big campaign push in September 2014. While in the debate with
the three other mayoral candidates, Lee kept his cool and answered all the
questions, which won him the respect of the community. With over 600 community members in attendance, it was one of the largest groups to show up
at a political debate in a long while. On Saturday, November 15, 2014, when
the votes were in, Lee won by a landslide, with 58 percent of the popular vote,
and he knew Prince Rupert residents were ready for change. Currently, Lee
plans on going back to school to complete a master’s degree in conflict resolution and mediation. Lee is now working as the mayor full time, having to leave
his position at School District 52 as a part-time technician in order to focus
on developing the community. Lee’s sole goal is to serve the people of Prince
Rupert. “I’m still going to knock on doors; I’m still going to engage the residents and I’m going to continue to put all this energy into our town. I believe
in Prince Rupert and want to see our community go to the next level.”
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Doug Brown
•

D

oug Brown was born in Gitxaala (Kitkatla), B.C. He is from the
Lasgiik (Eagle) Tribe and is the head of his house, the Eagle Clan of
Gitxaala. His Indian name is Lutgu’tsamti, which means “when you see lightning in the harbour and for a brief moment the whole harbour is lit up.” Doug
is the youngest of seven children and was raised in Gitxaala until he was six
years old. He was then taken from Butedale Cannery and shipped to Alert Bay
on a steamship for residential school; he was there for six years in the 1950s.
Doug was returned to Gitxaala for two years but was again loaded on a train
and sent to another residential school in Edmonton, where he would remain
for another three years.
Doug speaks with a strong knowledge and soft touch of his experience
growing up in Gitxaala. His father was Ganhada (Raven), so Doug grew up in
the Ganhada camps with all his aunts, uncles, cousins, and grandparents, five
to six months out of the year, returning to the village in the winter. Each tribe
(raven, killer whale, eagle, and wolf) had a number of camps that were little
villages with houses and boardwalks. The camps were for commercial fishing,
but they also smoked, canned, and dried fish, including halibut and cod. He
recalls his grandmother saying, “Okay, its berry picking day.” This was a huge
event with a lot of people going out to pick berries. His grandmother would
pick the spot and keep track of the last time they picked there and when to go
back. The group of about 20 pickers would gather about 50 baskets of blueberries, huckleberries, and salmon berries for jam. Before they picked they had to
prepare the fire by gathering and chopping wood, and once it was started, his
father would sit and watch it while they picked. For recreation and fun time,
for a couple hours of the day, rain or shine, they were always swimming and
playing in the water. Doug is proud of learning to speak Sm’algyax at the camps
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because that is the only language they spoke; his grandparents knew only a few
words in English.
Doug was subjected to residential school for a total of nine years. Ironically
he was expelled, receiving a letter stating he “no longer was required” at the
residential school in Edmonton. The Edmonton residential school was the
only residential school to go down in history for having a food riot and to
expel students for retaliating against the treatment they were being subjected
to. They were making a stand to protest the food they were being fed: Spam,
Prem, and Spork for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The food was delivered by
the truckloads from the military surplus, without any labels—just a tin can
with a serial number. The riot escalated to where police officers with dogs were
called in, but it ended peacefully. The food only improved for a month, and
then they returned to the previous menu. Doug completed grade 11 and felt a
huge sense of freedom. “I’ll never forget it, I don’t have to go there again, and
nobody could tell me I had to go back, I could go anywhere I want. I can go
home.”
Doug spent a few years in Prince Rupert and in 1966 married a young lady
from Gitxaala, Edwina (née) Gamble; they had three daughters and have
three grandchildren. With the fishing industry in full swing, Doug, born on
the ocean, naturally moved into seine fishing. He owned the Lady Alice a few
boats from Sunnyside. Doug was also a qualified net mender who was in great
demand. His net mending was of such high quality that some fishermen would
only allow him to touch their nets. After Doug was done fishing, he moved back
to Gitxaala, where he got hands-on learning on heavy equipment machines.
In the 1980s, Doug and his wife moved back to Prince Rupert, and he was
approached by an administrator that worked in School District 52. She had
heard and seen that Doug was a fluent speaker of Sm’algyax, so she recommended that he apply to be a Sm’algyax teacher; he did and received the
position. It was quite a change to go from physical labor to putting on his
“Sunday best,” but he enjoyed it. Doug retired at 65 but still does a few jobs for
Northwest Community College and School District 52.
Doug had the honour of playing alongside and watching basketball legends
of the All-Native Basketball Tournament (ANBT). The ANBT was in its third
year when Doug first played at the old civic centre, which was located where
the B.C. Liquor Store is today. When the civic centre was destroyed by fire, the
ANBT was then moved to Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School, where it
was held for five or six years while the new civic centre was being built. Doug
14

did get to play in the ANBT at the new location but watches it every year. Doug
speaks of his children and grandchildren with great pride. He has taught them
what his parents taught him: how to harvest traditional foods and to respect the
elders. Another important aspect in life is education; his youngest grandchild
is currently attending the University of Northern British Columbia. Doug is
proud to say “I often wonder what my parents would think if they knew their
great granddaughter was in university. That’s something to be proud of!”
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Sam & Marilyn Bryant
•

S

ampson (Sam) Charles Bryant is from Lax Kw’alaams (Port Simpson)
British Columbia. His parents are Herbert and Beatrice Bryant, and he is
the second youngest of eleven children. Sam is from the Ganhada (Raven)
Clan from the house of Git wil gits and his tribal name is Tsm Gawsm Txwa,
which means “Crystal Head.” His childhood experiences growing up in Lax
Kw’alaams were full of fun and learning adventures because they were free to
run around on the beaches and in
the forest, making up games. Until
he was 12 years old, his family and
another family went to Dundas
Island for the entire summer to
harvest abalone, salmon, seaweed,
clams, cockles, halibut, and cod.
They jarred, smoked, and sundried
all the food they accumulated. Sam
thought it was quite the adventure, combined with a lot of work
preserving all the food. His time at
the camp is where he listened and
remembered the stories told by his
father. In school, he was active in all
the sports activities, such as soccer,
basketball, volleyball, floor hockey,
slow pitch, and fast ball. Sam also
competed on the junior, senior, and
masters basketball teams for the
All-Native Basketball Tournaments
17

every February. He grew up in Lax Kw’’’’’alaams until he was 17 years old. In
1978 he moved to Prince Rupert to attend grade 11 at Prince Rupert Senior
Secondary School.
Marilyn Yeomans was born and raised in Prince Rupert. Her mother,
Priscilla Nelson, is from Kitselas from the Git gees Tribe and lived in Port
Essington. Her late father, Ross Yeomans, was Haida from Massett. Marilyn
is the second oldest of nine children. Marilyn was born into the Ganhada
(Raven) Clan but held a feast and was adopted to get a Haida eagle name
under her father’s tribe. Her Haida eagle name is Tsim Haida gil agaada juud,
meaning “Intelligent Tsmshian Haida Woman.” Marilyn went through her
school years in Prince Rupert, and it was when she got into high school at
Prince Rupert Senior Secondary that she met her future husband Sam. They
graduated in 1979, had their first child, and moved to Lax Kw’alaams in 1980.
They have three children, twelve grandchildren, and one due in May 2015 to
make thirteen, and one great-grandchild.
In 1980, Sam wanted to move back to Lax Kw’alaams and they lived there
for ten years. At the beginning of their marriage, Sam was a commercial fisherman and the growing family would fish with him. They had seasonal work in
the post office and Marilyn was a substitute teacher. Sam also worked with a
crew to build the longhouse there, and he designed and painted the frontal,
which took him a week to do. In 1991 they moved back to Prince Rupert so
Marilyn could go back to school to get her Bachelor of General Studies. While
Marilyn was going to school, Sam went back to Lax Kw’alaams to work. In
1995, when Marilyn completed her bachelors degree, she received a teaching
position in Lax Kw’alaams, so they moved back to the village. She taught there
for seven years, and when the school became privatized, they moved back to
Prince Rupert. Sam stayed on in Lax Kw’alaams as a recreational youth worker,
creating a place for the children and youth, a program where they could participate in sports, activities, and learn and hear stories about their culture. He
also taught native art, storytelling, and how to drum and sing traditional songs.
He formed a group in Lax Kw’alaams originally called Lax Kw’alaams Tribal
Dancers, named by his late father Herbert, which held together from 1997 until
they moved in 2002. At that point the Tribal Dancers were very strong. The
group consisted of up to 175 members travelling to perform. It was an inspirational group with strong connections among families where grandmothers,
grandfathers, mothers, fathers, and children bonded. There were a couple of
deaths of people who were strongly connected to the dance group. In Native
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culture, it is out of respect that people “sit silent” from all activities; after this
inactivity it was hard to bring the group back together again. They moved on
to form a dance group in Prince Rupert called Sm’Halaayat, meaning “Real
Dancer,” a name used long ago by chiefs doing their spiritual dances.
In 2002, Sam was offered a job at the Museum of Northern B.C., so he left
his job as recreational youth worker. He has been at the museum for twelve
years now and has moments where he considers finding a different job, but
he takes a moment in a room called the “Treasures Gallery,” looks at the artifacts of Native head dresses, hand-woven robes, drums that were made for
Tsmshian hierarchy, and reconnects to his purpose. He has the privilege to
educate tourists from around the world about Tsmshian history, culture, stories, and song and dance that still remain a part of his nation’s life and are still
proudly displayed.
Marilyn took a year off from her teaching position and worked with the
Prince Rupert Aboriginal Homelessness Committee as the coordinator.
She returned to teaching at Roosevelt Elementary School and Seal Cove
Elementary School teaching at each for one year. From 2005 to 2014, Marilyn
was hired as the aboriginal resource teacher in a district position. She loved
working there because she helped to support and develop resources for local aboriginal education. The position also helped her become involved with
other community committees. She worked with committees and boards: Early
Years, Success By 6, Paces Hub, Prince Rupert Crime Prevention Steering
Committee, Aboriginal Day Planning Committee, North Coast Literacy Now
Committee, and was on the board at the Friendship House where she was vice
president one year and president her last two years. Marilyn also went to the
University of Northern British Columbia for four summers to learn Sm’algyax.
To date, Marilyn has been with the school district for twenty years.
Sam and Marilyn were brought up by traditional parents, who are still a
part of teaching their children and grandchildren. When Sam’s family went to
harvest seafood during the summers, his father would sit and tell stories and
teach cultural living; he pays great compliment to his father. Whenever there
were family gatherings, such as Christmas, everybody in the house had to get
up and say something about the dinner. They were also taught about traditional territory and teach their children and grandchildren where their land
is and traditional names of their house and stories so they will know who they
are. They teach their children traditional and new native songs, dances, feasting protocol, respect, and understanding of who they are. They also encourage
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them to teach their siblings and cousins, so they will be proud of who they are
and be confident to speak and perform without any supervision from an adult.
Sam grew up with elders correcting him if he did something disrespectful or
was doing something wrong in public.
Sam loves to do artwork such as Tsmshian art and oil and acrylic paintings,
and he carves masks, head pieces, and spoons, but not for profit. He feels that
it is a gift for purpose; he does it for family when they ask. Marilyn taught
herself how to make regalia; for one feast she made four traditional blankets,
twelve vests, two tunics, and six dresses; for another they made 102 regalia
with different crests designed by Sam. They feel that when they retire, they will
move back to Lax Kw’alaams. They
miss their friends, the seafood, and
the quiet and slow pace of living in
the village.
“As long as you ask, ask the right
people, you can always get direction in the right way. Go out and
ask a question and you will find our
Elders, they will never hesitate, and
they are waiting for you to ask them
something.”
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Alexander Fred Campbell
Hereditary Chief
•

A

lexander Campbell was born in Lax Kw’alaams, B.C., and is the third
of six siblings. Alex is a hereditary chief; he belongs to Gispaxlo’ats Tribe
and is from the eagle crest. He has been a pastor for 35 years and ordained for
five years. Alex and his wife, Delores Campbell, married in 1958 and since then
had three daughters, two boys, and adopted one boy. Alex is blessed with ten
grandchildren, ten great-grandchildren, and four great-great-grandchildren.
Alex grew up in Lax Kw’alaams until he was five years old and does remember harvesting food with his family at Dundas Island. His parents eventually
left the village and relocated for work. His mother worked in the Inverness
Cannery and his father worked as a fisherman. Alex attended school at
Inverness for grades 1–3 and there he met Iona Hardy, who later became Iona
Campagnolo and rose through the municipal, provincial, and federal political
levels to become the 27th Lieutenant Governor of B.C. and the first woman
elected to that position. The culture of Inverness was very diverse and Alex
was friends with Japanese and First Nations children. In 1942 he remembers a
big ship docking in their village and relocating all people of Japanese heritage
to the interior. They were removed from their homes and businesses, only allowed to carry one bag, and were sent to internment camps as prisoners for the
duration of World War ll.
Alex and his family moved back to Lax Kw’alaams when he was eight and he
attended school there. In 1947, a federal government Indian agent named Mr.
Andfield started recruiting children for residential school. When Alex’s father
was informed, he marched right up to him and told him in a firm voice “Don’t
touch my boy.” Alex was not among the 15 children taken from the village to
attend residential school. At age 11, Alex dropped out of school and, as a result,
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had to start working. In 1949, Alex’s father moved to work at Georgetown Saw
Mill at Big Bay. He transferred the family to Big Bay a year after that. Alex and
his brother immediately started to work at the saw mill for minimum wage,
50 cents an hour, and his father earned 80 cents an hour. In 1951, his mother
became very ill and passed away a year later. This is when Alex decided to move
out on his own and work at the Cannery in Port Edward. In 1956, five years
after his mother’s death, he received the devastating news that his father had
also passed away.
Alex’s family history is tied directly to travel and work development on the
Northwest Coast. In 1907, Alex’s father worked as a pilot for the Mount Royal,
a sternwheeler owned by the Hudson’s Bay Company that worked on the
Skeena River. The sternwheelers were used to serve the communities along the
river before and during the construction of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.
His grandfather worked on the Inlander river boat—another sternwheeler that
worked on the Skeena River—from 1910 until 1912. The river boat was owned
by the Prince Rupert and Skeena River Navigation Company, which was a
syndicate of Skeena River businessmen who planned to use the Inlander as
a passenger and freight steamer during the busy years of Grand Trunk Pacific
Railway construction. Alex’s uncle George Smith returned to Prince Rupert
from the navy and started to work on the dry dock. The dry dock was meant
to build steel ships, but mostly it built small wooden vessels. From there the
fishing industry started booming, particularly salmon and halibut. Many individuals came from all over to work at one of eight canneries in the harbour, and
Prince Rupert became the halibut capital of the world until the early 1980s.
Forestry became one of the citys major industries and Alex started working in the logging industry in 1958. He worked there for 35 years and moved
through many positions over that time. Alex started as choker man, then moved
to standing tree, Madill tower, rig and linger, a hook tender, and then supervisor of the Madill tower. In 1985, he started to work with Ericson Aircrane Ltd.
(it later became Silver Grizzly) as the foremen in their Khutzymateen camp for
eight years. Alex worked 12 hour shifts with 35 other workers from all over the
coast, the USA, Newfoundland, and Alberta. During the economic downturn
in the logging industry, Alex came across an ad in the paper, advertising for a
Sm’algyax teacher. Alex applied for the position at the school district in Lax
Kw’alaams and “Lo and behold I got hired.” After two years in Lax Kw’alaams,
he transferred into Prince Rupert to Charles Hays Secondary School and has
been teaching there for 16 years.
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Prince Rupert is full of history and Alex hopes to be teaching people that
history in the near future. Living in the city is inexpensive compared to the
village, but Alex does have a fully furnished home in Lax Kw’alaams that he
would like to one day retire to, but “I’m just dragging my heels, should I?”
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Dale Campbell and Wade Wilkins
•

D

ale Campbell is from Telegraph Creek and is of the Tahltan/Tlingit
Nation. Her parents, Harry and Peggy Campbell, are also Tahltan/
Tlingit. Dale is the middle child between an older sister and a younger brother
and is of the Cheeona (Wolf) Tribe, and her Indian name is Tahlthtama which
means “Tahltan Mother,” given to her by her great grandmother. As Dale’s parents moved to Prince Rupert to work, she was born and raised here. When she
was 17 years old, she decided it was time to go to Telegraph Creek to learn her
traditional ways. Dale learned to harvest foods by dip net fishing on the river
and how to process her catch through smoking, drying, canning, and salting;
she also learned to hunt moose and bear. Dale felt she had to go back to her
hometown to get in touch with the roots as a foundation for her carving.
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At the age of 17, when Dale left high school, she was approached by wellknown artist Dempsey Bob, also from Telegraph Creek. He had seen her creativeness through beading, sewing, and macramé and also her willingness to
learn. She worked with Dempsey, learning the skill and mastery of carving.
After three years, her mentor saw that she was ready and let her go to find
her own way and develop her own unique style. She was also mentored by
Freda Diesing, a well-known female carver from Haida Gwaii. High-school
curriculum discouraged girls from taking woodwork or metalwork classes. It
was only when Dale left that she had the opportunity to explore these creative
areas with Freda and Dempsey. Both teachers were an inspiration, but to be
taught by another female carver was a blessing and a dream come true. In 1982,
Dale carved her first eight-foot totem pole here in Prince Rupert. She went to
the carving shed earlier than the guys to teach herself how to use the chainsaw
and was fortunate to get tips from the other carvers as well. Dale has created
totem poles that range from 10 to 30 feet and also worked with her brother
carving a totem pole that is in Phoenix, Arizona. In 1991, Dale and her brother
Terrence’s 30-foot totem pole was selected and traditionally raised in Hong
Kong as part of Canada Day Festival Celebration and now stands in Kowloon
Park. The brother and sister carved another eight-foot totem pole during their
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visit. Dale was selected for a B.C. Aboriginal Creative Achievement Award for
First Nations Art from the British Columbia Achievement Foundation in 2013.
She loves where her artwork has taken her and has acquired a love for travelling. Dale has been able to intertwine what she has learned in karate to help
her in her carving. She has become more focused, patient, and disciplined,
focusing on her work for longer periods of time rather than bits here and there;
she draws inspiration from the natural surroundings of Prince Rupert, seeing
the eagles and being by the ocean.
Wade Wilkins was born in Prince George, B.C. His father was a construction worker and his mother was a seasonal shore worker. When he was in
grade four his father passed away, and a few years later his mother moved Wade
and his sister to Prince Rupert, where she could find work. At the age of 14 he
discovered karate—a passion he maintains to this day—and at 15 he started
playing hockey as well. Wade attended Conrad Elementary School when he
arrived in Prince Rupert and went to Booth Memorial High School and Prince
Rupert Senior Secondary School, where he graduated. Academically, he was
very interested in the sciences, biology being his favourite subject. After graduation, he and a couple other friends were approached by their science teacher
to see if they were interested in working at the local Skeena Cellulose Pulp Mill.
Wade worked there for six years, and while Prince Rupert was going through
an economic downturn in the early 80s, he decided to go back to school to
get his diploma for Fish and Wildlife Management at the British Columbia
Institute of Technology. While attending the institute, they got news from the
Ministry of Environment that there was very little work in that field at the time,
but he and his classmates finished the program and received their diplomas.
He came back to Prince Rupert, wondering what he was going to do to pay off
his student loans; he reapplied at the pulp mill and got rehired. While working
at the mill, Wade applied for an Industrial Instrumentation Apprenticeship.
The selection process took two years; however, Wade was picked and went
back to BCIT for five years, spending eight weeks in class each year. In his
third year, being that he was not mechanically inclined, he struggled, but put
his head down and finished his journeyman ticket. In 2001, the mill was closed
permanently. To keep himself employed, Wade travelled around the province
doing maintenance shutdowns in Prince George, Mackenzie, Kitamat, and
Quesnel, as well as other locations. He then landed a job with the Canadian
Grain Commission, where he worked for the next six years until the company
became privatized.
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In 1986, Wade met Dale through karate. Wade began studying the craft in
1974, and since 1990 he has been the chief instructor of the karate program in
Prince Rupert. Dale helped Wade with the program, when the head instructor
left Prince Rupert. Dale also wanted to become a chief instructor, but when
she became pregnant with their son, she came to realize why the position was
better suited for a male, as she would have had to leave the instruction of her
students to care for her child. As with children, there is a lot of responsibility teaching and running the karate class. Dale now holds a ranking of third
degree black belt, while Wade holds a fifth degree. Dale and Wade are proud
of the children and youth that have gone through their karate class because
the focus and discipline they learn in the dojo can be used in their school and
work. A few that have gone through have gone on to become pharmacists,
lawyers, doctors, optometrists, dentists, engineers, and architects. They have
also received compliments from the parents of their students, noticing the
affect karate has on their academic studies. A mantra they used with the students is, “We who study karate-do shall never forget the spirit of the warrior’s
way. With peace, perseverance, and hard work, we will reach our goal without
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failure.” Wade and Dale’s karate students used this in their class, and the students also use it when going in for academic tests at school. For 10 years they
have participated in karate competitions, taking a few of their students. Wade
is currently working in Lax Kw’alaams, running a program there once a week.
He has travelled twice to Japan for two weeks of training, and Dale has done
workshops with children teaching karate as well as carving. Asked to be part
of the National Aboriginal Role Model program, Dale has travelled to places
such as Kamloops, Vancouver, Manitoba, Montreal, and many reserves across
Canada.
Every summer Dale and Wade go to Telegraph Creek, where they built a
cabin on their property, which they share with their family. Dale’s brother, a
traditional healer, built a sweat lodge on their property; they have a gathering
and dinner with family and friends who join them to do sweats.
They love the people and small-town characteristics of Prince Rupert.
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Pete Chaprun
•

P

ete Chaprun was born in January 1940 at Seaton Station on the
Canadian National Railway line, 25 miles west of Smithers, B.C. Pete’s
father, Fred Chaprun, emigrated from the Ukraine and worked on the railroad
in Alberta. While in Edmonton, Pete’s father met his future wife, Mary, who
was from Poland. They married, moved to Forestdale (close to Burns Lake)
and had three children, Pete being the youngest. In the 1940s, during World
War II, Pete’s father left his job to join the Canadian Armed Forces and was
stationed in Prince Rupert at a place called Barrett Point. Pete was six years
old at the time, and so began his life in Prince Rupert, where he remains today.
Pete’s father bought property and an old army barracks, from which he
used the lumber to build a house on 6th Ave West. Pete remembers his father
and neighbours working tirelessly, seven days a week, to build the house. One
Sunday he recalls the minister asking them to keep the noise down until after
they prayed. Not only was it the adults that built their house, but the children
helped by straightening the nails.
Pete attended the Annunciation Elementary School until grade 4 and then
had to move to Vancouver where he attended J.W. Sexsmith Elementary School
for a couple of years. In 1954, he returned to Prince Rupert, attending Booth
Memorial High School until grade 10. Pete didn’t participate in any sports, but
he was very interested in antique cars. He loved to find the cars and refurbish
them to what he considers to be “amazing cars.” Pete started this hobby when
he was 15 years old, became part of the Prince Rupert Auto Club, and also
loved to go camping and fishing.
Pete got his driver’s licence, and his first job was delivering stacks of the local newspaper to the paper carriers to be distributed. He then got a job driving
a dump truck for K & S Transport out of Terrace. His next job was working in
the body shop at Frizzell Motors until, in 1956, he became a mechanic for the
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Department of Highways at the yard in Prince Rupert. In 1988, he worked for
O’Brien Road and Bridge Maintenance until he retired five years ago. Pete also
sold boats and bikes as another income, and he enjoyed this very much.
In 1968, while Pete was working as a mechanic for the Ministry of Highways
in Prince Rupert, he discovered an old 1927 Caterpillar 60 tractor that had
been left to rust in a landfill close to Stewart. He knew there was a barge going
to Stewart with a load but coming back empty, and he thought it was a perfect
way to get the Cat 60 to Prince Rupert. His boss thought it would be a great
project and jumped at the chance and bought the old tractor. It was shipped to
Prince Rupert and they began taking it all apart and working to bring it back to
good running condition. The engine was seized and rusted, so that had to be
fixed; two cylinders and the manifold had to be welded in some spots and the
carburetor had to be fixed and needed new spark plugs and wires. Then they
primed and shined the Cat 60 to its original orange and yellow paint and it is
now on display at the Park Avenue Campground on the way out to B.C. Ferries
terminal. Pete enjoys starting the machine and the time he spends keeping it
in tip top shape to run.
The Cat 60 has had its share of travelling to be exhibited at Expo ’86; it
was transported on a flatbed that stopped off at Hope to be on display, then to
the grand opening of the Coquihalla Highway, and then to New Westminster,
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where Pete had the opportunity to do demonstrations for auto historians.
The Cat 60 was also paraded through the Seafest Parade, an annual festivity
in Prince Rupert, as well as the Canada Day celebration. Every year, he starts
the engine up and moves the controls to lift and turn the blade. He also starts
it up when tourists come to town but sees that there is not much attraction
for a historic piece of machinery that was made to be used 88 years ago. Pete
is very proud he was a part of this project that has been in Prince Rupert now
for 29 years now.
You can see Pete around at the Moby Dick, Highliner, Oceanview,
LaGondola, and McDonalds with a few of his friends for coffee, lunch, or
supper, and its sure that they are talking of history, the way things were, and
the way things are now in the city. When he goes on holidays, he goes to the
United States to take in car shows and antique car shows; in 2012 he went to
Seattle, Washington, to import a 1923 Model T, which he hopes to restore to
running condition and have it displayed in the Seafest Parade as well. Pete
thinks this is a great place to live and is glad Prince Rupert is where he lives,
amongst all his friends.
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Susan Crowley
•

S

usan Crowley was born and raised in Timmins, Ontario. Her father
was an underground miner and her mother stayed at home raising Susan
and her six brothers and sisters. She had a happy childhood growing up in
Timmins, which is a small town much like Prince Rupert. She went to elementary, high school, and a one year teachers college in Ontario. She taught
in Timmins for two years, and in 1974, after taking college courses throughout
this time, Susan completed her Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of
Western Ontario in London, Ontario, she moved to Prince Rupert, where she
married Ian Bell and has two children.
During her freshman year, Susan saw an advertisement for a teaching
position in Prince Rupert and jumped at the opportunity to move from one
side of Canada to the other. She wanted to move to B.C. for financial reasons:
at that time, B.C. teachers were getting paid more than in Ontario. She also
wanted to live in a smaller community.
It was the early 70s when Susan arrived in Prince Rupert. The Canadian
women’s movement had gained momentum with the Royal Commission on
the Status of Women in 1967 and she became very involved. Susan and a group
of women created a program called “Prince Rupert Options for Women,”
which was designed to support women in a variety of ways. At this time there
was no transition house for battered women, so she and a group of women
created a system where battered women could phone when in crisis. The
women rotated week to week to take calls and take in battered women and
their children. The group of women decided it was time to make a safe place
for women and their families to go. They formed the Maude Bevin House, the
very first transition house in Prince Rupert, and throughout the years it would
have many different names. Susan was on the Women’s Advisory Committee
for Northwest Community College and the B.C. Teachers’ Status of Women
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Committee. While advocating for women’s rights, Susan gave birth to her first
daughter in 1981.
In 1987, Susan decided she wanted to try something different, so she and
her family went on a teachers exchange program in Australia where she taught
grade three and four in Perth. Susan taught in Australia for a year before returning to Prince Rupert.
During her preparation to move, Susan read and watched films to become
familiar with the country and noted many similarities with the First Nations
from the northwest coast and the Aboriginals from the outback. Unfortunately,
one of the commonalities was that both indigenous groups were subjected to
the residential school process.
Susan continued her education while teaching, completing her Masters in
First Nations studies from Simon Fraser University. She also has certificates
in French and music that she completed in North Bay, Ontario. When Susan
returned from Australia, she taught at Westview Elementary School, then Seal
Cove, Roosevelt, and Conrad Elementary Schools, mainly staying in primary
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grades. She was at Roosevelt Elementary School for 12 years and was also involved with English as a second language and curriculum development. Susan
was one of the authors of the “Talking Tables,” a Kindergarten oral language
development program, and is now in the process of translating it into French.
Susan is retired but she still works, volunteers, and substitute teaches for
the school district. She has supervised student teachers for the University
of Northern British Columbia and Simon Fraser University, helping students complete their practicums. She also taught early childhood education
to students at the First Nations Training and Development Centre. She has
served on the library board and swim club and is also one of the directors at
the Northern Savings Credit Union. Still an avid supporter of community
programs, Susan supports the Transition House. Susan does not foresee ever
leaving Prince Rupert; she says the only reason she would consider relocating
would be to live closer to her daughters and grandchildren.
“I never, never regret moving to Prince Rupert. I look out the window and
see the water, no matter how terrible the weather is outside, you can see it.”
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Kathy Dann
•

K

athy Dann was born in Thunder Bay, Ontario. Her father was a barber, and her mother would stay home and take care of Kathy and her
two sisters. Eventually the family moved west, finally arriving and staying in
Victoria, B.C. This was to be home for the family throughout the children’s
school years.
Kathy attended grades 1 to 7 at Braefoot Elementary School and high school
at Reynolds Secondary School. In elementary, Kathy wasn’t very interested or
concerned about her education but already knew she wanted to be a teacher.
In high school she became serious about her academics and also became active
in extracurricular activities such as drama, soccer, golf, and track and field.
Kathy did very well in track and field, placing fourth among the high schools in
the city of Victoria in the 100 metre
dash. Later in life, she learned to
curl and is still very active in that
sport today. After graduating high
school, she was firmly on the path
to becoming a teacher; her quote
in the yearbook was “Finally finished high school, back to good old
Grade 2.”
Kathy enrolled in the University
of Victoria, where she received her
Bachelor of Education three years
later. In 1981, at 20 years old, Kathy
started her first teaching job in
Smithers, B.C., where she taught
grade 2 for three years. In 1984,
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she decided to go back to the University of Victoria to further her education.
While attending, she also had a job at Cedar Hill Golf Course, where she became an avid golfer. She completed this phase of her education with a five-year
bachelor degree.
In 1987, she applied and got a teaching position in the Prince Rupert area,
at Kitkatla. Kathy spent two years in Kitkatla teaching kindergarten and as the
learning resource teacher. While there, Kathy immersed herself and felt it was
very important to become part of the community. She was involved in all the
events, whether traditional, social, leisure, or student oriented. She playing
loved CB bingo (played over the radios in the houses in the community) but
never won. She watched the harvesting of herring eggs, fished with elders, and
hiked the area around the village. She has fond memories of Kitkatla and feels
the circle coming around, now teaching the children of the children she taught
during that first job. After two years in Kitkatla, she applied to five school districts and received a call back from the superintendent of School District 52. As
a result she moved to Prince Rupert.
In 1990, Kathy started a position in special education but was soon moved
into a teaching position. She taught a combined grades 1, 2, and 3 class at Kanata
Elementary School and then followed those students into a combined grades
2, 3, and 4 class. Again Kathy immersed herself in learning about her community and her students: what the children’s newest toys were, newest TV shows
watched, newest songs listened to. She did this not only for the knowledge but
to gain credibility with her students in guiding them in constructive activities.
During her third year at Kanata she worked in the special education department, working with the teachers in formatting students’ individual education
plans. This is where her love of diversity would be embraced, believing that all
children have something to offer, regardless of their background or educational
understanding to date. Her foundation of working with students throughout
her career would be community, valued, loved, accepted—no matter what!
Kathy transferred to King Edward Elementary School for one year as vice
principal and acting principal. This was her first year in an administrative position, and she would learn a great deal. In 1995, Kathy welcomed her first child
and moved to teach at Roosevelt Elementary School, where she worked three
times in her teaching/administration career. This was the year of building programs and bringing in the community and parents to be part of the school.
With the help of the principal and other teachers, they applied for and received
funding for community school programs. They offered community events and
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made the school available for children’s programs in the evenings. Over the
next three years, Kathy built a strong sense of community for children as well
as parents. She then transferred to Port Edward Elementary School, working
there for five years. Focusing again on community, the school was made accessible for parents in the evenings where they could access a computer lab
available to people that did not have computers at home. At lunch time, she sat
with the children in the lunch room and moved table to table each day to get
to know them. Having spent time working with an indigenous nation, Kathy
loved the idea of sharing a meal with the children and talking to them about
the books they were reading, the shows that they were watching, how they
were doing in dance and hockey, as well as anything else that was important to
them. Kathy also started working with Odyssey of The Mind program, where
they had two teams of seven successfully move to compete at the provincial
level.
In 2000, Kathy returned to Roosevelt Elementary School, where she remained for the next seven years. This time around, the staff, community school
coordinator, and the parents put work into programs and branched out to
different schools. The youth-centred activity program “Nights Alive” would
be created and give children a safe place to socialize and give voice to their
interests. This and many other programs stemmed from her passion to make it
feel like a community, to draw parents in, and to make them feel welcome. The
Hub program was established to give parents a place to find resources within
the community. The parents that used the Hub established the Good Food
Basket program, bringing healthy foods to local families. During this time she
and a colleague received funding and established the Westview Child Care
Centre. She became the first president there, hired the daycare staff, formed
the board of directors, brought in clients, and reconstructed the basement of a
church into a daycare.
Still an avid learner, Kathy returned to the University of Victoria. She graduated in 2001 with her master’s degree, while pregnant with her second child.
In 2002, she completed a post-baccalaureate literacy degree through Simon
Fraser University. Some of her course work was done in the Nass Valley, as was
the graduation ceremony. The people of New Aiyansh attended their graduation and honoured them with traditional dancing and feasting, and Kathy and
her fellow classmates displayed their work for all to see. Once again, Kathy
found herself amidst the true nature and value of community.
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Kathy became the principal of Pineridge Elementary School for six years.
Again she engaged the parents to gain an understanding of how the school
could better serve their children. They formed a parent reading program in
which parents were encouraged to play in the park with the children. They
also had talent shows, multicultural nights, and Halloween dances where even
grandparents attended. When Westview Elementary School was closed down,
the transition for the students was made as smoothly as possible. They came
up with the idea of taking ceiling tiles from Westview, using them as an afterschool art project, getting every student to sign them, and then bringing them
to Pineridge. This project was created to welcome the new students and make
them feel more comfortable in their new school.
Still not done learning, Kathy again returned to the University of Victoria
for a certificate in special education. She did it in three years and had to do
an intense two-week course but found it challenging and “so fun.” Her energy
around learning is amazing and it all stems from her passion for working with
children. She believes that one can never know enough; things have changed
from the beginning of her teaching career and she doesn’t want to miss anything. She sees that how children learn, who they are, and what resources they
have to learn are vast now, that technology is readily available. She loves to see
children succeed in anything they do and loves to be a part of that.
As of February 2013, Kathy is at Lax Kxeen Elementary School, and this is
where she believes that she will finish out her career. She takes with her the
same idea to make it a true community school. Engage the parents and get to
know, appreciate, and care for the children as she did throughout her career.
Her involvement doesn’t stop within the school system, she also teaches and
coaches competitive curling and sits on boards of directors and committees.
And she does this, much like the idea around the Hub, to find and bring resources to all of her children. Kathy’s approach to education is one of community,
to help everyone understand the importance of involvement, the value of support and collaboration, and the strength of partnerships and relationships.
“It’s just all about caring and being loving and nurturing and—you know—
helping children be the best they can be in whatever situation, and hopefully
they come back to talk and share their success—and they do!”
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Jocelyn De Sagun
•

J

ocelyn De Sagun is one of five siblings from Damortis La Union,
Philippines. Her mother is also from Damortis La Union and her father
is from Capaz, Tarlac (also in the Philippines). The national language of the
Philippines is Tagalog, with over 100 dialects; Jocelyn speaks Ilocano and three
other dialects. Jocelyn and her husband have three children: Kurt, Juliana, and
Maria-Isabella.
Living in a tropical climate and only 300 metres from the ocean, she and her
family went swimming to cool off and enjoy the day with family and friends.
She liked going hiking in the mountains to visit her friends, who had rice fields
and vegetables farms. Jocelyn attended a Catholic church; once a year she and
her fellowship would hike up a mountain to a monastery to visit the Mother
Mary statue and ask for forgiveness. She also attended church once a week
with her family. Jocelyn still tries to maintain these family traditions with her
children here in Canada.
When Jocelyn attended high school in the Philippines she graduated and
received a scholarship for university. She attended school at the University of
Pangasinan in Dagupan City and earned her Bachelors of Accounting. After
graduating university, she married Gerald on April 18th, 2001. With her degree,
she started work in 2002 at Shell Rasario as an office administrator. While
working there, she took some time off for a course in caregiving for six months
and then returned to work with the company.
With over-population and not a lot of financial support in the Philippines,
Jocelyn decided that she wanted more opportunities for her family. In 2006
she was offered a job by a family-in-law to work in Prince Rupert. With the
help of family that lived in the area, Jocelyn moved here in 2007, travelling
without her own family. Envisioning North American cities like Los Angeles
or New York City, she arrived at Digby Island airport and thought “Where’s
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the city?” After getting on the ferry and seeing the actual size of the town, she
was captured by how beautiful it was.
Jocelyn’s first job in Prince Rupert was as a nanny for five beautiful girls,
overwhelming at times but she loved her work. In 2010 she picked up a second
job at McDonald’s as a part-time worker on night shift and then a third job at
a cleaning service, working to support her family in the Philippines for their
education and basic necessities and eventually to bring them to Prince Rupert.
After three years in Prince Rupert, Jocelyn visited her family in the Philippines
and was given the great news that their visas had arrived. Originally going for a
visit, Jocelyn was thrilled to bring her husband and two children back to Prince
Rupert with her. Her kids loved the ride from Vancouver to Prince Rupert,
with the snow on the mountains and how beautiful everything was. With the
change in weather and climate, the high annual rain fall, and the culture shock,
the children had to adapt quickly. Having sacrificed so much of the early years
with her children, Jocelyn chose to leave her cleaning and nanny jobs and stay
with the one position at McDonald’s.
In 2013, Jocelyn and Gerald had their third baby, Maria-Isabella, bringing
the family to five. She still strives to keep her family speaking their traditional
language in their house and to have the family attend church as she did growing up. One of the family traditions she misses in the Philippines is caroling
during Christmas, the authentic foods, and having nine days of mass and celebration up to Christmas day. On the ninth day they make a wish. Jocelyn said
all her wishes have come true as a child and into adulthood. Jocelyn appreciates everything that Prince Rupert provides for her family: an education, safe
environment, multicultural community, and a good place to raise her children.
One more wish that she wants to make come true is to bring her parents and
family to Canada one day. Most of the things Jocelyn wanted in life she doesn’t
completely have, but “at least I have my contentment, I have my family, I have
great friends and I have a great job.”

•
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Skinless Longganisa Recipe (Filipino Sausage)
ǆ 1 kg ground pork, 10% fat
ǆ ¼ cup packed brown sugar
ǆ 1 tablespoon rock salt (or 1½ teaspoon fine salt)
ǆ 1 tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
ǆ 3 tablespoon garlic, chopped
ǆ ½ teaspoon black pepper, ground
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Blend all the above ingredients.
Roll a small amount of the pork mixture in 4½ inches × 3 inches
wax paper.
Store in the freezer for 3 hours or until ready to cook.
When ready to cook, heat oil in a wok or frying-pan.
Unwrap the sausages and fry in batches in hot oil until fully
cooked.
Drain on paper towel.
Garish with spring onion, if desired, and served with rice and
tomatoes or garlic-vinegar dip.
These sausages can also be frozen until needed.
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Doug and Debbie Davis
•

D

oug and Debbie Davis met when they were 15 years old in Kitamat,
B.C. Debbie was born at the Alcan Beach Hospital and raised in
Kitamat. Doug was born and raised in Prince George until the age of 10, when
his family moved to Kitamat. They were high-school sweethearts, and they
married shortly after graduating. Doug’s uncle, a Pentecostal minister, performed the ceremony in a Lutheran Church in 1979, and they welcomed their
first son in 1982. Debbie worked at many jobs, starting in an accounting office
and then moving on to work at Alcan Aluminum. Doug also worked many
jobs, starting at Alcan during high
school then moving to Eurocan.
Deciding these jobs weren’t for
him, he went to work on tugboats
with Rivtow Straits Limited until
it slowed down and he was laid
off. This would prove to be the beginning of the end of their time in
Kitamat.
In 1983, Doug went to work
in Prince Rupert with Rivtow on
the construction of the Ridley
Island Terminal. He made regular
trips to visit his family, but after
6 months they decided to sell their
house, pack up, and move to Prince
Rupert. The Ridley Island work
slowed down and once again Doug
was laid off. Debbie started work at
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a local law office as a typist, and in 1984 she moved into a position with better
benefits at the Prince Rupert Port Authority. Doug worked as a boat operator
for local tugboat companies for a couple of years before starting a contract as
a boom man in the District of Stewart, B.C. After six months at this job, Doug
did not want to live in Stewart any longer. Having enough sea time, he moved
back to Prince Rupert and got his 500 ton Captain Masters certificate.
Doug and Debbie welcomed their second baby boy in 1987. Debbie only
took six weeks of maternity leave before going right back to work. Debbie
always wanted to be a stay-at-home mom with four children, but with the
amount of work to be done, she didn’t get the chance. In 1988, she and Doug,
following his father’s entrepreneurial spirit, started their own business: West
Coast Launch. Doug’s father owned the Kitamat Village Taxi Company while
working at Alcan and had the license to go in and out of Kitamat Village. He
was spoken of very highly by the village elders regarding his solid work ethic
and how well known he was to everyone.
West Coast Launch started out building one boat a year, leasing the boats
out or selling them to companies. It was always hard for Doug and Debbie to
give five minutes of instruction on how to drive the boat and then watch their
huge investment drive away. Some boats would return covered with dents.
Their boats were leased all over B.C. to fish farms, loggers, whale watchers, and
various companies. The boats were leased for short terms of about six months;
for some people it was easier to lease a boat than build or buy one.
Doug was now a contract skipper and would work wherever he was needed.
His first job was in Vancouver, towing barges from Richmond up to Powell
River every day for five years, two weeks on and two weeks off. His second
contract job was working at Campbell River with West Coast Tug and Barge
for a logging company. He was there for between four and five years. Doug
thought at the time that he was going to be a tugboat captain his whole life,
but he soon got tired of the lack of structure and of not being home. Doug was
missing out on a lot of family time.
Doug was asked to work for Pacific Pilot Authority (PPA) as an operator
while they were still leasing out their boats. The summers were slow at the
PPA, so he decided to try tourism and whale watching. The first year wasn’t
successful, as finding whales proved difficult, and he said “I’ll never do that
again.” He had a great time but it was hard promising customers something he
wasn’t delivering. Doug asked a colleague who had started his own business
to take his people and his boat and they would split the profit from tours of
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the Khutzymateen Grizzly Bear Sanctuary. Debbie, still working at the port,
helped with the company, doing financing and administrative work, and Doug
came up with all the ideas. They didn’t give up on the tours and started finding
it easier as they went along. They started to know the bears and whales personally while the wildlife became accustomed to them, and the whales stole their
hearts, even though “they are the size of a bus.” Remembering one occasion on
tour, a whale calf came up to the boat and showed interest in them for 45 minutes. Along came two adult whales who were with the calf, and they stayed just
as long. To Doug and Debbie, it almost felt like a spiritual event. Everyone on
the tour boat was so quiet and they all felt numb from the experience.
Debbie only goes out on the boat once or twice a year due to her full-time
job but loves seeing the tours through Doug’s eyes. They watch them on playby-play videos and in pictures and Doug tells her the stories of the day. At the
age of 16 their oldest boy, who knew the history of any area he travelled to and
was a natural tour guide, would sometimes drive the boat, and on at least one
occasion, acted as captain. After graduating from school he came back to the
family business and has been there ever since, with no second thoughts about
it. The younger of the two boys went on to post-secondary education, did
some travelling, and worked during the summers with the family. He received
his 60 ton ticket and, with encouragement from his parents, started working
at Maher Terminal. While working with other groups he would always come
to ask his parents “Did you want me to come back and work for you?” He
eventually started working with them because he missed it, creating the true
family business.
The water taxi and whale watching tours are available 365 days a year, even
working on Christmas and New Year’s in some years. Doug and Debbie are
building two more boats that will bring the total to 7 boats overall. With the
contract to transport students from Metlakatla and Dodge Cove they tried to
make it fun, interesting, and special by making a birthday calendar and interacting with the children. They enjoyed this time and made friends that they
still stop and talk to and share a hug with when they see them around town.
Doug and Debbie have even done whale watching on the radio; they were excited about letting everyone listen to the sounds of the whales splashing and
singing. This holistic experience was enhanced when they had the opportunity
to take vision impaired customers out on a tour. Going back to Doug’s disappointment at not delivering what the customer wanted, West Coast Launch
endeavours to consistently offer a complete wilderness adventure. Taking out
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up to 10,000 people annually, it has taken Doug and Debbie 10 years to let
everyone know you can watch whales in Prince Rupert and not have to go
elsewhere. Every now and then they like to go out on the boat by themselves,
always looking for whales and adventure and a destination for their next tour.
Debbie says, “The success of the company lies in the support of the family.
Taking on new and costly business ventures has been challenging, but with
each member of the family contributing complementary skills, we have been
able to take on new opportunities.”
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Constable Matt Ericson
•

M

att Ericson was born in Scarborough, Ontario, and was raised in
Toronto until he was five years old. Matt’s father, Richard Ericson, was
a professor and one of the world’s leading authorities of criminology, sociology, and law. His mother, Diana, taught English and writing as well as English
as a second language. Matt’s father, being a professor, taught and spoke in
many places around the world. As a result, before the age of 18, Matt lived in
England, France, Spain, Germany, Switzerland, and the United States. His parents were strong believers in the balance of education (being “book smart”)
and the understanding of people
and culture; this ultimately gave
Matt his life experience. Having had
the opportunity to travel to many
places around the world, it was
understood that there was far more
to travel then having a vacation and
being a tourist. Matt’s parents were
true believers in immersing themselves in the culture that they were
living in, being with the people, and
getting to know the community.
Matt attended school while
travelling; in England he attended
grades 1 and 2; in Toronto, grades
3 to 5; in the United States, grade
6; and back to Toronto for grade
7. While in Toronto, Matt played
in a number of sports, including
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baseball, soccer, and horseback riding. Having a true passion for horseback riding, Matt attended one of the top equestrian schools where he met Ian Miller,
a two-time winner of the Fédération Equestre Internationale Show Jumping
World Cup and an Olympic silver medalist. Matt and his family then moved to
Vancouver, B.C., where he went to high school.
This transition from Toronto to Vancouver was very hard for Matt, and in
grade 8, he got into trouble with the law and was arrested. Matt reflects on that
day as a turning point in his life and remembers the disappointment on his
mother’s face when she had to pick him up from the police station. This truly
broke his heart, which was compounded upon his return to school when he
was told it would be best if he didn’t come back. One statement that stuck with
him was when he was leaving his school for the last time was when a teacher
took him aside and said, “You will never amount to anything, Matt.” Later in
life, this teacher would be proven wrong. Fortunately, Matt had his parents
and their unwavering support, and they would strive to provide him with an
environment that was conducive to his learning. Matt started private school
in grade 9, and later that year he won an award for most improved attitude,
which was presented to him in front of the entire student body. Matt thought
of himself as a less-than-typical teenager, and structure began to take a prominent role in his life, and everything started to fall into place. Matt found his
passion in music; he played drums and bass and recorded a compact disc for
his high school that would be sold at Virgin Records. His music teacher was
Bill Napier-Hemy, who played for the punk rock band Pointed Sticks, and was
an incredible influence on Matt. In grade 10, Matt became even more focused
and driven and excelled in computer programing. Matt flew through grades 11
12 and graduated high school in 1998.
Matt and his family moved to Oxford, England, where he worked at the
Virgin Megastore as a loss prevention officer. Richard Branson, founder of
the Virgin Group, signed one of his books to Matt writing, “To Matt Ericson,
Thanks for all the help.” Matt also met Thom Yorke, of the band Radiohead,
and Rowan Atkinson, an English comedic actor and screenwriter best known
for the character Mr. Bean. When asked what it was like to be a loss prevention officer for Virgin Records, he tells the story of one of his shifts when he
approached a shoplifter. The shoplifter lured him into an alley where a struggle
ensued. With his radio smashed and not being able to call for back up, Matt
reached for the knife on his belt. As Matt was losing the fight, he was prepared
to do whatever it took to survive the ordeal. During the fight, Matt saw a man
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dressed in camouflage army pants and big black boots pull the thief ’s hair back,
giving Matt the advantage. Matt took the man into custody and waited for the
police, finding out later that the shoplifter was a wanted criminal with a long
list of offenses, including a double homicide. After the event, Matt tried to
thank the man in the camouflaged pants, but no one had seen anyone near
them during the struggle, and after searching for a couple of months, he started
to think he didn’t exist. Matt, not being a very spiritual person, has questioned
that event many times throughout his life and often wonders if there had been
some other force at work that protected him that day. In 1999, Matt moved
back to Vancouver and went to work at the Virgin Records store for the winter.
There he met his future wife, Lee-ann, and they started dating. Matt worked at
General Motors Place, home of the Vancouver Canucks, and attended the B.C.
Institute of Technology, where he completed his ticket in cabinetry. The next
few years he was employed on and off in various positions.
Matt remembers that, at the young of age of six years old, his mother captured a photo of him looking up at a Mountie on a horse. In 2001, Matt started
to pursue his dream, enrolling as an auxiliary police officer. In 2004, Matt was
recruited into the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Training Academy Depot
for six months and had to endure the −40°C winter of Regina, Saskatchewan.
At the time of his recruitment, the recruiter was impressed by Matt’s honesty
and how his life was presented like an open book. In May 2005, Matt graduated
from the depot and took his first posting to general duty in Maple Ridge, B.C.
At the time of his graduation, Matt remembers seeing how proud his family
was of his achievement. His mother presented him with the framed photograph of him looking up at the Mountie on horseback, and it now sits on his
desk at each of his postings and serves as a reminder of why he wanted to become a Mountie. After spending a couple years in general duty, Matt moved
to traffic services, where he spent the next eighteen months. During this time,
and with the support of his sergeant and detachment commander, Matt created a program for bars in the Lower Mainland and focused his energy on dealing with abuse, alcohol, and gang activity in licensed establishments. While
with traffic services, his inspector wanted him to take on a more prominent
role in project development, so a position was created for him in community
policing, developing programs to combat issues and challenges facing youth.
This would ultimately lead to Matt working closely with the youth community
and being on the forefront, developing intelligence and preventative strategies
pertaining to youth gangs.
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In 2009, Matt wanted to experience policing in a smaller community,
do some ocean fishing, and buy a house, so he requested transfer to Prince
Rupert. Matt’s transfer was complete in eight business days, and he remembers
the staffing guy asking “So Prince Rupert, eh? Are you sure?” and Matt replied
“Well… yeah.” Matt moved to Prince Rupert and went back to general duty
to get re-established; however, coming from the Lower Mainland, he soon
learned that small communities didn’t have the same call volume, so he spent
more time looking for more proactive solutions to help people. Matt would
spend the next two years in general duty before moving to the position that
he currently holds as the Prince Rupert RCMP’s media/community liaison.
Soon after arriving, Matt fell in love with Prince Rupert and the people, and
after a lifetime of travelling from place to place, Prince Rupert truly felt like
home. In August 2010, Matt married his wife Lee-ann, and later the couple
welcomed a baby boy into their lives.
In Prince Rupert, Matt isn’t known as “Constable Ericson, the police officer.” Nobody sees the uniform because he is not a typical officer; he’s “Matt” or
“Matt my friend.” Matt works with at-risk youth and is involved in many youth
programs. One of them, a camping program that is held on the Skeena River,
creates a place of comfort, confidentiality, and sharing that involves the youth
in team-building exercises that promote leadership. Matt’s primary focus is to
bridge the gap between youth and law enforcement. In school talks he discusses his life growing up, his experience with diverse cultures and societies,
and the influence that this has had in the role he plays today.
Matt has extended his stay in Prince Rupert twice but will be finishing off
his posting in Prince Rupert in the fall of 2015. Matt is easy to talk to and you
can count on him to be there, a phone call or text away. Matt doesn’t want to
leave—he would stay if he could—and hopes to be relocated close to Prince
Rupert so he can keep in touch with the youth and the community he now
calls home. That’s why Matt works so hard in the position he is in. When it
comes to young people, despite it being cliché, he will always say, “The young
people are the future. It doesn’t matter how you look at it; they are the people
of tomorrow, and if we’re not supporting them, we’re not supporting our own
future.”
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Friendship House Elders
•

A

dele (Addie) Harris was one of the visionaries and prayer warriors
to build the Friendship House Elders. In the 1960s, there were two
Anglican missionaries that were trying to get to Prince Rupert from Stewart,
B.C. but did not have the funds to get here. Addie and a few elders and young
ladies started collecting money and having bake sales and rummage sales to
raise funds for the missionaries’ travel expenses. They raised enough money
and sent it to Stewart on a seaplane, which returned with the two young ladies.
Addie took one of the ladies to live with her and another family took the other
lady. The Church Army and the Anglican Church combined together and
formed a prayer group, and on prayers is how the Friendship House began.
Addie, her brother, sister-in-law, and the prayer group were asked to find a
different location to hold their prayer meeting, and with no funds they took
it house to house out at North Pacific Cannery, Cassiar Cannery, Sunnyside
Cannery, Port Edward, and here in Prince Rupert. They started off as a revival
group, fundraising to travel to outlying villages such as Kitkatla, Kincolith, and
Port Simpson. As time went on, the group grew and grew, and as the months
and years passed, the group decided to contact the bishop of the Anglican
Church to start a prayer group in the church, but the bishop could not take
another on. There was a little hut (storage for donations for the Salvation
Army) that was located across from where Prince Rupert Friendship House is
situated today; this is where the prayer group was allowed to hold their prayer
meetings for numerous years. They still continued to fundraise through bake
sales, rummage sales, catering, donations, and anything they could sell that
was donated to the group.
Addie speaks of where the Pagoda Restaurant used to stand, at 3rd Avenue
West and 6th Street, and how it was referred to as Chinatown at that time
because of the little huts and marketplace and the mix of Chinese and First
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Nations people that were in the area. At one meeting, the priests from the
United Church and Anglican Church and the captain of the Salvation Army
attended their meeting to suggest they start a Friendship Centre. Everybody in
their prayer group agreed, and so began the dream of having their place to worship, pray, and help anyone that was in need of help. The group just kept getting
bigger and bigger with no division of race or of the different First Nations:
“Everyone was my brother and everyone was my sister.” Addie and her husband, along with others were there from the beginning of the foundation, still
hold prayer meetings. She remembers eating their lunch on the actual foundation before the walls were raised. There were times when things got tough, but
through their faith and prayer they still held meetings. Sometimes they had to
make their own room— putting four boards together to make a room to pray
and using boxes and little kids chairs to sit—but their faith did not waver.
After the Friendship House was built, the women took care of the building,
scrubbing the floors and taking the laundry to the Pioneer Hostel that did it for
free. They helped homeless people that needed shelter, they fed and clothed
them, and in return, to give back, these people would help by carrying the lumber and becoming construction laborers. They kept working hard; people saw
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the hard work being put in and wanted to join in to help, so the workforce grew.
The group decided it was time to get someone there to coordinate the group
and the building, so they asked the preacher of the First United Church, Fred
Anderson, and he agreed; Fred remained as the administrator for over twenty
years. Then the ladies of the prayer group were approached by a First Nations
couple that lived in Vancouver to start an elders group. Jokingly, but readily,
they accepted, and so began the Prince Rupert Friendship House Elders.
Addie put up a flyer to recruit for the group and got a good turnout of all nations. It was not only First Nations but Chinese, Japanese, Caucasian, and later
East Indians. They did not decide by where someone was from, they were all
united, they just mixed and worked together. “God put that love in our hearts,
we’re just like that (clasps her hands together), we’re just cemented together.”
There is such a huge difference in the way things started and how things
are today. They used to receive large amounts of food donations, like herring
eggs, clams, cockles, halibut, and salmon to help them fundraise and cater during the All-Native Basketball Tournament, but they don’t get much anymore.
They referred to this as a “love gift,” given from the heart.
Addie-“I still enjoy going to the Friendship House, even though I am old. I
am asked, When are you going to retire. I retire when God says, ‘Come.’”

•
Some Members of the Prince Rupert Friendship House Elders
Peter Dennis is from Lax Kw’alaams (Port Simpson) and is from the Ganhada
(Raven) Tribe and the Lasgiik (Eagle) Tribe. He was invited by his mother and
sister to help out wherever he can. He has designed some of the crests that the
elders use on their vests and drums, and has also carved a mask for an elder
to use at the All-Native Basketball Tournament (ANBT). He helps prepare
and deliver care boxes for the elders. In the summer and late fall, Peter and his
father go out to get traditional foods such as fish, clams, and cockles to donate
to the Friendship House Elders. He also helps prepare for the elders catering
and the ANBT.
Frank Robinson is from Metlakatla, B.C., and is Gisbutwada (killer whale).
He is fairly new to the elders. On Thursdays they have their meetings and
gather to prepare for any events that they will be doing. He has been associated
with the elders for a year before he joined them in meetings. He volunteered
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to drive the elders to and from the civic centre during the ANBT and this is
when he got to know the members of the group personally. He enjoys going to
the elders meetings; it gives him a chance to get out and socialize with others.
Frank has made a vest with his crest on it and understands that he has a lot to
learn. He helps to fundraise and is looking forward to travel for the next elders
gathering, which will be held in Victoria in August 2015.
Violet Skog is from Gitxaala (Kitkatla) and is Ganhada (raven). Violet has
been with the Friendship House Elders since the early 1970s. She has been
involved in many activities and seen a lot with the group. She makes eets’m
anaay (fry bread) to help fundraise and sits at the tables when they have their
bake sales in the Rupert Square Mall, Wednesdays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and also
at the civic centre during the ANBT. Violet finished her vest but sat and talked
with her long-time friend and Friendship House elder Eva Shaw. Eva chooses
not to take part in the interview due to health reasons, but she has been with
the group for a long time as well. They are working towards going to the elders
gathering and have travelled to a few places in the past years.
Verne and Inez Jackson are from Gitxaala. Verne’s tribe is Gisbutwada and
Inez is Ganhada. They were invited to join the Friendship House Elders last
September and they love it. It keeps them busy and they get to sit with elders
that have been there a long time. Since joining they have helped with the bake
sale fundraiser that they hold in the Rupert Square Mall. During the Christmas
holidays, they tried to start a choir group at the Friendship House, but due to
health reasons it did not go through. They look forward to trying again next
Christmas. They are working on fixing a vest with their crest that they will use
when they go to the next elders gathering and are anxiously looking forward
to the experience.
From the age of nine, Darlene Harris Wolfe, daughter of Addie Harris, has
been a part of the Friendship House Elders. Darlene is Lasgiik and is Nisga’a/
Tsmshian/Gitsan. She started coming to the elders meeting full time three
years ago, but she started at a young age to help her mother and aunties. She
is proud to say that this year she is able to vote for motions and the board
of elders. All the years Darlene has been with her mom, she has helped with
fundraising, baking, cooking, catering, and as an escort because she has her
first aid ticket. During the ANBT, she talks of how they used to get a lot of
traditional foods donated but now they have to buy most. Every Christmas,
the Friendship House Elders do have a thank-you dinner for everyone that
donated anything to them.
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Another couple that got invited to be “elders in training” are Doris Hopkins
(Lasgiik) of the Heiltsuk (Bella Bella) Nation, and George Price (Froggy)
(Gisbutwada) from Lax Kw’alaams. They started in October 2014, so they are
new to the group, but they love it. Doris was a homemaker to help elders in
her community, so this is second nature to her. Doris and Froggy have taken
all the activities and fundraising that the rest have done and remember when
they sang and had a dinner with the elders at Acropolis Manor, feasting on all
the traditional foods. They both look forward to every Thursday sitting with
the elders to socialize and prepare upcoming fundraisers and discussing and
learning how to work within the group.
Sandra Smith, culture family coordinator, is Gisbutwada from Gitsegukla.
She has worked at the Friendship House for approximately ten years. Sandra
and Carol Azak have sewn up the elders vest and are hoping to complete their
vest before the ANBT and the elders gathering in Victoria. She does incorporate programs and create relationships with the elders for guidance and
teaching. Sandy has some of the elders in her cedar weaving class and she likes
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to listen to their stories and try to
learn the Tsmshian language. They
have made many regalia and plan to
make jackets and ties for children,
which can be worn for dancing
or other events. In the Friendship
House, they all work together; if
one person has more knowledge or
talent in one area, they go to each
other and work off each other for
the betterment of the entire house.
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Denis Garon
•
This interview started much the same as the others we had done to this point.
Denis was recommended to us and we arranged a time to sit and have a chat.
We went through the interview, sitting with Denis in his living room and
enjoying some very rich conversation. When we were getting ready to leave,
Denis presented us with another biography that had been written by his granddaughter, Robyn Jaylene Nichol, while she was attending high school here in
Prince Rupert (1998). He had intended for the piece to be used for reference,
but once we had a chance to go through the piece, we realized that it contained
much of the same information that Denis had given during the interview. We
asked Denis if it would be okay to use the piece “in toto” and he was agreeable.
Next we contacted Robyn to see if she would agree to let us use her work and
she was very excited about the prospect. Here we have the piece presented as
it was when it was handed in as a high school project as well as Robyn’s bio.
One generation of the Garon family respectfully presented by a member of its
future, a granddaughter presenting her grandfather.

•

D

enis Joseph Laurier Garon was born in the city of Prince Rupert,
B.C., on March 3rd, 1926. Denis was born an only child to the late
Joseph Garon and the late Anne-Marie Garon (née Mercier).
Denis’s father, Joseph Garon, was born in St. Bernard, Québec on August
3, 1874. In 1898, the Klondike gold rush drew Joseph, as well as his two brothers, to pan for gold. The gold fever held Joseph in the Yukon for 10 years and
he finally landed in Prince Rupert in 1908. Amazingly, Joseph had ventured to
Prince Rupert in possession of $60 000. Denis’s father was of little influence
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in his life. Regardless, one thing
his father taught him was to always
work as hard as he could.
Another influence in Denis’s life
was his mother, AnneMarie Garon,
who was born on September
23rd, 1892. Her place of birth was
Laurierville, Québec. She was
a school teacher in Plessisville,
Québec, until 1922 when she met
Joseph. Joseph proposed to AnneMarie and they married in Québec.
Soon after the marriage, AnneMarie travelled to Prince Rupert
with her new husband. She did not
work from then on, and in 1926,
Anne-Marie gave birth to her first and only son, Denis. Anne-Marie was a
greater influence in her son’s life than Joseph, as she lived 25 years longer than
her husband. She taught her son many valuable things in life. For instance,
she taught him to be honest and to attend church. Furthermore, Anne-Marie
taught him how to sew, tend to animals, and garden. As well, she encouraged
him to deliver the Vancouver Sun newspaper in downtown Prince Rupert and
encouraged him to do his own repairs on his bike. Clearly, Anne-Marie Garon
has been an important role model in her son’s life.
For Denis, it is difficult to remember the early part of his life. Even so, some
memories have survived. The most distant memory was during the 1930’s when
Denis was about four years old. He remembers very well his first two rabbits.
Months after Denis got his first rabbits, the rabbits had multiplied from two
to twenty-four! Sadly, the hunger of the Depression led to eating the rabbits,
but Denis got more later. He has distinct memories of when he was about
9–12 years old, fishing along Moresby Creek for Cutthroat trout and feeding
deer in an enclosure next to the Knox Hotel (Ocean View).
When Denis was about 13 years old, along with many other kids, he formed
a club in Prince Rupert that they named “The Western Bush Rangers.” The
headquarters was in the old Westview School on Atlin Avenue. The kids, both
male and female, joined the club to enjoy various games, gymnastics, and
hikes along Moresby Creek.
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As Denis grew more mature (age 14), he worked at Litte’s Sawmill in
Terrace, B.C., which was his first job. The mill was situated close to the railway,
near the present-day shopping centre. One year later, at age 15, Denis worked
on several parts of Highway 16, including Prudhomme Lake, Rainbow Lake,
Kwinitsa, and Cedarvale. Interestingly, Denis was the first person through
Highway 16 to Prince Rupert, which took him 7 hours to travel on a bicycle.
Next, Denis was employed at the old grain elevator as a maintenance person.
Subsequently he started on the old Columbia Cellulose construction site as a
millwright’s helper and later as a “B” millwright when the mill was opened. In
April, 1953, Denis left the pulp mill to join the B.C. Forest Service, and to enjoy
the fresh air. The first year saw him as an assistant ranger at Hazelton. The next
year he worked at Babine Lake at Pendleton Bay.
By 1954 he landed a job on the marking crew and became M.C. foreman in
1955 at Smithers, B.C. The next few years’ work was spread from Prince Rupert
to Burns Lake. In 1962, he became assistant stand treatment supervisor until
1967 when he started as silviculture supervisor at Smithers and Prince Rupert.
He attended the Forest Service Training School in 1963 and became assistant
cruising supervisor in 1964. In 1978, Denis had the first women crew planting
trees in the Prince Rupert district. Ironically, the women turned out to be better planters than the men. Denis gradually worked up to regional stand tending
coordinator in Smithers in 1980. On October 1st, 1981, Denis became resource
officer at the Ministry of Forest’s North Coast District (Prince Rupert). Finally,
after many working years, Denis retired in 1987.
Denis started the third Boy Scout troop at the Presbyterian Church in
Prince Rupert in 1947. He had up to twenty-four Scouts active in various outdoor activities such as hiking, camping, boating, and indoor games such as
floor hockey. One boating experience Denis experienced with his troop was
sailing down Lakelse Lake. Denis, as well as the boys, noticed many bubbles
coming up from the bottom of the lake. They concluded that the bubbles
were coming from fresh water clams. Later, it turned out that there had actually been an earthquake. Later in his life, Denis helped for several years at the
Annunciation Hall with the 5th Boy Scout troop.
Denis married Winona Mae Eby on July 17th, 1957. They were married at
St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic Church in Smithers, B.C. Winona, for almost her
entire life, has been commonly called by her family and friends “Tugi.” She is
not sure exactly how her nickname came about, but she has been called this
name for as long as she can remember. Earlier in her life, she quit school at the
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age of 15 and began working at a clothing store. Later, she worked as a switchboard operator, which she enjoyed fully. Years later, in 1955, Tugi and Denis
met at a church and slowly grew to love one another, leading to their marriage.
Tugi has influenced Denis’s life in many ways. Her easygoing and thoughtful
personality have rubbed off on Denis, making him considerate as well. Tugi is
the kind of person who is always joking and fun to be around. She has, for the
most part, let Denis do whatever he wanted to in life, which has resulted in a
feeling of contentment for them both.
Together, Denis and Tugi have five children: Kim Joseph, Terry James, Marc
Robert, Patricia Denise and Paul Laurier. They also have seven grandchildren:
Robyn Jaylene, Chrystopher Joseph, Michelle Mae, Daniel Luc, Adam Joseph,
Austin Jacob, and Steven Marc.
Some of Denis’s more recent accomplishments are the building of four cabins at Salvus (between Prince Rupert and Terrace, B.C.) and the writing of a
book on the history of the Catholic Church in Prince Rupert.
The largest cabin at Salvus had the walls erected by Denis’s sons and friends,
while the rest of the work was left for Denis. In this process he was able to
learn about carpentry and plumbing. He built three other smaller cabins surrounding the largest one, as well as beautiful gardens and a relaxing hot tub in
the front of the largest cabin. The things that Denis enjoys the most about his
cabins are the company of his children and grandchildren, visiting friends, and
the surrounding nature.
Denis’s other major accomplishment is being the author of The History of
the Catholic Church in Prince Rupert. The Catholic Church in Prince Rupert
was 90 years old in 1998. Denis’s 190-page book is set to be published in 1999.
Presently, Denis works at the Knights of Columbus flea market every
Saturday. The flea market helps out people who cannot afford expensive items.
The money raised goes towards free-throw basketball, music festivals, boys’
soccer, the Prince Rupert Hospital, and approximately twenty-five other
groups and charities. Some of the charities include soup kitchens and the
Salvation Army. In addition to this, Denis is also presently the chairman of the
Prince Rupert Crime Stoppers.
On an interesting note, some of Denis’s distant relations are Gabrielle Roy
(writer), Robert Goulet (singer), and, perhaps, Elvis Garon Presley.
In my view, my grandfather has had a very successful life. I can see that one
of his passions is definitely the “Great Outdoors,” and I believe he has been
successful in living his passion. He has worked with the B.C. Forest Service for
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a good portion of his life as well as building cabins and beautiful gardens. I can
remember in my earlier years when my grandfather and I would go on nature
hikes about three times per week during the summer. In my own lifetime I
have enjoyed being with him and have gained a lot of knowledge through this.
He has been a positive role model for me and I, as well as others, will always
remember him as an intelligent, hard-working man.

•

R

obyn is a born teacher
who loves health and nature
and smiles when it’s raining. She
was born July 19th, 1982, was raised
in Prince Rupert, and will forever
be proud of her hometown. Having
moved from the rainiest city to
the only true desert in Canada
(Osoyoos, B.C.), Robyn fondly
remarks that, “you can take the girl
out of Rupert, but you can’t take the
Rupert out of the girl!”
After completing high school in
2000, Robyn continued studies at
the University of British Columbia.
She graduated in 2006 with a degree in human kinetics. The next year, in 2007,
she raised over $6500 in Prince Rupert for diabetes research and ran a marathon in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, to promote her fundraising efforts.
Throughout her university career, Robyn routinely went back to Prince
Rupert to be with family and to work a variety of jobs. She worked at School
District 52, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Commercial Fishing, Opa Sushi,
Smiles Café, Farwest Sports, Breakers Pub, the Civic Centre, and as regional
coordinator for Prince Rupert’s Success By 6, to name a few. She feels that her
broad work experience, combined with the love and support her family provided while growing up, has made her embrace life’s challenges as a positive,
strong, and versatile woman.
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With time, Robyn became passionate about educating and empowering
youth and thus decided to become a teacher. In 2009, she travelled to the Gold
Coast of Australia to pursue a Master of Teaching degree at Griffith University.
While living overseas for a year she learned a lot about life—she met wonderful people, taught in grade 3 and 5 classrooms, bartended on the beaches of
Surfers Paradise, and ran a marathon in under four hours! By that time she had
run marathons on three different continents.
In 2010, Robyn completed her final practicum and thesis for her master’s
degree in Kamloops, B.C., graduating with high distinction. At that time, the
area was lacking in teaching jobs so she pursued work, again, with Fisheries
and Oceans Canada. Combining her fisheries and teaching expertise, she developed a first-of-its-kind curriculum related to First Nations’ inland commercial fisheries. Opportunely, one of her fisheries jobs dispatched her to Osoyoos
Lake, where she met her now husband, Scott Nichol. They instantly “clicked”
and were married two years later on August 18th, 2012. Robyn says that Scott is
her best friend; his energy and spirit matches hers perfectly and together they
make laughter an everyday part of their lives.
Currently, Robyn and Scott live in the Okanagan and are expecting their
first child. She teaches in the South Okanagan School District, runs rehabilitation and activity programs at Scott’s mental health care facility, and helps run
their ski lodge during winter months. She enjoys hunting and fishing with her
husband as well as fitness, healthy cooking, painting, gardening, and music.
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Simona Ionita
•

S

imona Ionita was born, the youngest of four siblings, on July 25, 1967,
in the small town of Onești, Romania. She was raised by a single mother,
as her father passed away when Simona was only six years old. Her mother
worked long hours as a housekeeper to give the family a place to live and keep
food on the table. Simona speaks very fondly of her mother, who is 86 years
old and still living in Romania. She speaks of her childhood as a difficult one;
Christmas presents were few if any, and the holiday was sometimes a simple
family meal together. Simona speaks openly of this time; she says the most
important thing was that they were together, they were healthy, and they were
happy. No matter how much, or nothing, that they had on the table, they were
happy.
Simona finished grade 12 and
went on to complete vocational college specializing in chemistry and
biology. She worked as a chemical
operator at a large chemical plant
for the next 14 years. During this
time, she married a man that had
much the same background as she
did. The relationship became very
unhealthy and, not wanting her
two children to be raised in that
environment, she divorced her husband after five years. Simona loved
her job; she worked in the plant and
her sister worked in the lab. There
was a mechanical failure at the plant
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and they needed to bring a technician in for repairs. They could not find somebody in Romania, so the company searched internationally and brought a tech
in from Canada, who would turn out to be Simona’s future brother-in-law. The
Canadian technician and Simona’s sister became good friends. He returned
home but went back to Romania to visit, and the relationship lead to marriage
and her sister moving away. Simona continued on at the plant.
In 1995, Simona’s sister invited her to visit and, with her five-year-old son,
she came to Prince Rupert for the first time. They visited for six months but,
deciding she was not ready to stay, Simona returned to her job and her mother
in Romania. Just four years later the company she was working for declared
bankruptcy. This was very stressful for Simona, being an unemployed single
mother of two boys in a society that did not support her situation—where she
did not have a voice. Some mornings her children ate boiled water and sugar
with a piece of bread on the side. At night, with her children asleep, she would
sit and worry about what they were going to do the next day with no food or
money. At this time she received another invitation from her sister to come to
Prince Rupert and give it another try. Having few prospects for her family in
Romania, Simona decided she wasn’t going to have her children grow up in
this way. It was time for a change; it was time for freedom.
In 1999, Simona joined her sister in Prince Rupert. It was very difficult as
she spoke very little English. The greatest hardship she had to endure was that
the Canadian embassy accepted Simona but not her children, so she had to
leave them in Romania with her mother. She worried day and night as she
understood the financial situation they were in and she did not yet have the
opportunity for employment to help them. When she finally did work, she
sometimes held four jobs. She sent money back to her family in Romania,
even paying for a private teacher so her sons could learn English. Simona gives
much credit to her sister and brother-in-law for all of the help they gave her as
she slowly made steps to better her situation. She received a social insurance
number and attended Northwest Community College where she would encounter “the best teachers in my life…ever.” Simona is very grateful to everybody at the college for their patience and support, especially her English as a
second language instructor. She went on to study English, chemistry, biology,
and anatomy and physiology, and in 2003 she completed a nursing aide certificate. After three years of working and striving for a better life for her children,
her two boys joined her in Prince Rupert. Simona met them at the airport in
Vancouver and they took a roundabout trip through Alberta, visiting Dinosaur
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National Park. The boys looked at everything like they weren’t even on the
same planet anymore. The boys both completed high school, being spoken
of highly by their teachers, and moved on to successful working careers. Of
course, with the work ethic modelled by the matriarchs of their family, what
else could one expect?
Simona started working for Northern Health and has remained there to
this day. She works with elderly people at Acropolis Manor and out in the
community and truly loves her job. There are good days and bad days, but no
matter how tired she is at the end of the day, she loves the work she does and
the clients that she serves. Coming from a country where she did not get the
help that she needed, and coming to Canada where her children have the opportunity to go the school, to be treated like equals, and to be clothed and fed,
Simona does the work she does because it gives her the opportunity to give
something back. She speaks openly about the differences in the two societies,
about being in Romania where her children would be looked at differently
because they were from a poor family of a single mother, about being here
and not having to sit up and worry all night about clothes and food and what
was going to happen to them the next day. The differences she sees, even on
the street where people, regardless of vocation, can speak to one another on
the same level, respect one another and laugh together, are huge. Not being
one for big cities, Simona loves the small town atmosphere where people get
together and help each other.
The weather was a big adjustment. In Romania there are four distinct seasons; summers are very hot and winters are very cold. Simona is back and forth
on the summers, but she loves that the winters in Prince Rupert are very mild
in comparison. This works well for her long walks on the waterfront where she
will stand at her favourite spot and close her eyes and listen to the ocean. She
has a great admiration for the indigenous nations of this land, their traditional
culture, and has tremendous empathy for the trials they have been made to
endure. Simona, looking to get more involved with the community, began volunteering with the Kaien Anti-Poverty Society. She sat as chair for two years
with an understanding that, no matter where you are, there will be people that
don’t have enough. She really likes that in Prince Rupert she can go out to
raise money and people will give, even if they themselves have very little. With
a recommendation from a close friend, Simona will begin studying women’s
studies at Northwest Community College and will then advocate for a support resource for single mothers. She wants to create an environment free of
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judgement, where there is trust and safety, where somebody can come for a
second, and even a third, chance. She has a special place in her heart for young
parents trying to start there life and will continue to advocate for them, believing that if you can help, why not help. Still holding her love for chemistry and
biology, all the way from her life in Romania, Simona wants to move into work
that involves a greater understanding of mental development and diseases
such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and dementia, which are looking to reach
epidemic levels in Canada in the future. Looking back on her journey, Simona
has a wealth of experience to share with women and men alike, but most of
it could be described by a line from one of her favourite songs, “Stronger” by
Kelly Clarkson:
“’What doesn’t kill me makes me stronger.’ God gave me a chance to come
to this country. I say, okay, I’ll show you who I am. ”
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Frances Jackson
•

W

hen walking into Frances Jackson’s apartment one is immediately enveloped in the richness of family pictures, weaving, knitting,
and mending that surround her. Frances is Gis’gaas or “Fireweed” Clan of the
Gitanmaax, meaning “fishing through the ice,” of Old Hazelton, B.C. Born to
Mary Green and Arthur Mowatt, also from Gitanmaax, the family lived primarily in Old Hazelton and would travel to and from North Pacific Cannery
on the Northwest Coast for the salmon fishing season. Frances is the fourth
of nine siblings, seven sisters and two brothers. She has five children, nine
grandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren. Frances moved
to North Pacific in 1972 with her
family when their house in Old
Hazelton burned down. They lived
there for about 3 years before moving to Prince Rupert where she has
lived to this day.
Frances’s crest is a barn owl;
she remembers her dad talking to
an owl outside their house in Old
Hazelton in Sm’algyax, the traditional language of their nation. Her
dad walked into the house laughing and she asked, “What did the
owl say to you?” He said the owl
told him that he was just standing
around with his arms hanging by
his side doing nothing when he
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should be hunting, gathering food, and working. He figured he should always
be doing something, which became a work ethic that he would share with
Frances. One of the other values she was taught was to always help when help
was needed—do not hesitate. Frances’s father’s first moose of the season or
first salmon catch was divided amongst the people of the village so everybody
could have a feed. Even if there wasn’t much left for themselves, they still gave
to the village first.
Frances has a very creative and innovative spirit. One of the traditional activities Frances enjoys is weaving with cedar. She ensures that all of the cedar
she uses is harvested traditionally and respectfully. She weaves traditional
items such as baskets, medicine pouches, and hats, as well as nontraditional
items such as Christmas ornaments, roses, and graduation caps. When asked
respectfully by a purchaser of one of her traditional hats when they were allowed to wear it, she responded, “Whenever you want to keep the sun off your
head.” Frances understands that many of the traditional uses for these items
were practical and not always ceremonial. Frances also crochets and knits and
recently taught knitting classes using her traditional language, as was requested
by her students. She was also involved in a “stinging-nettles net” project where
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she and her close friend, Freda Diesing, would fashion a fully serviceable
fishing net from plant fibre, to twine, to net in the traditional way of nations
from the Northwest Coast. It was a time- and effort-intensive endeavour with
many hands in the mix, including a local artist who provided the wooden
floats carved into the shape of salmon that would eventually find a home in the
Museum of Northern British Columbia.
Frances’s work history started at the very young age of nine years old. She
started out standing on a box beside her mom canning fish at the North Pacific
Cannery. At the age of 11 she started her career in logging. Frances salvaged logs
that had drifted ashore and tied them together to an anchor. At first she used
the logs strictly for fuel for the wood stove in their home. One day a gentleman
knocked at her door and asked for Frances. He said he wanted to take the logs
but she stood firm and he agreed to buy them from her. The man measured the
logs and paid $118—Frances’s first log salvage cheque. At the age of 13 years old,
Frances worked at the North Pacific Cannery on the reform line. She started
work early in the morning and worked late into the night only to do it all over
again the next day. She continued to work on shore, in the cannery and as a
master net-mender, throughout the rest of her life to this day. At the age of
56, Frances, having always wanted a chef ’s ticket, went to culinary arts school
at Vancouver Community College. She graduated with a diploma in culinary
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arts and received an honourable mention. Returning to her roots she became
the head chef at a restaurant in North Pacific called The Cannery Cafe. People
would travel a long distance to eat her food, and she remembers the day one
gentleman became very upset when they ran out of clam chowder as he had
driven for 2 hours to have a bowl. On some of the busiest days the café sold
144 salmon burgers, catered groups of 100 to 125 people, and even hosted two
weeks of classes from the University of Northern British Columbia in their
bed and breakfast. To this day Frances continues to work and be active; now
73 years old she has just completed another salmon fishing season as a master
net-mender, now mending nets for the third generation of one of the families
she has worked with.
One of her fondest memories was a family barbecue at North Pacific to
celebrate a picture of her father, Arthur, being put up in one of the buildings on
site. The family event grew into a fundraiser for the museum, and the Annual
Fishermen’s Memorial Barbecue was born. The family collected donations
from individuals and businesses in Port Edward and Prince Rupert for the
food for the barbecue as well as items for the raffles and door prizes. All of
the salmon was donated by native fishermen from their catch. All of the food
preparation—the salmon, salads, desserts, and soup—were done by Frances,
her sisters, her children, and volunteers. Every year, families of individuals that
worked within the Northwest Coast fishery would add pictures of their family
members to the memorial. The barbecue went on for eight years serving over
300 people annually and honouring the memory of the fishermen and families
that worked and lived there. It was a cherished family event that Frances remembers proudly.
While discussing the current state of the environment, Frances remembers
a time, at age 11, when her aunty would send her to get some fresh white clams
down by the Prince Rupert waterfront. She also remembers her son fished for
“rocket” or rock cod off the docks and caught enough to bring home for dinner. Her father, Arthur, walked the train tracks from North Pacific to just past
Port Edward where he would walk along the shore at low tide and pick up crab
that had been trapped in the long grass. Frances talks about how all of these
things were easily and readily available to the people that lived here; now we
have to travel long distances to harvest food.
Always on the go, Frances has lived a very active and traditional life. She
has always been a caregiver and has tried to mentor the people in her life in the
best way possible with the lessons that she has learned. Frances believes that
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the best lesson she has to give is to live a clean life. “A good, clean life. Look
after your own body. Like I said, it’s your body, your life, and nobody else’s. You
are the only one responsible for your life; you are the only one who can spoil
it.” In her daily walks, her diet of traditional foods, and her honouring of her
relationships, we see that Frances lives the lesson of the ownership of one’s life.
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Adrienne Johnston
•

A

drienne Johnston was born in Kirkee, India; she is the oldest of six
siblings. She can speak some of the regional language Bengali, the national language Hindi, and she grew up speaking English as her first language.
Adrienne and her family lived on an army base; her father was a captain in the
Queen’s Army. Her father, Adrian Braganza, is originally from Portugal and her
mother, Carmelina Coutts, is of Portuguese and Indian descent. Adrienne and
her family lived in West Bengal; as middle class people they had some running
water, beds to sleep on, a table to sit at, a radio to listen to, and servers to attend
to the children and for cooking and cleaning. The lower economic families
lived in one-bedroom houses made of mud and sticks with straw floors. In an
extremely over-populated society, her family was very fortunate.
Adrienne’s mother educated the children in knitting, reading, arithmetic,
and kept up to date with current events and geography. The first day of school,
Adrienne’s teacher told the children to take the books out to read. Adrienne
made a sad face; the teacher asked, “What’s the matter?” Adrienne replied
“Teacher, I’ve read this book.” Adrienne’s teacher sat down with her to read
the book and, to the teacher’s surprise, she read the book. The teacher sent her
to the office to be moved into a higher grade level where she did more reading, arithmetic, and story writing. Adrienne was sent to the office three times
throughout that day, until she was in a class where they found something she
couldn’t already do. Adrienne ended up in grade three at age four; in class she
was threading thick wool through a needle to make sewing cards, using the
wool to create pictures of objects or animals on paper. Adrienne remembers
being brought to school by her father’s personal orderly every day. She sat
on a cushion on the cross-bar between the seat and the handle bars while he
pedaled and reached around her to steer. Adrienne remembers one day going
home from school, very sad, and her mother asked her what was wrong. She
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replied, “Every day when I do my arithmetic I get ten out of ten, and today
I only got five out of five.” How innocent she was at a young age. Adrienne’s
mother became very ill and was diagnosed with tuberculosis. Her mother
had to go into a sanatorium—an institution to treat long term patients with
chronic illnesses. Adrienne’s father wanted his wife to be in a better-equipped
sanatorium, so he moved up in rank from captain to major to place his wife in
a better hospital. With her mother ill and her father in the military, she and
her siblings had to move house to house and be cared for by relatives. Finally,
almost a year later, a cousin took them back to their own home.
On Adrienne’s fifth birthday, she remembers her aunty bringing over a
cake, a dress for her and her sister, and new clothes for her brother. The server
brought in an oval tin bath tub and placed it in the middle of the room to bathe
the children. While bathing, Adrienne looked over at the doorway and was
surprised to see her mother standing there; she was speechless. Adrienne
kept touching her mother, incredulous, and very happy to see her because
she hadn’t seen her mother for almost a year. Her mother helped prepare the
birthday party with everyone, making paper hats, and a “coy bag” (much like
a piñata) shaped as a girl with pigtails and filled it with puffed rice, coins, and
prizes. Unfortunately, her mother only had a day pass, but she was filled with
happiness with her mother’s appearance and her birthday party turned out
better than ever. At age seven, her father was relocated, and she and her family
moved to England. It was the first time Adrienne saw a television. At age 11,
they moved back to Kirkee when his posting was done, and Adrienne continued to attend school. After school, she taught English as a second language
along with doing some music broadcasting at a local radio station. Adrienne
graduated from school and worked as a secretary; she didn’t want to but her
father talked her into it.
Adrienne remembers being inspired to come to Canada as a young child.
When in Girl Guides, she had to earn her knowledge badge by learning of
other countries. She studied the furthest countries away from her: South
Africa, Australia, and Canada. Adrienne fell in love with Canada. At 19 years
old, Adrienne immigrated to Canada by herself and boarded a plane for the
first time. “It was such smooth takeoff; all it looked like to me was, like the
ground fell away.” Flying over the Gulf Islands, in the Georgia Strait between
Vancouver Island and the Lower Mainland of B.C., was the most beautiful
sight she had seen in her life. She was amazed by the layer after layer of ocean
and islands and the open sky; all the colours of blue and grey. It was so peaceful
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and beautiful; it looked like a pearly metallic of light that you only see on the
west coast. It made everything gleam, and she said “Woo, this is home, I’m the
luckiest girl on earth.”
Upon arriving in Vancouver, Adrienne only had eight dollars in her pocket.
She had more money in the bank but she was saving that in case she was deported out of the country. When given a tour of Vancouver, Adrienne thought
the buildings seemed so tall, grey, and big; they all looked like skyscrapers. She
felt as if she could do anything and go anywhere in Vancouver. Adrienne lived
with her grandmother and aunty and she had to find a “respectable” job as
quickly as possible. She worked at the Lions Gate Hospital as a nurse’s aid and,
in that same year, met her future husband, Paul. At that time, Dave Barrett, the
NDP premier, and his government decided to pay students $125 a month to attend nursing school because there was a shortage of nurses. Adrienne took full
advantage of the opportunity and attended school at Langara College to train
as a nurse. In 1974, she became a registered nurse and Paul finished law school
a year later. In 1975, they moved to Prince George and Paul started articling for
one year. The couple married in Prince George and Paul applied for a job in
Prince Rupert; he was hired and started work right away.
When they arrived in Prince Rupert, she took a deep breath of the fresh
air. The water was sweet, the town was calm, and you could walk to get anywhere. Her first year in Rupert she met a lot of people from all over the world,
from Iceland to South Africa. In 1976, she started working at the Prince Rupert
Regional Hospital in the maternity ward. In 1977, Adrienne remembers attending a First Nations feast at the Fisherman’s Hall and everyone was dressed
in full regalia and had all their culture’s foods presented. She was expecting
her first baby and, for the first time, she tried steamed rice, boiled seaweed,
and salmon eggs with oolichan grease, and it was the best thing she had ever
eaten. It was the last time she seen this gathering of First Nations culture with
everyone dressed in full regalia and an array of traditional food. Adrienne had
four children in six years and decided not to go back to work until her youngest child started school. In 1987, she switched careers and start working at the
Annunciation School as a librarian. She wanted more family time and worked
there for six years part time or casual.
Looking back she always wanted to be a professional chef and own her
own restaurant. Her father was very upset when he found this out; it wasn’t
acceptable for women to work in that field at that time in India. When feeling
down and depressed she lay in bed dreaming of what she could be cooking and
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what ingredients would go into her meals; it was always on her mind. In 1996,
Adrienne was presented with the opportunity to fulfill her dream and bought
the Cow Bay Café in Prince Rupert. She would pinch herself all the time and
couldn’t believe she had her own restaurant. Adrienne talks admiringly about
having the best team and she couldn’t have done it without them. “Whatever
you do, when you do it with your whole spirit you really realize that you can’t
do it without an awful lot of love.” Adrienne says the people who work in the
kitchen are the kindest hearted individuals to work with; they want to feed
everyone comfort food and show their love. She hasn’t felt in any of her previous jobs the way she feels when she’s cooking; to Adrienne it’s not a job it’s a
lifestyle. In 2013, Adrienne sold her business, she and her staff shared a lot of
laughs and a lot tears and she is really going to miss her team.
Adrienne has been semi-retired and is a student again, taking a diploma
course studying wine at the Wine and Spirit Education Trust—an international school with classes in Calgary. She travels once a month, sometimes twice a
month, and the rest of the time she studies at home. Adrienne is learning new
things all the time. Adrienne keeps herself busy in the community by reading a
lot, going for walks, and playing Scrabble. She also leads a quilting class, does
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deck gardening outside her house, is part of the Rotary Club, and part of the
Community Foundation board. She likes to go golfing and loves standing at
the 15th hole because; “Every negative thing falls away, you feel as if there is no
weight on you at all. It’s not like you’re on top of the world, but it’s something
about the way the air moves there, it’s the most amazing feeling. Just enjoy it,
you go out there, it’s the most beautiful smelling place in Prince Rupert. It’s
tidy…you know…it’s so beautiful. The bird life on the golf course is amazing, sometimes you see a deer, or sometimes you see a wolf.” Adrienne stays
in Prince Rupert because it’s close to ocean and it is filled with all kinds of
seafood. “Where else are there a lot of cultural events happening during the
winter? This is my home and Prince Rupert has everything you want.”
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Bess Leeson
•

B

ess Richelle Leeson was born and raised in Kitkatla, B.C., until
the age of 13. Her parents are Corrine Leeson (Laxsgyiik Clan) from
Kitkatla and Richard Leeson (Ganhada Clan) originally from Greenville but
grew up in Port Edward. Her memories of Kitkatla, being a secluded island,
are how she and her friends had to be very creative and adventurous with the
outdoors. She remembers community events as being one of the best times for
her and considers how it ties into her position today working in community
engagement.
Bess’s parents believed it would be more beneficial for her to attend school
in Prince Rupert. Living with her sister, she attended Prince Rupert Secondary
School for grades 8–12. The transition from a community of 450 people to
a school of 300 students was made easier by her involvement in basketball.
She became very close friends with her teammates, stayed with that group
throughout school, and continues those relationships today.
In grade 8, going through two
coaches, she realized girls’ basketball was not a high priority within
the sports programs. In grade 9 she
had a very competitive and strict
coach who prepared them to compete at a higher level. They went to
every tournament in the north, defeated their heavily favoured crosstown rivals, and finished the season
undefeated. At the provincials, the
team went on to defeat the #4 seed
but lost their next game. Being a
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single elimination tournament, the young squad took the loss very hard. It was
a tough end to a successful season that saw Bess also win one of two consecutive All-Native Basketball Tournament women’s championships.
In grade 10, Bess and a friend decided to play for the senior team, which had
only seven players and needed a minimum of eight. The coach was regimental
and had a method of running his practice that had to have a flow; if not he
would stop the practice, let the players know, and start over again. In grade
11, the basketball squad consisted of about ten players and was a growth year
for the squad. They travelled to compete in the Interior as well as Vancouver
Island. In January they attended a tournament in Ladysmith, where she tore
her anterior cruciate ligament. After taking time off and consulting her doctor, who referred her to physiotherapy, she tried to play another game, but her
knee gave out in warmup and that was the end of her basketball career. Grade
12 was the toughest year for Bess, having to overcome the fact that she could
not play basketball in her final year of school. Organized sport had made her
disciplined in her studies, and this is where she concentrated, filled her time,
and branched out socially.
Attending university had always been an understanding for Bess throughout high school. She enrolled in general studies at Northwest Community
College (NWCC) hoping to find something that would draw her in. She did
not return to college in the fall as her mother was diagnosed with cancer. Bess
moved to Kitkatla to take care of her mother’s store and help maintain her
household, and she got a job working in finance at the Kitkatla Band Office.
The family was informed of the progression of her mother’s cancer, which had
advanced to such a level that she was moved to the top of the provincial list for
treatment. At the young age of 20, Bess became a student of the disease. After
treatment, her mother’s cancer went into remission, and she and Bess returned
to Kitkatla. In 2003, feeling it was time for her to return to college, she enrolled
in the business administration program at NWCC.
January 2004, her technical writing instructor asked her to write about
something she really wanted to do. She wrote an essay on travelling, going on
the international exchange program, experiencing other cultures, and how it
tied into her educational studies. She filled out two different applications that
NWCC participated in. She was first accepted to an exchange in Thailand, but
her father refused to let her go because at that time the bird flu was making
the news in that country. Next she was accepted for an exchange program to
Finland. Her father researched Finland and, seeing that they had similarities
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such as fishing, it made him very happy, but seeing that the winters were
very cold, he bought her two winter coats. Bess enjoyed her time in Finland,
spending time with the Sami nation of the Arctic Circle and experiencing the
similarities between their culture and hers. Returning to Prince Rupert in the
middle of December, on her birthday, she and her father were watching the
news seeing that a tsunami had hit Thailand. Bess was hoping and praying her
Dad didn’t say “I told you so!”
In fall 2005, Bess started the business administration program at Thompson
River University in Kamloops, B.C. The credits she accumulated while on her
international exchange program helped her complete two semesters in one. In
this year she also fully experienced the life of a university student, attending
many events and activities. In her last two years, Bess focused on her major,
international marketing. She entered “lock down” mode. She pulled out her
determination and discipline to graduate with a 2.75 grade point average and
her Bachelor in Business Administration.
Returning to Prince Rupert, she found a job at a hotel as a night auditor but,
not keen on the hours, decided to look for something else. She applied and
got the position as program services coordinator at the Gitmaxmak’ay Nisga’a
Society, which she held for two years, the last year managing the society as a
whole. Bess felt she needed and wanted more in her career and had more to
offer the community. The Tribal Resources Investment Corporation (Tricorp)
announced that they had signed a new position locally as the Aboriginal
Skills Employment Training Strategy Agreement Holder delivering aboriginal labour market programs for the province of B.C. Bess inquired about
the project, submitted her resume, and was hired in a management position.
The project and position serves the northwest to educate and train aboriginal
people to fill positions in the growing economy. To tie relationships within her
community to her position, Bess engages in all the community events that take
place in Prince Rupert.
From 2012 to present day, Bess remains with Tricorp, holds a seat on the
Success by 6 Council of Partners, and was elected president of the Friendship
House Association board of directors, all at the young age of 33. When looking back at all that she has done, Bess attributes her success to one simple
approach,
“It was all about building relationships through my whole life, and I still
do that!”
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Liu Family
•

T

he Liu family started in Hong Kong, China, with five brothers and
one sister. Their father working as an accountant and their mother stayed
home to care for the children. Life in Hong Kong was active, with the children being involved in multiple sports and groups as well as attending school.
The family moved to Vancouver, B.C., in 1970 because their parents wanted a
healthier standard of living, higher quality of education, and more opportunity for their children. Of course, it was a lengthy transition with the family’s
command of English relegated mainly to the written rule and not necessarily
to conversation. Their father went to work with his brother in a restaurant,
different from the work he was used to, but a job that supported his family. The
children attended “new Canadian” classes, becoming familiar with English as
well as Canadian society, for about six months before moving into the public school system. The culture shock simply in the drive from the Vancouver
airport, moving from the concrete and high-rises of Hong Kong to the lush
greenery of the Lower Mainland, was a great difference for the family. The children finished high school and start working at different jobs.
In the late 1970s, Terry, the oldest son, was working in Prince Rupert at
the local pulp mill when his brother Steven decided to come up for a visit.
He got a job in the Lakelse Hotel in Terrace and attended a cooking course
at Northwest Community College. His next position was in the galley of the
Coast Guard vessel Alexander Mackenzie, and his brother Raymond, still in
school, would join him during the summers. It was a challenging position as
both brothers had never worked on a boat before, and the northwest coast seas
are less than hospitable. In 1979, all the Liu brothers, using Steven’s extensive
restaurant experience, took advantage of an opportunity to operate the Port
Edward Café. Raymond’s original plan was to come up for a year to help them
get started but, like Steven, he ended up staying. They operated the café for
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two and a half years then purchased the Imperial Palace in Prince Rupert. The
Imperial Palace became a mainstay in the everyday operation of downtown
Prince Rupert, with a steady clientele of locals as well as visitors for 15 years.
The brothers also make the Imperial Palace a more active part of the community by sponsoring of many teams in various sports: basketball, hockey,
soccer, and bowling. Having always been active in multiple sports, Steven
recalls coming to Prince Rupert and visiting the civic centre and how crowded
the main gymnasium always was. The brothers rented the ice at the local arena
on Friday nights, from midnight to 2:30 a.m., after working at the restaurant.
At first it was just themselves and a couple of friends, but more people joined
them and they soon had a rec league with a few teams. Raymond was very
active in minor hockey, bringing the initiation program to Prince Rupert.
Terry worked with oldtimers hockey. Steven was one of the first Tae Kwan
Do students in the current Prince Rupert club, and their involvement with the
Prince Rupert badminton club is well known. The Liu children were born into
this active, community-engaged lifestyle. Steven’s son, Adrian, would take his
involvement to an international level
Adrian Liu was born and raised in Prince Rupert, attended elementary
school at Pineridge School, and graduated high school at Prince Rupert
Senior Secondary in 2001. He enjoyed an active lifestyle of hockey, soccer,
and Tae Kwan Do starting at four years old. Moving into junior high, hockey
and soccer would take precedence. Adrian first got involved with badminton
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recreationally, playing in high school with his cousin Caleb, but could not have
guessed where it would go. In 1999, Prince Rupert hosted the Northern B.C.
Winter Games and he entered the badminton competition. Adrian did have
some preparation for competition, being in a newly developed junior badminton program for six months prior, but his lack of experience did not reflect in
his gold medal performances in men’s singles and doubles and mixed doubles.
Steven signed Adrian up for a week-long badminton camp at the Vancouver
Lawn and Tennis Club. Still playing mostly recreationally, this camp opened
his eyes to a whole new level of competitive badminton and, of course, to new
levels of “pain.” He met a high-level national coach who came to Prince Rupert
to give a coaching clinic and Steven, Raymond, and Adrian (then 16 years old)
became certified as level 1 badminton coaches. All this and hockey was still his
sports focus, but that would change.
Adrian graduated high school in 2001 and, not really sure of his career path,
stayed home and attended Northwest Community College for a year. Adrian
then moved to Vancouver to take the human performance program at Langara
College (where his cousin Caleb was already attending). Caleb suggested
that they try out for the varsity badminton team, and Adrian made it through.
Playing a “King of the Court” format with winners going through, he maintained his “just keep playing” attitude and made it to centre court a couple of
times. There was a time of adjustment with moving from playing recreationally to being part of a program with weekly practices and competing in the
college circuit. Throughout this time, school still remained Adrian’s focus, but
badminton was an active pastime. He came back to Prince Rupert during the
summers to work and facilitate badminton camps. Adrian made the college
team every year and finished his program in 2006 and graduated in 2007.
The difference between recreational and competitive badminton became
evident to Adrian early on in his career. In his first year he made the finals of
the men’s singles in the college B.C. Athletes Association Championships but
would lose, decidedly, to a much better player. He continued to apply himself and improve, helping his team to win the provincial banner in his second
and third years, representing his college nationally at the Canadian College
Athletes Association championships, and being named Langara College
athlete of the year in 2006. In 2005, Adrian was invited to join “Clear One,”
a high-performance badminton program, and he began to move his game to
the next level. Now training with coaches and athletes that were at the top of
the game provincially and nationally, he was introduced to new approaches to
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performance unlike anything he had experienced to that point. Adrian convinced his parents to let him enroll in the summer camp where he would get
to work with international coaches from Denmark and Indonesia. The commitment to the game had now become daily, both playing and doing some
coaching of junior badminton. Competing in the “B” league, his next year was
mostly training and working with his coach.
In 2008, Adrian and his doubles partner, an experienced player who had
been playing much longer than Adrian, started to be more successful in the
provincial circuit, making semifinals and finals, and eventually defeating the
three-year defending champions to win the provincials. Complacency would
have an effect on Adrian’s training efforts, but fortunately he had an honest
coach to let him know that now that he had reached this level of success, he
had to train even harder to maintain it. He then moved into competing nationally on the circuit as well as at the national championships and found
early success winning the Toronto Open with his partner. During this time,
they were chosen for the PanAmerican Championships Team—Adrian’s first
international experience. Tied in the team competition, Adrian and his partner went into the deciding match with the host team, Peru. They defeated the
more experienced team to earn the team competition gold for Team Canada.
Adrian describes the support of his eight-person team that he could hear and
feel above the sea of Peruvian home court fans, and the elation as they rushed
the floor to celebrate their victory together. Adrian finished the competition
with bronze medals in both men’s and mixed doubles, an overall result beyond
any of his expectations.
Adrian continued competing internationally, but now with his last partner’s brother, playing in Canada, the United States, and a series of European
tournaments. Adversity showed up in a tough loss at the 2010 national championships. Adrian and his partner needed two match points to win, but instead
they would lose four straight points and the final. To top it all off, Adrian was
randomly selected for drug testing; he passed but was unimpressed. After,
Adrian would sit down with his coaches and his old partner and they came
up with a plan. They returned to Peru for an international tournament as an
unseeded team. They defeated the top-seeded host team in the semifinals and
met their first big international team ever, Japan, in the finals. They would take
the first set, get “blown away” in the second, and come back from an 18-13
deficit to win the final set 22-20—their first international win. The win had
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many implications but, with the tremendous popularity of badminton in Asian
countries, to defeat an Asian team was a fantastic milestone for the team.
Adrian continued to compete nationally and internationally, with top
finishes and championships in North and South America. With not a huge
amount of experience, Adrian and his partner set their sights on qualifying
for the 2012 London Olympics. At the end of 2010, they achieved their highest
ranking, 25th in the world, and in 2011 they won their first national championship. This was a significant moment in Adrian’s career. The year consisted of
competition, with the team travelling from tournament to tournament, twenty
tournaments in all, including the PanAmerican Games in Guadalajara, Mexico,
and selection to Team Canada for the large international team competition the
Sudirman Cup in Qingdao, China. Towards the end of the summer in 2011,
the duo were informed that, due to a ranking technicality, even though they
were ranked 28th in the world, they had lost their spot for the Olympic Games.
With the crushing news and a disappointing bronze medal finish in the PanAm
Games (they had set a goal to be in the finals), the team rebounded to win two
international tournaments in Puerto Rico and Canada. By the end of the qualifying year, they knew that they were not going to qualify for the Olympics,
but they closed the year out successfully with gold at the Tahiti International
Championship.
At the beginning of 2012, Adrian and his partner repeated as national champions in Calgary, Alberta; they had arrived, and now they were staying. Adrian,
still feeling the disappointment of not qualifying for the Olympics, came back
to Prince Rupert to unwind, be around family and friends, and catch up on
some much needed sleep. He returned to training in Richmond, but not qualifying had left a bad taste; he discussed it with his family and supporters and
decided to go for it again. His partner needed a little more convincing but did
eventually jump on board. They returned to the PanAm Games to help win
the team gold but also to win their first men’s doubles gold. Their travelling
schedule decreased with more time spent coaching and earning money to
support their competition schedule. In 2013, they would three-peat as national
champions and continue their success at the PanAm Games, winning gold in
the team event and defending their championship to repeat as gold medalists.
While at the PanAm Games, Adrian was warming up before the competition
and stepped into a pothole during a run, almost breaking his ankle. The injury kept him sidelined as “waterboy and cheerleader” for the team competition, but he tried to stay mobile to find out exactly what he could do. He did
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everything he needed to do to be able to compete and, after a week of rest
and ice and with his ankle taped up, the duo defended their championship
to again take the gold medal in men’s doubles. The 2014 nationals were held
in Vancouver, and, despite the nerves of playing in front of the hometown,
Adrian and his partner walked out four-time national champions. They were
also picked to compete at their first Commonwealth Games in Glasgow,
Scotland, which was “pretty mindblowing,” but pretty much by the quarterfinals all the teams were out except for Canada’s top women’s player, who was
also Adrian’s mixed doubles partner. With the support of the team, she went
on to win gold. “In terms of team environment, that was one of the best teams
I’ve ever been on.” At the 2014 PanAm Games in Toronto, Team Canada went
down 2 to 0 in the team competition and came back to tie it 2 all. The deciding match was contested by a “scratch” women’s doubles team, with very little
experience playing together; that secured the team gold. Competition officials
had to clear the Team Canada members off the floor as they had rushed their
team before they even had a chance to shake hands. The significance of this for
Adrian is that after 2016, he probably won’t play as much, so this gold medal has
him undefeated in team competition at the PanAm Games. He and his partner
also went on to three-peat, winning men’s doubles gold on their home court.
Moving forward, 2015 will consist of competition after competition, striving to
qualify for the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Adrian’s journey has a very Romantic tone to it, but he is very quick to
point out the strength behind the effort. He receives a tremendous amount of
support from his family, friends, and his girlfriend (who also competes) both
emotionally and monetarily. He has been to many exotic and historic sites,
but as a competitor and not a tourist. “The funny thing is places I’ve been five
or six times, I haven’t really been there.” His travel itinerary consisted mostly
of competition venues, hotels, and practice in between. When he does come
back to Prince Rupert, he consistently refers to it as “coming home.” The Liu
family story is one of relationships; Raymond, Steven, and Terry always seeming to be involved together. The community activities that they were involved
in, their children would follow them into and go on to successful academic
careers and active lifestyles. Adrian, who at the time of this interview was here
to receive the City of Prince Rupert Civic Merit Award, sums up his appreciation in a final statement:
“Coming from a small town, such as Prince Rupert and the support that
you get from people here is so good. You never get as much support in the big
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city. Being born here and representing where you grew up, and representing
with honor and pride, is just something different. And everyone being behind
you every step of the way…is just…I’m just so lucky.”
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Peter Loy
•

P

eter Loy was born in Prince Rupert, B.C., on September 2, 1964.
His parents are Franz and Jean Loy, his father originally from Austria
and mother from England. He has two older brothers. Jean was a nurse who
worked at both the Miller Bay and Prince Rupert Regional Hospitals for
40 years. Upon arrival in Canada, Franz lived in Vancouver for a short period
of time before going to the Queen Charlotte Islands (now Haida Gwaii) to
work as a logger, and he eventually moved to Prince Rupert to work at the
Skeena Cellulose Pulp Mill. In 1960, they adopted a First Nations girl who died
of cancer at the age of 14.
Growing up, living, and working in Prince Rupert, Peter has developed a
great respect for First Nations culture. He has a long-time personal
and working relationship with a
First Nations elder couple, originally from Lax Kw’alaams, He feels
honoured to have received the
adopted tribal name “Jugadelaw,”
which means “Super Natural being
who can tap the side of the canoe
and travel anywhere in the universe.”
He’s a Gisbutwada (killer whale)
and a member of the Ginax’angiik
Tribe of Lax Kw’alaams.
Peter and his family lived on
7th Ave East, right across from
the old King Edward Elementary
School, which he attended from
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kindergarten through grade 7. He always enjoyed participating in sports such
as street hockey, ice hockey, track and field, baseball, and basketball. He then
moved on to attend Booth Memorial Junior High School, completing grades
8 to 10 there. This is where Peter developed a stronger interest in hiking and
backpacking as a member of the school’s outdoor club.
He then attended Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School, where he
completed grades 11 and 12. While there, his interest in, and passion for, the
outdoors continued to grow while taking classes in outdoor education and
environmental studies.
Most importantly, and before any formal education in outdoor pursuits, he
credits his father for instilling in him a deep love and respect for the outdoors.
He feels very blessed to have grown up with many family camping trips to
explore local lakes, trails, and mountains, as well as opportunities to see and
experience other parts of the province.
Starting in 1980, Peter went off in the summers to further his outdoor education, first to Strathcona Park Outdoor Education Centre on Vancouver Island
(now Canadian Outdoor Leadership Training School), then to participate in
a three-week Outward Bound backpacking and mountaineering course in the
Canadian Rockies. In the summer of 1982, he headed back to the Rockies for
mountaineering training with the Alpine Club of Canada.
From 1983 to 1985, Peter attended North Vancouver’s Capilano College
(now Capilano University), completing a two-year diploma program in
outdoor recreation management. It was in 1984, after taking canoe courses
through the college, that he first became certified as an RCABC (Recreational
Canoeing Association of B.C.) instructor. To this day, canoeing continues to
be a favourite pastime of his.
In the summer of 1984, Peter returned to Prince Rupert, working for the
first time at the Friendship House. His work with children and youth that summer incorporated much outdoor programming.
After completing college, he continued living mostly in the Lower
Mainland area for the next ten years, although he spent time as well living in
Whistler, where he was a telemark ski instructor. He also spent five summers in
various parts of the province working as a tree planter and tree-planting foreman. In addition to teaching telemark skiing on the North Shore mountains,
Manning Park, and in the Rockies, he also worked at the North Shore YMCA
(running children’s recreation programs) and at a large organic food store in
West Vancouver.
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In 1994, Peter felt a calling to come back to Prince Rupert and has remained
here since. In 1995, he returned to the Friendship House to once again work
with children and youth, initially running the drop-in centre, as well as engaging them in a variety of outdoor activities. The next several years were spent
working as the Friendship House coordinator working alongside school district teachers to deliver the successful “Futures” and “Quest” school programs.
Peter spent six years as a program coordinator at Roosevelt Park Community
School, where he initiated a variety of programs that helped address some of
the deeper social and emotional challenges of many of its students. Often this
involved removing students from behind their desks and leading them into the
outdoors where they attended camps and embarked on hiking, snowshoeing,
and canoeing adventures while learning and practicing a variety of survival
skills. They were frequently presented with individual and team challenges designed to provide opportunities for growth in ways that complemented their
classroom learning. The regular practice of sitting in “council circles” was an
essential element in the success of his programs. While sharing in these circles
was always voluntary, the level of trust, safety, support, and growth that was experienced and witnessed was nothing short of inspiring. Naturally these circles
became an affective arena to address issues calling for conflict resolution. His
Junior Leadership Program was also recognized for the difference it made to
individual students as well as the school as a whole.
Perhaps Peter’s most important initiative at Roosevelt was facilitating the
school’s adoption of two respected First Nations elders, whom the whole
school, students, and staff alike affectionately addressed as Grandma and
Grandpa. Having had previous history working with these elders, Peter knew
the potential difference their presence could make to the overall culture of the
school.
Peter first met Betty Ciccone in 1994, when he was an employee in her
personal growth bookstore and seminar centre. Periodically, they would work
together delivering workshops locally and in neighbouring villages. Peter normally assuming a supporting role to Betty. It was during a bouncy floatplane
ride back from Hartly Bay in the spring of 2000 that they acknowledged their
love for one another. He feels so lucky to have found her and continues to draw
huge inspiration from her. Their greatest joy comes from their relationships
with grandchildren Alivia, now 7 years old, and Ryland, 17 months.
Another important part of their family is Little Bear, their eight year
old German shepherd, and Hallie, their eight-and-a-half-year-old husky
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“grand-dog.” One or both dogs typically join Peter on most of his outdoor
adventures.
After a fifteen-year absence, Peter recently returned to the Friendship
House, accepting the position of mental health liaison worker. In addition to
supporting individual clients, he also facilitates a men’s circle that welcomes
men seeking support in their personal wellness and healing in an atmosphere
of acceptance and nonjudgement. The Friendship House is a special place
for him, and he feels very fortunate working there to serve his client’s diverse
needs.
He recognizes that an important part of his own growth is in teaching what
he most needs to learn for himself. Peter loves Prince Rupert and feels a strong
connection to the land and water of the North Coast. He treasures the life he
shares with Betty and their two precious grandchildren.
For Alivia And Ryland Ciccone
“I love these children, I would do anything for them, and feel so lucky and
grateful for the strong relationship I share with them.”
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Audrey Lundquist
•

M

y name is Audrey Lundquist. I am the daughter of Robert and Lily
Jackson, granddaughter of Irene Harris (deceased). I am the oldest of ten children; my siblings are Robert, Barb, Kathy, Marlene, Arnold,
Vince, Terry (deceased), Aubrey, and Jason. We are Gitxsan and belong to the
Fireweed Clan.
We grew up in the segregated fishing community of Port Edward. There
was the White Village, the Japanese Village, and the Indian Village (the village). We learned about diversity in the village. We lived among Tsmshian,
Nisga, Haida, Tahltan, and others. Our grandmother demanded we speak only
Gitxsan to her until one day she said we had to speak only English and work
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in offices. We never knew why she changed her position on speaking our own
language; I’m so sad about this part of my life. The village houses were rows of
houses built on pilings (see photo). I loved the sounds of water lapping against
the pilings. We had wood stoves, packed water from community-piped water,
out houses, and oil lamps and gas lanterns. So we had lots of chores like packing water, sawing and chopping wood, washing clothes with a washboard, etc.
I loved to smell of clothes coming off the clothesline. No perfume compares to
clothes coming off the clothes line. But not such a great smell when the reduction plant was running. We worked hard and played hard. Some of our play
was dangerous, like jumping on and off box cars as the train came through the
village, jumping from car to car, and even climbing under trains if we couldn’t
wait to get across the tracks. In the summer we “borrowed” skiffs from fishermen and rowed around in the harbour. Some of these skiffs were leaky. We
were enterprising; we collected bottles and sold them to the shoemaker. His
little shop was near the Port Edward store. We set pins at the bowling alley, we
fished for flounders to sell to the Chinese men who lived in the bunkhouse
near the Mio’s in the Japanese village, and we helped fishermen rack their nets.
I have a fond memory of the Chinese peanut man selling his shelled peanuts,
which were wrapped in cones made from newspapers. Peanuts! Peanuts! He
was our ice cream man. We were very healthy; we ate and helped harvest lots
of seafood, wild meat, blueberries, and lots of peanuts. Our candy was dried
salmon and halibut, dried cockles, and lots of soap berries. We attended a
three-room school located just below the Mio’s as well. Miss Neufeld was our
very strict grade 3 teacher; we all loved her right into adulthood. She got us
back to school on time after lunch by reading us a chapter a day from Anne of
Green Gables. I was never late. I give her credit for my love of literature. She
taught us crafts at the local church. In grade 11 my English literature teacher,
Miss Lloyde, and her beautiful hands further inspired my love of literature. In
university I majored in literature. Both these incredible teachers shaped my life
journey and have a special place in my heart.
Growing up in the fishing industry, a fishing community, and in the village,
shaped my world view and life journey. My whole family was connected to the
fishing industry. My grandfather Robert Harris, my dad, and my uncles were
fishermen; my brothers were fishermen; my husband, Ian Gregory Lundquist,
was a fisherman. I met and landed him at the net loft. My grandmother Irene
Harris was a net woman; my mom was a net woman; and my sister Barb
and I were net women. My mother and father were very active in the United
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Fishermen and Allied Workers Union. It was an amazing time in our lives and
in the history of the North Coast. This instilled in me enduring values and
a strong belief in social justice. I became a lawyer and focused on aboriginal
child welfare. My children fight for the protection of our lands and resources
and the oppressed and for social justice as well.
Culturally we are Gitsxan, Fireweed Clan. My brothers and I are hereditary
chiefs. Leading our two houses (Huwilp and Wilp) is an incredible responsibility given our history marked by colonization and its impacts. Our job is
to protect our people, our lands, resources, and aboriginal rights. We start
from the fundamental fact that we are all humans and need to be treated with
respect. And we believe that our ideology as collective rights peoples can coexist with other Canadians and their ideology of individual rights. We need
to find our blind spots and build a new reality for future generations. Social
justice demands it.
As a child I dreamed of being a brain surgeon and travelling the world as
a great doctor. I have no idea where this dream came from. Dad said females
didn’t become doctors—they are nurses—so some of my early years were
spent working in the healing world. If I wasn’t so old I would apply for medical school. “Maybe in my next lifetime I will be a doctor, as long as I am an
aboriginal doctor I will be happy.” I’m curious how our brains work and how it
connects with our consciousness. I’m especially fascinated by how the teenage
brain works to pull us forward in human development. If we don’t pay attention to this positive role of teenagers, we will not evolve in a healthy way.
I grew up with some trauma experiences and varying degrees of poverty. I
never really felt extreme poverty because all of my basic needs were met. This
is not to say I grew up in utopia. We experienced and were exposed to all the
social ills that befall oppressed peoples. I passed some of this life experience
onto my children but am now saying I’m sorry, please forgive me. This is a
healing approach. Our children and grandchildren grow up in this legacy, but
thank God that does not define us.
I have four children—Yolonda, Suzanne, Nicole, and David—and two
grandsons—Gavin and Crosby. We are Gitxsan, healing from generational
wounds and living in a modern world. As Gitxsan, my grandmother, uncles,
aunties, and parents taught us our history and stories of our evolution. My
siblings and I transmit cultural knowledge. We share the many enduring cultural values and beliefs. We keep our traditions strong. These inform who we
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are in our world and how we can co-exist with our visitors who never left. I am
hopeful for the next generation and social justice.
I graduated from high school at the age of 20. Alcohol became part of my
way of life. I was a single mother at the age of 23. I asked myself “What do I have
to offer this child?” Although I struggled through high school, I decide to go
back to school for my daughter’s sake. I went to Langara College in Vancouver,
and while there, a councillor changed the course of my life by encouraging me
to go university. I attended the University of British Columbia (UBC), working towards a teaching degree. At that time there were no First Nations education programs or the like. I didn’t see another aboriginal student in education,
so there were weeks that went by before I saw another aboriginal student. It
was a lonely time of struggle. But bad choices in relationships ended my education experience. But my thirst for an education was never quenched. I worked
for aboriginal organizations like the B.C. Association of Non-Status Indians;
our mandate was to improve the educational outcomes of aboriginal children.
It was very frustrating but rewarding work.
Eventually, for survival purposes, I came home and thrived under the love
and protection of my family. I met and married my fisherman, Ian Gregory,
and our lives changed. He was a great stepfather to my three children. We had
a son who was born in Queen Charlotte City during the music festival. I continued my healing work. In counseling I asked “How did he come into my life”
and the councillor replied “You finally decided you deserved a good man.” I
realized then that I held the power to shape my life. I know God had lots to do
with the course of my life, but I had to be willing and open to receive his gifts.
Working for the Haida people was wonderful. I worked on employment and
training programs. I experienced their love for their lands and resources and
began to think about my people and our lands and resources. We moved home
to Hazelton where I got a job as a paralegal. This was the only job available, so
I went for it. One day I said to our staff lawyer, “This isn’t fair, I do all the work
while you get the big bucks, I think I will become a lawyer,” and Murray said,
“Why don’t you?” I said, “I think I will.” An off-hand comment that would have
profound implications.
Immediately I noticed things were serendipitous. I had a poster of my role
model, Alwyn Morris, a Mohawk Olympic gold medalist on my office wall.
He was standing bare chested and beautiful, holding an eagle feather over his
head. Although I admired him daily, I never paid attention to the caption on
the poster. It said, “If you have it in you to dream, you have it in you to succeed.”
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Then, shortly after this off- hand comment, a box ofs brochure outlining the
native law program at UBC appeared. I called the director of the program.
Time was of the essence. He faxed me an application form and God stepped
in. The application had to be written in pencil. Mom and I searched for a pencil
and deadline for post was minutes away. Mom found a pencil on the floor that
she just swept and she said God put that there. I applied and was accepted.
The next chapter of my life was unfolding. I passed and failed along the
way, but I do not accept failure; to me these were only setbacks. An especially
interesting part of the journey was when I was in Saskatoon for the pre-law
program. I was having a difficult time grasping legal concepts and really missed
the kids. So I sent for the kids and started hunting for and found a place to
live. I accepted the place without knowing where in the city it was located. A
medical student sublet her apartment which was right next door to the single
rooms where I was staying. My window looked out onto the playground; it
was God. While the kids were en route, I almost gave up. Once the kids were
there I began to have an inkling of how law works. My grades weren’t that great
up to that point, and I wasn’t convinced that I should continue because of what
I was putting my family through. I passed my exams but still wasn’t convinced
this was for me. So I talked to God on my way to church. “God, if you want me
to do this, if you want me to stay in this, give me ‘The Lord Is My Shepherd’?”
This psalm is my guiding prayer. I waited for my answer but no mention was
made of my prayer and I said OK, God. Then the final hymn was “The Lord is
My Shepherd.”
My first year at law school was very interesting on many fronts. There was
a running joke that the computer had malfunctioned because it had accepted
the most diverse set of students in history: it had the highest number of aboriginal students, disabled students, and gay and lesbian students. It was also the
first year there was an indigenous person as the head of the law student union.
Imagine the impact marginalized peoples had on the law school. Sexist posters
were ripped off walls, aboriginal issues were taken seriously, and many more
interesting things happened. I saw a poster advertising that Alwyn Morris was
speaking at the Woodward Building. I skipped class to listen to him and told
him how he inspired me to go to law school. He was thrilled to hear my story
and it affirmed that the National Aboriginal Role Model Program works. I was
thrilled to meet him. I graduated then articled with Mandell Pinder. This law
firm specialized in aboriginal rights cases including the Delgamuukw case. I
was treated very respectfully. I failed my first attempt at bar exams then passed
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the second go around. This legal education was invaluable as it gave me a very
good framework to think about Gitxsan law and philosophy and Western law
and philosophy.
Concerned by the numbers of aboriginal children being apprehended,
I decided to practice law in this field. But God had other plans for me. My
friend asked me to help him build a better child welfare service from within
the Ministry of Child and Family Development provincial office in Victoria.
I applied and we pushed the margins, and the mainstream pushed back at us,
but we had a few victories. I enjoyed my work over these 25 years. The pendulum swung for us and then against us, but we always managed to inch forward.
I enjoyed working with communities and educating our staff about Canada’s
true history related to the indigenous peoples. Most staff want to be culturally
competent and respectful. I learned about social work growing up watching
my mom. I learned about quiet and loving leadership watching my mom. I
hope I can do the same for my children and grandchildren.
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Ellen Marsh
•

E

llen Marsh was born in New York in 1966. She is the youngest of four
children. Her father was working as an engineer and was offered a promotion if he relocated to North Carolina. So the family decided to move south
when Ellen was still a baby.
Ellen’s mother taught horseback riding and much more. She once said
that teaching horsemanship was a way she could teach values: compassion,
independence, teamwork, and patience. And it was just plain fun! She found
resourceful ways for her daughters to ride and compete. She pulled a horse
trailer to competitions with their
station wagon, brought her own
hand tools, and knew how to use
them.
When she was old enough,
Ellen worked part time to help pay
for horse show entry fees. They
once slept in a stall beside their
horse rather than staying at a hotel.
Laughing, Ellen recalls listening to
horses snoring for the first time.
In 1974, Ellen’s oldest sister died
in a riding accident. The horse she
was riding reared, lost its balance,
and fell. In the fall, she was crushed
and died instantly. This was a difficult time for the family. After
taking time to grieve, the family
chose to continue riding horses.
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Participating in a sport you love
while taking the best precautions
you can is ultimately worth the risk.
Summers were long and hot but
also Ellen’s favourite season. She
was the youngest and would tag
along with the older neighbourhood kids, picking wild blackberries, riding bikes to Saturday matinees, and playing in the woods or in
a creek near their homes. On cooler
evenings, they would ride bicycles
until dinnertime. After dark they
went back out to catch bullfrogs or
fireflies.
After graduating high school,
Ellen wanted to live in a larger city
to continue her studies. In North
Carolina, most universities had
over 20 000 students. She thought she would feel lost there. So she enrolled at
Emory University (which had about 5000 students) in Atlanta, Georgia. She
had considered studying graphic design, but her parents suggested a broader
education in the liberal arts. She was fascinated by why people do what they do
and took courses in sociology, psychology, and comparative religions.
One summer Ellen had a chance to study the health system of the U.K. in
London, England. It was her first trip outside of the U.S. and she was thrilled to
experience a new culture, architecture, attitudes, and food. By seeing how they
made the most of their health care resources, she came to believe that basic
health care should be available to everyone. What a concept!
After graduating from university, Ellen was not sure what she wanted to do.
She worked at temporary jobs but felt drawn back to school, this time to study
art. The following winter, she enrolled at the Atlanta College of Art. She was
excited to wake up and go to school every morning. Each day meant trying
something new and talking about ideas with other artists. While in art school,
she met a group of creative people who became lifelong friends, including a
fiction writer, fine artist, cartoonist/animator, street photographer, aspiring
film maker, and several musicians and graphic designers.
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The Internet was just beginning then. It was too early to find courses in web
design, but Ellen had an idea. A few of her friends had been hired by CNN
as web developers. They had taught themselves. She thought, why not try it
myself? While working at a grocery, she volunteered to build a website for
an animal shelter nearby. She had always loved animals and figured she could
learn as she went along. During that year, she felt like she was making a real
difference. Soon she had found a paying web design job at a start-up company.
She kept working in the field for the next six years. During this time she bought
a house and spent over two years having contractors renovate it.
After spending over 20 years in Atlanta, Ellen had a supportive group of
friends, but she also had serious doubts about the city. In particular, the traffic
and pollution bothered her. Ellen was a runner and enjoyed getting outside to
run, but in summer the smog in metro Atlanta was at its worst. It became so
bad that she switched to running indoors on a treadmill after work.
She was also concerned that Atlanta had the longest commute in the U.S.
On her own drive to work, she crossed a bridge overlooking a twelve-lane
highway. When traffic was at a standstill on the bridge, it shook. Whenever she
looked down at all the traffic, she thought “this is insane.” In response to traffic
congestion, the local government widened the highways. Public transportation was slow and inefficient. A car sharing company had announced plans to
bring electric smart cars to the area, and Ellen couldn’t wait to sell her car and
use car sharing. But after a few years, the business dissolved. That was the last
straw.
It was a hard choice to make. She knew it was time to leave, but for where?
As a child, Ellen loved summer vacations at the beach and the mountains of
North Carolina. She really wanted to live somewhere she could walk, ride a
bike safely, and breathe clean air. So the research began. All signs pointed to
the northwest. She flew to Seattle, rented a car, and toured Washington and
Oregon searching for a place to call home.
Before making this trip, she knew no one on the west coast, so she went
searching online. Along the way she met a Canadian named Doug. Maybe it
was time to look a bit farther northwest, into Canada!
Ellen and Doug flew back and forth to see each other until Ellen was ready
to sell her house in Atlanta. She sold the house in a week, packed up a few
belongings, and flew to Vancouver with her cat in tow. At first she and Doug
lived on a sailboat in Victoria. The next year they married. They also visited
Prince Rupert, where Doug had lived for many years. Ellen was nervous about
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its heavy rains, but she had always dreamed of living in the mountains or by
the ocean, so she was intrigued. They visited Prince Rupert in the spring. It
was sunny, the views were stunning, and the people were friendly. Ellen was
hooked.
They relocated to Prince Rupert the next year. Ellen found a job at The
Daily News. She started getting involved in the community—the arts, animal
rescue, and Transition Prince Rupert. She had a setback when faced with an
illness but has since recovered and is full of energy again.
Ellen is grateful for all that she has learned since moving to Canada: how
to ski, snowshoe, face the rain, and even operate a skiff. She has been humbled
by the amazing range of skills and experience her neighbours have and their
matter-of-fact way of facing any challenge. Where she came from, “do it yourself ” was limited to a small project or hobby, but here she is appreciating it as
a way of life.
She still feels strong ties to her friends and family in the States, but after
being away, Ellen is always happy to come home to the North Coast.
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April McLean-Collart
•

A

pril McLean-Collart was born in Prince Rupert on June 22, 1950,
the first of two daughters (her sister, Marie, is six years younger). Her
grandparents lived on Lewis Island, her grandfather was Irish, and her grandmother was of the First Nations, Dogrib and Métis from Fort Rae, Northwest
Territories. April’s grandmother was a well-respected healer; she knew the
plants and herbs to apply if someone were sick, having a difficult birth, or in
times of loss; she was always there. April’s grandmother spoke several languages: English, Dene, Cree, and Michif, and French was her first language.
Her grandfather spoke the Celtic language, Gaelic. April was taught French;
she had a very good childhood and didn’t really want for anything having
much love, care, and cultural knowledge. She learned cultural history from her
grandparents and lived off traditional foods year round.
April’s parents first met when her
mother had to travel to Vancouver for eye
surgery and her grandfather’s boat needed
fixing. He announced on the radio that
his daughter needed transportation, and
April’s father happened to be fishing in
that area so replied back and picked her
up and brought her to the Prince Rupert
airport. He made sure she got on the
plane all right, found out when she was
returning, and brought her back safely to
Lewis Island. April’s mother finally got to
see him after her surgery and she thought
he was a very good-looking man. April’s
father was a licensed plumber, which he
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fell back on when not fishing. Her parents travelled and lived many places
while fishing, including Masset, Vancouver, and Prince Rupert. Her father
owned two boats, crewed by First Nations members; he valued their knowledge and strong work ethic.
April’s parents moved to the Sunshine Coast to help her paternal grandfather after he suffered a stroke. They looked after him on his farm until he
passed away and then returned to Prince Rupert and back to the ocean. They
went back to fishing because it paid better, compared to plumbing where he
was sometimes paid in chickens and sacks of potatoes. In the summer of 1950,
April was born and her mother became a stay-at-home mom, and they lived in
a little shack across the railway tracks by the “New Floats.” She remembers her
grandparents living on a boat during the spring and in the Ocean View Hotel
during the winter. April loved being around her grandparents. She thought they
were so different, and she would hot foot it down to the boat any spare time
she had. Sometimes she brought her friends to show them the kitchen table
that folded up and their feather quilts on grandparent’s beds that were ever so
warm. While growing up, April’s grandmother made many of her clothes. She
remembers seeing Roy Rogers
and Dale Evans on television and
wanting a cowboy suit. Her grandmother made her one with the
little fringes on it and everything.
April remembers a story about
when her grandmother slipped
on seaweed on Lewis Island and
broke her leg. April’s mother was
asked to put all the pots, pans, and
everything heavy on the stove, and
she had no idea what was happening. Using the weight of the stove,
her grandmother pulled back on
her leg and set the broken bone.
When she did get to a hospital,
the staff were impressed with not
having to reset the break. Her
grandmother was one of the most
positive, strong women; nothing
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fazed her, and she just kept going. April’s grandparents both worked past retirement and kept themselves busy throughout the day.
April attended Roosevelt Park Elementary School and “Bo-Me-Hi” (Booth
Memorial High School) while growing up in Prince Rupert. Her parents separated when she was 13 and she moved to Victoria and attended the all-girls
boarding school, Norfolk House. School was very different, very structured,
and kind of uncomfortable, but she knew why she was there and adhered
to her studies and stuck it out. April’s father was diagnosed with cancer and
passed away when she was only 15 years old. April moved back to the prairies
with her mother and step-father and graduated high school in Calgary.
April got married in Calgary and had two children, and when her marriage
split, she moved back to Vancouver because she always loved it there and
there was much more to do. She lived in the community of Maillardville, a
French community where even the Chinese fellow at the grocery store spoke
French. April really enjoyed the community, her children learned French and
had sleepovers, and the families had dinners together and all looked out for
each other. April then moved to Kamloops to work in a government office as
a manager. She met a lot of people with different lifestyles and didn’t like the
way some people were being treated. April’s sister lived in Prince Rupert and
April was looking after her nephew. When she brought him to see his mom,
she fell in love with the Northwest Coast all over again. Wondering why she
wasn’t still living there, April went back to Kamloops, sold her town house,
and moved back to Prince Rupert.
April’s grandmother passed away and she became curious about her history; she started to research their family history. She found her great-greatgrandmother, Catherine Beaulieu, who was nominated as a person of historical significance by the Fort Providence Métis Council, and a plaque has
been erected in her honour to emphasize the important role culture plays in
shaping the territory. She was known as “Grandmother of the winds,” named
for her great abilities as a traveller and healer. In Prince Rupert, April joined
the Northwest Métis Association, developing and enhancing opportunities
for the Métis Community by implementing culturally relevant social and economic programs and services. The group did their own fundraising at Seafest,
Canada Day, and Aboriginal Day, selling barbequed buffalo burgers and hotdogs. The money raised paid for the rent, telephone, Christmas party, and
gifts for the children of the members of the association. April then joined the
Métis Nation, who works to build a proud, self-governing, sustainable nation
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in recognition of inherent rights of Métis citizens. She was the first elected
B.C. Minister for Women of the Métis Nation and found it to be an interesting
position with nobody having done it before; she held the title for two years.
April joined the B.C. Métis Federation, which believes that if Métis people
get involved, then Métis culture will continue to flourish. The members of the
federation gather to foster Métis history and culture, to share ideas, listen to
some good music, and promote Métis awareness.
April represents being Métis through the fiddle, jigging, sewing, jewellery
making, storytelling, cultural cooking (such as buffalo, deer, and fish), and
her beliefs. She recently tried something different, making rattles out of deer
hooves. April boiled the hooves for two days, scraped out the inside, allowed
them to dry, and said “You know what, they do rattle.” April embraces her
Métis heritage by celebrating Louis Riel Day, the battles of Batoche and Duck
Hake in the summer, Remembrance Day, and honouring the Métis sash. She
continues to embrace her culture, being part of relevant Métis groups ensuring
that Métis heritage thrives.
April loves the Prince Rupert waterfront and beaches because that is where
she goes to relax and think. “We lost our ability to walk on the beach; as kids
we used to go down and roast wieners, now that way of life is gone for our
kids.” She doesn’t want to see this loss of freedom happen to Prince Rupert
and she would like see the new people moving in become more involved in
the community.
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Ken Minette
•

K

en Minette was born in Duncan, B.C., on Vancouver Island, on
February 18, 1963. He is the oldest of three siblings, having one sister
three years younger and another six years younger. Ken enjoyed being the big
brother to his two little sisters and still shares a very strong connection to both
of them. The spacing in age was perfect for their family, and he remembers a lot
of good family holidays and such. He uses their close relationships as reason to
get out of town for a while and go for a visit. The family moved from Duncan to
Tsawwassen when Ken was four years old. It was not the sprawling community
that it is today, and Ken remembers skating on the ponds at the golf course
in the winter and sledding on a hill
right beside. Tsawwassen had many
people just moving in and building homes, so Ken’s neighbourhood was very new and he enjoyed
meeting new people moving in
and playing in the empty lots. He
and his friends spent much of their
time and the better part of the year
playing in the forest, which was
literally their backyard. They spent
all day running through the trees
until a familiar voice was heard:
“DINNER!” and they raced home.
Even though it was so close to the
urban setting, it was like having a
place of their very own. Ken has
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very fond memories of his childhood in Tsawwassen and credits his parents
for the move.
The years slid by and Ken was active in volleyball, basketball, soccer, and
track and field, and graduated high school in Tsawwassen. In his final year, 1981,
he became very academically focused, but he did play senior boys’ soccer. The
team had fundraised for a full two years for a trip to England, back in the forest
making and selling cords of wood to raise $50 000. In England, they played
both boys’ and men’s teams, played on two-tiered fields, and the 18-year-olds
got to check out the pubs and test warm beer. Ken also recalls staying in hotels
where the slanted floors were 200 to 300 years old. Six months before Ken
graduated, his parents and two younger sisters had moved to Galiano Island—
one of the Gulf Islands on the west side of the Strait of Georgia between the
mainland and Vancouver Island—and he completed school, staying with his
aunt. Ken remembers this as both exciting and traumatic because they had
been such a tight family unit. Of course he was 18 and fairly independent, but
he also had a good understanding of how important family and relationships
are.
Year one out of high school, Ken and seven of his closest friends took a fourmonth trip to Australia and New Zealand. They purchased two beat-up old
cars and travelled north to south on the east coast of Australia and made the
four-day trek inland to stand atop of Ayers Rock. It was “a teenagers dream”;
the group stayed in youth hostels when they could and slept in their tents when
they couldn’t. They were on the surf every day and came back home sporting
a bit of a paunch, but working out really wasn’t a priority. Coming back from
the trip Ken’s plans were to go to university, but unfortunately his father was
in a car accident and was injured very badly. Ken put off going to university to
stay and help with the family grocery store and support his parents while his
father healed.
Two years after graduating high school, Ken entered the University of
British Columbia with aspirations around engineering. With exposure to
university life and diverse viewpoints on the world, he soon found that engineering probably wasn’t going to work for him. Ken found that he enjoyed
working collaboratively and supporting students and got opportunities to go
into schools but was still unsure of what he was going to do. He went to see a
university career counselor and have a career profile done, and the result was
“elementary school teacher”. Being naturally empathetic and being engaged by
the curiosity of children, the profile spoke to Ken and he enrolled in elementary
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education in psychology and math. He completed his undergraduate studies
at UBC, and at 37 years old went back to school and completed his master’s
degree in curriculum and instruction at Simon Fraser University.
Ken began his career as an educator at George M. Dawson Secondary
School in Masset, B.C., on the Queen Charlotte Islands (Haida Gwaii). Going
from the middle-class society of the Lower Mainland to a small isolated community of predominantly First Nations students was a tremendous culture
shock. Not a strong teacher, he was shocked into learning that “you really
did have to make sense of all of your students before you could make things
happen in your classroom.” Ken went in with the idea that he could change
kids but came out understanding that the kids had changed him, a change that
had him questioning his career path. Although seeing himself as a compassionate person, he was frustrated with not connecting as well as he could with
his students. When the director of instruction called to offer him his dream
job of grade 8 math and science, Ken humbly replied, “I don’t think I’m going
to stay in the teaching game. I think I may have misjudged how passionate I
am about it.” He opted to take a break and return to the Lower Mainland to
try to find himself. He was teaching on call when a posting for a math and
science teacher in Prince Rupert came up, and he contacted the director of
instruction. Ken told him that he had the chance to teach in different places
and reflect on where he was struggling and he thought he was a good fit for the
position. He received a call from the principal of Booth Memorial High School
for the interview and found that both of them had common ground, teaching
in Masset, and Ken knew that he was in.
In January of 1988, Ken arrived at Booth Memorial to find that half the
teachers had resigned or moved to other positions before the year was out;
they called it the Booth Survivor Year. The tone for teaching at Booth was
low, but Ken found that the passion of the students was high energy and he
was in his zone. When Ken realized that he needed to make it look different,
to present it differently to the kids, was when he understood that educating
children and meeting them where they live was his passion. When we discuss
the importance of environment to optimum learning, the dark corners and
scratched up plexiglass windows of Booth Memorial definitely did not present
itself positively. Ken thought the difference was that, with the high turnover
of teachers, there were many young, new, inspired teachers who brought a
lot of good energy to the school, and, in turn, to the children. Of course the
rainforest embraced Ken with very little break in the rainfall for his first three
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months, but he combatted that by becoming involved. He became involved
in basketball and indoor soccer right away and, of course, he had many young
colleagues to socialize with. The community itself sold Ken on staying here,
“Of all the small communities I’ve lived in, Prince Rupert has got to be one
of the most friendly.” Seeing the small town aspects of Tsawwassen quickly
disappearing and understanding that Rupert would never, really change that
much, Ken wanted “to be part of something far more intimate and far more
powerful than just being an ant in a community.”
With the move into administrative positions and having a young family, Ken
has had to prioritize his schedule. He is often jealous when attending sporting
events and wondering if he could have done it differently. However, he has noticed both a drop in community volunteering as well as student involvement
in extracurricular programs. At one time he saw 30 to 35 students show up for
sports teams, and now it is sometimes difficult to fill out a roster. Ken believes
that children have the Internet now to capture their attention. Unfortunately,
the Internet has changed the way children relate and their ability to be more
physical and their mental ability to maintain concentration; they have adopted
a very “now” way of operating. Ken’s first administrative position was as vice
principal at Charles Hays School until he moved into the principalship at the
Prince Rupert Middle School. He was at the forefront of moving the Prince
Rupert school system from their present structure to a structure which had
students transitioning to the middle school in grade 6. It was very challenging
because even the building itself, a past high school, was not ideally suited to
host the younger grades that were still very much seeking a strong sense of
grade identity. They did understand right away that the students, even at the
higher grades, needed more attachment, so, by the third year, they revised their
timetable to more closely resemble an elementary school model. It was a learnon-the-fly situation, and Ken’s dedication to his field, to the community, and
to the children of Prince Rupert was clearly on display when a principalship
came up and he chose to stay with the budding school and get it on its feet.
He likes to believe that what they have tried to create is a community of learners, with bringing in presenters, hosting numerous special events, and offering
many opportunities to learn outside of the classroom. Ken believes that they
are moving forward into a place where the understanding isn’t that the kids
have to change but the people in the lead have to change, because unless the
kids believe that you care about them, you’re going to lose them.
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Ken met his future wife when he was 42, and they got married two years
later and adopted a child a year after that. He cherishes the discussions he can
have with his “soulmate” where they are comfortable in disagreeing and she
can enlighten him to other viewpoints and understandings of education. All
that aside, it is in the position of mother of their family that Ken holds the
most respect for his wife. Now in Prince Rupert for 27 years, Ken still sees
many challenges for parents and children and sends a very important message
to anybody working with children:
“There’s true connection but it’s a level of empathy and tolerance that I
think is required, even when I entered teaching, to make connections with
kids. You can’t just expect them to do; you have to connect with them before
you can get to a place where they want to learn with you.”
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Giuseppe “Joe” Paolinelli
•

G

iuseppe “Joe” Paolinelli was born June 17th, 1949, in Lucca, Italy, third
son of Robert and Emma Paolinelli, one of eight children. In 1952 his
father came to Canada to work at the Red Rose Mine at Skeena Crossing. He
got injured and was sent to the nearest hospital in Prince Rupert. When he was
released from the hospital he found work in the local Co-op bakery. In 1953, a
year after his father came to Canada, his mother (not knowing how to speak
English) packed up four boys and landed in Halifax, Nova Scotia. She travelled
across Canada by train and, with the generous assistance of the train conductors who told her not to step off the train until the final stop, she finally arrived
in Prince Rupert. Joe recalls his mother’s story of a stranger that had seen her
travelling with the four boys and was moved to help them out. The stranger
went out, bought groceries, and
made a package of sandwiches and
cookies for them. Joe remembers
throwing his mother’s purse, with
all of their money and passports,
out the window of the moving train.
Once again, through the kindness
of strangers, somebody found the
purse along the tracks and shipped
it to Jasper to be returned to his
mother with all of the contents inside. Through courage and the random acts of kindness, the Paolinelli
family was reunited.
When Joe arrived in Prince
Rupert, he remembered how the
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Italian families stuck together. The Italo/Canadian club was formed, where
Italian families would picnic together on Sundays and have social outings
together. The club and his dad were involved in the building of the water
fountain in Prince Rupert’s city hall. He remembers a two-hour car ride, out
around where Tyee is today, to get the granite they used to build the fountain.
Being new to Prince Rupert, he and the other kids felt like they were driving
millions of miles away from town.
Joe began his life here only speaking Italian for the first two years and, as a
result, was held back in grade 1. Joe attended Annunciation School, which he
found at the time to be really strict. Up until grade 5, Joe was having trouble in
school with many social altercations and finding it hard to concentrate on his
lessons. Then along came a teacher, Brother Cullen, an Irish immigrant, who
became his educational mentor. In grade 9 he moved over to Booth Memorial
School. In 1968 he graduated high school and in October of the same year his
oldest brother passed away, changing his life. At this time he cancelled his enlistment papers into the RCMP and the Canadian Armed Forces. After high
school Joe met his soon to be wife Valerie and they married in 1975. They have
three sons: Nathan, Tyler, and Jared. Nathan resides here in Prince Rupert,
Tyler in Red Deer, Alberta, and Jared in Banff, Alberta.
All through high school, during the summer, Joe worked at B.C. Packers,
with all of his earnings going to help his family. In 1969, he went to work at
the pulp mill for 6 months but decided that was not the job for him. He went
to work alongside his older brother at Bob Parker Body Shop. Four years later
in 1975, they decided to open their own shop called A & G Autobody, using
the initials of their first names for their company name. In 1986, Joe encouraged his brother to partner with him on purchasing Rainbow Chrysler because
there was a shift in ownership within the dealership. At Rainbow Chrysler
they worked together from 1986 to 2002. In February 2002, with the dealership coming between them, the brothers decided to dissolve the partnership
and sell Rainbow Chrysler. The split devastated Joe but, having lost his oldest
brother to an accident and youngest brother to a heart attack, he would rather
have the relationship with his brother than a partner. Still having ownership
of the building, Joe was forced to look for tenants. Needing to keep busy, Joe
has worked as a first aid attendant, as well as holding positions at Mackenzie
Furniture and Northwest Shipping.
In between working and not working, Joe went back to college taking a
math and computer course to challenge his brain and avoid inactivity. After
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upgrading his first aid, he took a job with North Central First Aid in Fort
Nelson. In 2004, he told his wife, “I’m tired, I’m going to take a season off!”
Out of the blue, Skeena Kayaking began. Having six kayaks already, he went
out and bought ten more and the business was launched. At this time, the
cruise ships started to come into Prince Rupert and to get business he would
“cherry pick” the docks to get tourist business. One of the port staff invited
him to come aboard with the Port of Prince Rupert to service the cruise ship
industry. He saw the benefits of going into the association, so with the help of
the port, they put a package together, and he got a spot on the tourism table.
In the second year of his kayak company, he expanded to 40 kayaks. In the
third year he bought Seashore Charters and to this day, Skeena Kayaking has
been doing business with the cruise ships for nine seasons. Joe has a collection of thank-you letters in a book three inches thick, with only two negative
responses. The fulfillment Joe receives from his business is the happy faces, the
smiles, good comments, and memories he has of the people he meets. Joe’s
business runs on a “good neighbour policy.”
As a young teen and early into adulthood, Joe came to play and love soccer.
He was heavily involved in soccer even before his children were born. He was
approached by a couple of ladies in the community to start a soccer league,
and so began Prince Rupert Youth Soccer. When the league started there were
about 75 kids registered, and when he left they were up to about 650. Not only
did they have a soccer league, but also programs for the youth, including bringing the coach of the Vancouver White Caps to Prince Rupert for the kids.
The greatest highlight for Joe was bringing Mexican youth players here to
play soccer and having the Mexican coaching staff work with the kids from
Prince Rupert. As a director of B.C. Youth Soccer, Joe championed girls playing on boys teams at the rep level. He was also a founding member of the
Hecate Strait Rotary Club, where he served as president and as youth chairman for a number of years. The youth directorship was very important to him;
he had kids stay with him from Turkey, Mexico, South Africa, and other places
throughout Europe. He does keep in close contact with the families and will be
visiting one family from Mexico for the wedding of their son.
Sitting with Joe, one can see the love he has for his family. He talks of his
grandson (“my lil guy”), describing him as the light of his life, speaking with
pride in all that he has done. After suffering a heart attack in 2006, he talks
about his life with no regrets; he has had a rich, full life and is still not done. Joe
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talks of the many people that have touched his soul and the many lives he has
encountered in some way or another.
Joe’s passion now is the tourism industry. He finds it “neat,” and he feels
that Prince Rupert has a lot to offer tourists. The business message he wants to
send out to young people is, “Have a vision, have an action plan, and dream.
Work hard to make it flower!”
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Jamie Quast
•

J

amie Quast was born and raised in Prince Rupert, B.C., to parents
Donald Quast from Viking, Alberta, and Margaret Bond from Prince
Rupert. In grade six, he moved to Comox, B.C., with his father, while his sister
remained in Prince Rupert with his mother. Jamie stayed in Comox until junior high school but returned to Prince Rupert to complete grade 10 at Booth
Memorial High School. He completed high school at Prince Rupert Senior
Secondary, graduating in 1991. As an outlet, Jamie participated in numerous
sports activities such as skiing, cross-country running, volleyball, rugby,
basketball, track and field, and soccer. After moving back to Prince Rupert,
and with it being the most popular sport, Jamie became intensely devoted to
basketball. With life-changing events and going through many transitions at a
young age, Jamie’s focus was always about his family and doing the right thing.
Raised by a single parent, Jamie worked throughout most of high school.
He prepped vehicles for painting, completed oil changes, washed and cleaned
vehicles, helped a local business owner put bikes together, and worked at
Stones Men’s Wear for two years. At 18, Jamie got a job logging in Haida Gwaii
and would spend most of his career in that industry. The job required a lot of
hard work, physically and mentally, working 42 days on and 7 days off. With
the work schedule he had, he was able to save enough money to vacation in
Costa Rica for three months. When he got back to Canada, he was only back
for two days and was offered a job heli-logging. With his previous experience,
Jamie caught on quick as a hook tender/rigger and remained at this job for
seven years. Working and living in remote coastal British Columbia, Jamie has
an appreciation for B.C. like few others.
As soon as he began to work in and around helicopters, Jamie knew what
he wanted to do and began to ask questions. He paid close attention to what
the pilots did and read whatever books were available in camp. Many of the
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pilots he worked with recognized his interest and began helping him to move
forward with his dream. At the age of 27, he made the decision to leave Prince
Rupert and go to school at Vancouver Island Helicopters in Sidney. The school
only accepts seven students each year. He was determined to go, used money
that he saved, and went to Employment Insurance to convince them to give
him his benefits that he had paid into all the time he has worked. He wrote out
a proposal stating who he was, what he wanted, how long it would take him,
and what and where his benefits would be used. They accepted the proposal
and he was able to collect his benefits while attending school. He still had to
pay all living expenses and the huge loan required for training.
In Canada, it is law that a commercial helicopter pilot licence be issued
only upon successful completion of a minimum of 100 hours of flight training and Transport Canada flight testing. The written test takes up to 3 hours
and the flight test takes the better part of a day to complete. Jamie understood
that it is very hard to get your foot in the door and get your start, so he went
to any lengths and travelled any distance to get hired. After completion, he
returned to work logging for the company he worked for before going to aviation school. He worked one week on and one week off. During his time off he
travelled across B.C. and Alberta to different companies to hand out resumes
and to introduce himself to prospective employers. He finished his week of
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work as a heli-logger, travelled via seaplane from work to Port Hardy at the
top end of Vancouver Island, and drove to Victoria where he lived. Early the
next morning he caught the first ferry to the mainland, drove across B.C. to
Cranbrook, then travelled north to Skookumchuck, arriving at one in the morning, and started “work” (he didn’t get paid) at 4:30 a.m. as a copilot. Jamie did
this for three months, without pay, receiving only accommodation. Paying his
dues, travelling to any lengths—this is what he did to get his foot in the door
to become a pilot. He managed to get about 50 hours being copilot but was
then informed by the company that the job contract had ended and there was
no more work for him.
December 27, 2002, Jamie got a job in Fort Nelson, B.C. His position was
referred to as “100 hour pilot.” This is where they start from the bottom and
work their way up in the business. If one wants the opportunity to become
a pilot, they must be willing to move anywhere at a moment’s notice and be
willing to assist the company by helping out on the ground. It was −47 degrees
Celsius the day he arrived in Fort Nelson. He worked many days from 7 a.m.
to midnight, sometimes later. He would intentionally show up an hour before
scheduled work to get coffee ready, sweep the hanger, and take out the garbage.
When he was done his tasks, he sat in the helicopter going over the checklist
and memorizing the 60–70 steps just for startup. After a few months he was
able to do this by memory on his couch at home. He was titled a “pilot,” but
his duties at the beginning were to clean, take out garbage, fuel trucks, answer
the phone, make schedules for employees, and clean the helicopters every day.
But he also got to know the hanger, helicopters, and trucks inside and out; this
was his apprenticeship experience.
Eventually, Jamie started flying helicopters. He was lucky to work for two
very experienced owners and learned some very valuable habits and lessons from both of them. In 2003, he left his job in Fort Nelson to go back to
Vancouver Island and began flying for Prism Helicopters out of Pitt Meadows
and was based in Port McNeill. Comparatively, this job was the same as his
apprenticeship in Fort Nelson, the difference being he was flying helicopters
from day one. To start he went to Stewart, B.C., and began flight training for
12 days. He then had to complete a flight test, which went successfully. The
next day he began transporting geologists to their site in the Stewart area at
5500 feet above sea level. He would stay with the company for two and half
years. With roughly 1100 hours under his belt, he was contacted by the chief pilot of Helifor, the company he had worked for as a logger. They had remained
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friends over the years as Jamie had been in close contact with many of his former co-workers at Helifor. The chief pilot recommended he send a resume for
a position there to return as a pilot. Jamie returned to the company and within
a few years was trained as a captain to fly the Boeing Vertol 107, a massive tandem rotor helicopter that seated 27 people; his dream had become a reality.
In a visit to Prince Rupert, Jamie was the best man for a friend’s wedding
and met the woman that he told his mom he was going to marry. He and
Bianca got married in 2008 and in 2009 would start their family in Victoria.
In 2011, with Jamie away at work much of the time and Bianca pregnant with
their second child, the couple decided to move back to Prince Rupert. While
still flying for Helifor, Jamie went to school in Langley and Boundary Bay to
get his instrument flight rating to qualify for other positions. In March of 2012,
he landed a great job working for Transport Canada providing a service to the
Canadian Coast Guard. The job is Monday to Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. with overtime when necessary; it allows him to be home with his wife
and two daughters, Lola (born 2009) and Scarlett (born 2011). He made this
decision because he wanted to be a part of his daughters’ lives, taking them to
dance, swimming, and skating. He plays ice hockey often and would like to
soon start teaching his oldest daughter to ski. The family goes on hikes and
walks the old trails he and his sister did when they were young, allowing his
daughters to explore and experience nature and the beauty that Prince Rupert
has to offer.
Jamie respects what being a stay-at-home mom entails, about waking the
kids up, fixing their hair, fixing meals, taking kids to school, activities, play,
reading, educating, and giving the kids options and directing them while giving them tools to use. With absolute respect for his wife, he is a doting husband
and truly admires the beauty of his wife and children. Jamie gets moments of
vision where he, “Gets it! Sees it!” and is at ease with where he is at in life. He
continues to make decisions to ensure that his loved ones know they are loved
and feels you should going after what you want in life with the “Eye of The
Tiger” in you. Doing this while always remembering lessons learned, he can
appreciate life and wants to give back to the community, especially when his
daughters are older and he can coach them and other children. Jamie loves his
job and sees it a lot like parenting; every day you learn something new and you
are always on the ball.
“Logging takes you to the remotest locations. We lived there and it was
home away from home. Blood, sweat, and tears in the mud. They are the best
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people I know. Living together they become like your second family. You have
that bond that no one can understand unless you’ve done it!!”
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Gurvinder Randhawa
•

G

urvinder Randhawa was born in Talwara, India, a town in the
Hoshiarpur district in the state of Punjab. His native village is Bodal
(Garna Sahib). He is the oldest of four siblings and speaks his native language,
Punjabi, and English. His mother stayed at home with the children, and his
father worked as an accountant in the Accountant General’s office. Gurvinder
attended primary and secondary school in Talwara and was captain of the
cricket team during high school.
In 1986, he graduated from high school and attended Government College
Talwara, affiliated with Punjab University, where he received a Bachelor of
Science degree. Still captain of his cricket team, and becoming well known
for his high skill level, he travelled to many cities. His dream was to continue
his studies and play in the provincial games and one day for the Indian team.
In 1991, his whole life would change when his father passed away; he then had
responsibilities to take on and sports wouldn’t be his first priority. Gurvinder
worked as an auditor with the Accountant General’s office and helped take
care of his family.
In 1992, Gurvinder had a traditional arranged marriage; the bride was
selected by his aunt who lived in Kitamat, B.C. Sarbjit Bhander was chosen
from Prince Rupert, B.C., and the wedding was held in India. With better opportunities and advancement, he made the decision to move and be with his
wife. In 1993, Gurvinder was sponsored to move to Canada by his wife. Here
he would see great opportunities, friendly people, perfect weather (summer
not too hot and winter not too cold) and a small town; it was prefect for him.
Gurvinder attended the Northwest Community College during the day for
upgrading and business administration courses and worked during the nights
at McDonald’s and as a bookkeeper at a local carpet business.
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In 1994, the couple welcomed their first child, a baby boy, into the world.
With both parents working full-time jobs, they found it hard to get a babysitter
that could work with their schedules. In 1996, Gurvinder found a more flexible
job and started as a driver for Skeena Taxi where he could set his own hours. In
1997, the couple welcomed their second child into world, a baby girl. Gurvinder
became a part-owner and operator of Skeena Taxi. At one point they began to
struggle with the economic downturn. With 53 cabs, Skeena Taxi met with
city officials to discuss buying their own partnership and licence. Their request
was approved and the new partnership was allowed to reduce to 40 licences,
which allowed the holders to make a better living. Gurvinder was thrilled to
see Skeena Taxi be successful again and was grateful to be part of helping the
employees and their families. Still thinking of his sisters in Talwara (who were
ten thousand kilometres away), Gurvinder had a strong desire to be a whole
family again. In 1998, he sponsored all three of his sisters and mother to come
to Prince Rupert as permanent residents, taking on certain responsibilities for
their well-being. In 2002, Gurvinder welcomed his third child to the family, another baby girl. In 2004, he attended Douglas College in New Westminster for
a driving instructor theory course and, when done, he started Skeena Driving
School in Prince Rupert.
In 2013, Gurvinder ran for a seat on the Prince Rupert city council in a
by-election and came very close to be voted in. In the 2014 general elections,
with no doubt he would try again and push those votes up, he was successfully elected into city hall as one of the new city councillors. Gurvinder never
dreamed of being a city councillor when he first arrived in Canada, but with a
good circle of friends, relatives, and supporters, he did it. Gurvinder is the first
Indo-Canadian to sit on the Prince Rupert city council.
Gurvinder is very active in the community and likes to help out in any way
he can, volunteering over the years. He has been a soccer coach and assistant
coach for 16 years starting when his son began playing. He has helped with the
candidates running for mayor or council putting up posters, signs, and helping
advertise in any way. Gurvinder is a member of the Northwest Community
College’s board as a governor, helping to bring new courses into the college.
Gurvinder has been on numerous committees as trustee member and sat as
treasurer with the Indo Canadian Sikh Association Committee. As practicing
Sikhs, the whole family attends the Sikh temple, helping at the temple in any
way they can. Gurvinder’s children are also active in the community, with
sports and volunteering. The family has helped at the Seafest parade with the
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floats, and his children join in their cultural dance group and perform at the
annual celebration. The children have received their black belts in taekwondo.
The two oldest played for the Rainmaker basketball teams (Prince Rupert
Senior Secondary), of which his daughter would be team captain. Gurvinder’s
children can speak and write in their native language, Punjabi, and he teaches
them the basic beliefs of Sikhism.
Gurvinder believes he should always be working and be involved with his
family, friends, and his community. The commitment to his family responsibilities has been rewarding. Now living here in Canada with him, Gurvinder is
very happy with the success of his sisters’ and mother’s lives. Gurvinder feels
fortunate his children are educated, involved in sports, and in a good environment, and he appreciates the support he receives from his family. He has been
surrounded with a positive support group and given good advice while in
Prince Rupert. He believes that Prince Rupert has given him his lot and now
he likes to give it back. His motto is, “Keep on trying. When you don’t quit, life
won’t quit on you.”
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Judith Riddell
•

J

udith Riddell was born in Victoria, B.C., the eldest of four siblings. Her
mother was a nurse who became a stay-at-home mom to Judy and her three
younger brothers. There was a five year gap between her and the two youngest brothers, so Judy helped her mother with the daily activities. Her father
was a mining engineer who took on project work, and, as a result, they moved
around quite a bit. They lived in Saskatchewan, B.C., Peru, and California. The
biggest culture shock was moving from Peru to California—from a small community into a large city, from desert and beaches to streets and buildings. Judy
was used to everyone saying hi, waving, and making eye contact, so moving
into the fast-paced environment of
San Francisco, where people pass
by without a glimpse, was very
strange.
While her father worked in
Peru, Judy and her siblings attended boarding school in Canada.
Judy lived in a dorm on campus
and visited her family on holidays
and during the summers. Judy
graduated from Brentwood College
and still keeps in contact with the
three young ladies that she shared
a dorm with. Wanting to see more
of Canada, Judy attended McGill
University in Montreal. She started
out studying to become a nurse
but switched majors to biology.
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Graduating with a Bachelor of Science degree and having lived near the ocean
her whole life, she knew she wanted to work with anything to do with life on
the water.
Judy moved back to B.C. to work on Vancouver Island as a marine biologist
for one year. She then spent the next year and half exploring Southeast Asia,
Australia, and New Zealand. Returning to Canada, Judy moved to Nanaimo,
B.C., to attend Malaspina College and studied aquaculture for two years and
then worked on a fish farm near Prince Rupert for a year and half.
In 1985, Judy met her future husband and they were married in 1986. She
was a stay-at-home mom to three girls while helping her husband with his
crane business. Judy was very involved with the children’s activities, the school
Parent Advisory Committee, Canadian Parents for French, and volunteered in
school classrooms. She enjoyed life with her family, taking walks on the beach,
getting the kids to swimming lessons, and visiting family in Victoria and the
lower mainland.
In August of 2000, Judy went to her high-school reunion in California and
there she saw a situation where child care was available in close proximity to
the local school. In September of 2000, seeing an ad in the paper about provincial funding for out-of-school care, she thought, “You know what, we’re as
good as everybody else, here in Prince Rupert, and we deserve to have this
service for our families.” Judy thought they had a chance, so she researched
and spoke to the schools and was told to do a survey to find out if anyone
supported her idea. Judy did the survey and the support was overwhelming;
parents wanted a daycare centre near their school (Westview Elementary
School). Judy went through the whole application process; she visited child
care centres and talked with the licensing officer. Judy presented two options
for the location of the daycare centre: a portable classroom or a local church.
She discussed rental agreements with the church and submitted her application, which was approved.
In the summer of 2001, renovations on the church began. The space (in
the basement of the church) needed to be furnished and brought up to the
standards of child care licensing regulations; all was done within budget. Three
early childhood educators were hired to run the centre, with Judy as the administrator. The children would use Westview’s gym and playground as part
of their activity space. The centre was open before and after school, and Judy
wondered if they could put a preschool in with the daycare for the program
to be full time. The preschool took a little longer to fill up because it was an
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optional program and they were a new provider, but once it got going, it was
almost full.
She was attending meetings of the Prince Rupert Child Care Council and
was introduced to the Child Care Resource and Referral Program (CCRR).
Prince Rupert and six other communities in the province didn’t have a CCRR
service, and the Ministry of Child and Family services chose to fill the gap.
Having located a supportive sponsor agency, Judy began to do her homework,
going to Smithers and Prince George to see how their CCRRs operated. In
January 2002, Judy wrote a second proposal and received the funding to open
the CCRR. The Berry Patch CCRR assists parents in finding child care services through a community caregiver registry, has a lending library of early
childhood resources and activities, offers operating and business information,
and hosts workshops and networking opportunities.
Judy was then approached by the Northern Savings Credit Union with the
idea of establishing a Success By 6 program in Prince Rupert. Success By 6 is
an early childhood initiative partnership of the United Way, the Credit Unions
of B.C., and the Ministry of Child and Family Development. Judy wrote her
third proposal in 2004, received the funding, set up a Success By 6 Council of
Partners, and coordinated the program for a year and half. Success By 6 created
many early childhood programs, including the Hub at Roosevelt School to the
only Strong Start in the province not in a school, located in the Rupert Square
Mall.
Judy started the Early Years Table to connect professionals working in early
childhood development (ECD), early learning, and child care and also to plan
and coordinate services for children and their families. The difference between
Success by 6 and the Early Years Table is that the Success By 6 council included
nontraditional community partners that didn’t necessarily work in ECD but
were interested in early years community development. The Early Years Table
were hands on front-line workers. More recently in 2010, the CCRR started
parenting courses in Prince Rupert and began a partnership with the Ministry
of Child and Family Development; anyone working with children or teenagers
could benefit from the program.
“What we do with our children is basic to how they are going to grow.” Judy
believes that if we want to make a difference, it should begin with children; it’s
all about holding the little ones in the centre. Judy continues to find volunteer
opportunities in Prince Rupert and is currently president of the Prince Rupert
and District Hospice Society.
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Doreen Ridsdale
•

D

oreen Ridsdale was born July 27, 1931, in Leamington Spa,
Warwickshire, England. One of two children, she was born “3 years,
3 months, and 3 days after her brother, Robert.” Her mother was a stay-athome mom and her father was in the Royal Navy. A survivor of World War l
and World War ll, he retired in December 1938.
In February 1939, Doreen’s family moved ten miles to the neighbouring
city of Coventry, and this was an unfortunate decision. Containing many
industrial factories, the centre of the city was demolished in bombing raids
during World War ll. Doreen remembers the city being destroyed and being
evacuated a number of times. Her father was recalled back into the navy in July
1939 for a review of the fleet. He was sent to war and told that he would only
be gone for six weeks. As he had no way to contact his family, Doreen’s mother
didn’t get to say goodbye. While he was away, the neighbours made sure her
mother knew what was going on as she had a hearing impairment and could
not hear the air raid siren. Doreen’s father returned to the family in Coventry
three-and-half years later.
Doreen attended elementary school and high school until the age of 16,
when she decided to drop out of school. Her parents told her she needed to
seek employment and her choices were working with children or on a farm.
Doreen started working at a local daycare, trained for two years, and became
a qualified early childhood educator. Doreen couldn’t go any further in the
daycare until she was 21 years old, so at age 18, she switched her career to nursing. In 1950, Doreen attended St. Stephen’s Hospital in Chelsea, London, for
three years and became a registered nurse. She agreed to travel to Canada with
a friend, but in order to travel, Doreen needed to train as a midwife, which was
a requirement for the nursing position she wanted. In 1953, Doreen attended
Marston Green Hospital in Birmingham and became a fully qualified midwife.
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In 1956, Doreen left home to sail to Canada, arrived in Montreal, Quebec,
and then went on to Toronto, Ontario, with her friend. She became very lonely
and only stayed in the city for nine months. Leaving her friend in Toronto,
Doreen travelled by train across Canada. She stopped off in Banff and Calgary,
Alberta, to take in the Calgary Stampede then off to Vancouver. Doreen
thought it would be great to travel to Alaska to see igloos and Eskimo, but she
needed a visa. She had no idea what a visa was or how to obtain one. Doreen
found that Prince Rupert was advertising for nurses and she found a map, saw
the Pacific Ocean, and thought there must be sandy beaches in Prince Rupert.
In 1957, Doreen travelled on a Northland Navigation boat to Prince Rupert
to find there were no sandy beaches and was thinking she should have done her
homework. Doreen started working at the Prince Rupert General Hospital.
The first place she looked for when moving to any town is the Anglican Church.
Very quickly she found herself singing with the cathedral choir and also joined
the Girl Guides program as leader. Doreen promised her mother she would
visit her in Coventry within two years. In 1958, she travelled with a friend to
Sydney, Australia, where she spent the next seven weeks. Fearing that she was
running out of money, she managed to procure a job in the Empire Theatre,
working in the wardrobe department for the English Royal Ballet
Company. Doreen arrived back in
Coventry a week before Christmas
to find she had lost all contact with
all of her school friends. In 1960,
Doreen travelled back to Prince
Rupert where her Brownie group
was waiting for her at the train
station with her uniform. Doreen
met her future husband, Dave, at
the Anglican Church. He was involved in the Boy Scouts as a leader.
One of their first dates was a trip
to Prudhomme Lake, where he
showed her how to use an axe and
commented that she couldn’t boil
water without burning it.
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On December 16, 1961, Doreen and
Dave married back in Coventry at the
church where she sang with a choir
group as a child and where her brother
was the organist. This would be their
last Christmas in England. In 1962,
Doreen and Dave welcomed their first
child, a son, into the world and then, 18
months later, their daughter was born.
Over the years, Doreen worked with
the Girl Guides and Rangers. She loved
hiking and camping, but singing was
her favourite activity.
In 1977, she took the Rangers backpacking along the east and north side
beach of the Queen Charlotte Islands
(Haida Gwaii), and her family accompanied them. They started at Tlell and
finished 63 km away at Tow Hill at the
northern tip of the islands. Her last
active position with the Girl Guides was as a music advisor. Doreen trained
several groups for the provincial campfire singing competitions. In 1987,
Doreen was appointed organist and choir director at St. Andrew Cathedral.
Her comment was “God must have a sense humour” because she only had one
year of piano lessons as a child, no experience in directing a senior choir, and
clueless as to the workings of a pipe organ!
Doreen and Dave, with another family, built a cabin on Lachmach Lake,
just east of Prince Rupert. When they looked up the meaning of the name,
they realized it meant “no fish.” Over the years they made trips in all seasons.
Occasionally they would fly by sea plane, and in the winter they would charter
a helicopter for a winter adventure.
Doreen saved her father’s diaries from the World War l and World War ll.
She contacted the Naval Archives in England and was referred to a gentleman
from New Jersey who was writing a book and making a documentary movie
about a Royal Navy submarine called the Poseidon. Doreen’s father was serving
aboard the Poseidon when it collided with another vessel in the North China
Sea. He was one of 31 survivors plucked out of the ocean. Doreen was invited
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to fly to Beijing, China, to be a part of the projects they were working on. She
saw firsthand some of the locations where her father had been stationed in
1931. The group attended the location of the sunken submarine and dropped a
wreath in memory of lives lost. They also visited the navy museum on Liugong
Island at Wei Hai. Doreen was interviewed for a documentary and was mentioned in a book, both entitled The Poseidon Project.
Doreen stays in Prince Rupert because of the people. From her return to
Prince Rupert in 1960, she made many friends at church, Girl Guides, and
on the tennis and badminton courts. She was a volunteer for the preschool
swimming program. Doreen enjoyed working at the pool and went on to earn
both the lifesaving and instructor certificates. In 1973, she returned to casual
part-time work in the maternity ward and retired in 1990. Prince Rupert is
home for Doreen and her family. Doreen’s daughter lives up the street and
her granddaughter lives just down the street. However, her son, David, and
wife, Taeko, have lived in Fujisawa, Japan, since 1987. Doreen’s favourite view
is from Roosevelt Hill, looking over the residential expanse of the city towards
Tuck Inlet and the mountains. Rain and sun are great combination. A little
snow brings out the camera as well as the shovel and the wind may cause a few
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inconveniences, but where else can you see a deer grazing and sleeping in the
back garden or a wolf walking down the road? “This is home.”

•
English Pancakes
ǆ 1 cup flour
ǆ 1 egg beaten
ǆ 1¼ cups of milk
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mix well until no lumps.
Pour thin layer into frying pan and cook on both sides.
Spread a little butter, sugar, and lemon juice.
Roll up the pancake and enjoy.

These are traditionally eaten on Shrove Tuesday.
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Frances Riley & Richard Haley
•

F

rances Riley was born in Cumbria, England, the oldest of four siblings. Frances’s family heritage is Irish, but she and her family were born
in England. They grew up with traditional music, a lot of sharing of food, and
being in big groups, and she remembers her father saying “This is good craic”;
translation, “This is a good party.” Her parents were both teachers, starting at a
young age and teaching in many places.
Frances travelled with her parents to Prince George, Smithers, Iskut,
Terrace, Kitkatla, Port Simpson (Lax Kw’alaams), and Prince Rupert. She
attended grades 1–3 in Kitkatla and grades 4–6 in Port Simpson. While in
Kitkatla, they didn’t have many cars and phones, but the whole community
had citizen band (CB) radios in their homes to communicate with each other.
The community was so small and tight knit that when her mom wanted her
home, she would tell someone “If you see Frances send her home for dinner.”
When leaving Kitkatla and moving
to Port Simpson (Lax Kw’alaams),
Frances remembers being sad. She
moved to a larger community, a
bigger school, and she attended a
lot of activities. Frances was very involved in the First Nations culture
and their lifestyle; it was like a great
big family all together. She attended
their traditional feasts and knows
half of the Lord’s prayer and the
name of the crests in the traditional
Tsmshian language, Sm’algyax.
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Frances and her family moved to Prince Rupert for grades 7–12; she attended Annunciation School and Charles Hays Secondary School. Frances
was in a larger town, she didn’t have her freedom like the smaller towns, and
high school was a tough time for anyone. She became active in soccer and the
drama club, and she loved to write and read and sail boat ride with her family.
In 1997, Frances graduated high school and attended Northwest Community
College for one year. After NWCC, she attended the University of Victoria
for three years and completed her Bachelor of Arts in English literature. After
graduation, Frances stayed in Victoria to work and came back to visit Prince
Rupert for a friend’s wedding during the summer. In 2000, Frances decided
to move back to Prince Rupert because she missed all the great people and
the community. While she and a friend were at a protest rally, Frances saw
her future husband, Richard, for the first time when he stopped to sign papers
in support of their protest. Later, Frances rented a room in his house—she
needed a place to rent—and “I never moved out.”
Richard Haley was born in Calgary, Alberta; he is the middle child of three
siblings. His father is from Montreal and his mother is from England, both
were teachers. Being teachers they moved a lot: Toronto, Ontario; Winnipeg,
Manitoba; and Vancouver and Coquitlam, B.C. Richard was active in surfing,
tennis, soccer, volleyball, and basketball and loved to sail on their boat with his
family. In 1989, Richard graduated from Centennial Secondary School and attended the University of Victoria to study philosophy. In 1990, Richard would
take a year off to travel in Europe and moved back to Vancouver to work at
place called Bebo Burns as a stock broker. Richard’s mother suffered a brain
aneurysm and he quit his job to help with her landscaping business for three
years.
Richard attended the University of Northern British Columbia in Prince
George to study biology, chemistry, and math in preparation for med school.
While at UNBC, he visited Hadia Gwaii for surfing and fell in love with island life and decided to buy a piece of property. While studying in school all
he could think of was the property and what he was going to do with it. He
made the decision to leave school and move to Hadia Gwaii to build a cabin,
with just his jeep, a trailer, and a tent. In between trips to Hadia Gwaii and
Prince Rupert, he noticed that Rupert had cheap real estate, the people were
good, and the weather was perfect. Richard bought three houses to start with
and renovated them to rent out. Over the next ten years he bought five more
houses and a business building, which is now The Argosy Fine Vintage and
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Antiques. In Hadia Gwaii, he bought a house and turned it into a coffee shop,
The Ground, and built two more cabins. At present Richard still owns a house
in Prince Rupert, The Argosy, The Ground, and one cabin; the rest have all
been sold. They are planning to expand their Argosy building for more space
to do screen printing.
Richard and Frances are similar in many ways: they both lived in England,
they love to read, both had educators as parents that travelled to many places,
both attended the University of Victoria, and their families both owned sail
boats from the same manufacturing company. Richard said, “when we first
met, we got a kick out of all of these funny little overlaps.”
In November 2013, Richard and Frances married in Hadia Gwaii in front of
their cabin. They own a golden retriever named Maisie and two cats, Freddie
and Marleau. No children, but “the store is kind of my baby”, it needs a lot of
attention. They both love how everything is close in the downtown area and
not spread out like most towns. Richard enjoys the climate in Prince Rupert,
likes that it doesn’t freeze and snow all winter, loves the warm misty rain and
the ocean, and the mountains are close at hand. “I’ve always wanted to be on
the coast and the weather was good.” Frances likes how our small community
is and sees how money travels around and stays in the community. “Prince
Rupert is really close to my heart.”
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Clyde Robinson
•

C

lyde Robinson was born August 2, 1939, at the Prince Rupert General
Hospital. His parents are George James Robinson from Kitamat, B.C., and
Margarita Alice Robinson (née Leask), from Metlakatla, B.C., who had Clyde
and his one sister. Clyde was born into the Gisbutwada (Killer Whale) Tribe
but also into the Lasgiik (Eagle) Tribe; he falls under and honours both tribes
but represents Gisbutwada. He was raised in Prince Rupert and speaks of how
things were back then and where he lived. He loves his seafood and was blessed
with traditional foods from family members, such as geese, duck, and moose,
and the wide variety of fish, clams, cockles, and herring eggs. Clyde remembers being taught by his mother and grandmother how to cook the traditional
foods such as clam fritters and chowder. He loves to prepare herring eggs and
recalls his mother salting and putting the herring eggs in the oven until they
were crunchy and very delicious.
Clyde’s parents had a house on First
Avenue West on the bluff across
from where the Atlin Terminal is
located today.
Growing up in Prince Rupert,
Clyde learned to carve and paint at
a young age. He also played baseball
for a few years and spent his days
going down to the docks to fish.
A local mink farmer bought a bag
of whatever he caught for $5 every
Friday. He started recruiting some
of the other kids who were fishing
and soon he was bringing two bags
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at a time to the ranch. Being a true entrepreneur, Clyde would pay the other
kids in chips and pop, and he was set for the weekend. He had an allowance
of 35 cents a week and his mother would take 5 cents every time he didn’t do
the dishes, but he didn’t mind because he was making more selling fish and his
sister ended up doing the dishes all by herself.
Prince Rupert used to have an annual event every 24th of May. Clyde and a
cousin had a seine skiff, and they would participate in row boat races, beating
many of the adults. This event also hosted different activities you don’t see
today, such as gillnet and seine boat races that took place in the harbour.
Clyde attended Conrad Elementary School from grades one to five; his
parents then moved the family to a house on Seventh Avenue East, and he
attended King Edward Elementary School for grade six. He then attended
Booth Memorial School for grades 7–10 and Prince Rupert Senior Secondary
for grade 11. He didn’t graduate because, like many of the young people in the
area, he went out seine fishing with his uncle, and at that time the fishing industry was going strong and produced a good income. He was the skiff man.
Back in those days they rowed because they didn’t have outboard motors. He
remembers when fishing was open six days a week and they worked 4 a.m. to
11 p.m.
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When he wasn’t fishing with his
uncles, Clyde was employed at the
Skeena Cellulose Pulp Mill as a millwright. He was also employed on
seine boats as an engineer; he also
mended nets at a time when they
used heavy cotton and it was a lot of
work to mend and hang them. He
did go to Northwest Community
College in Terrace, B.C., to get his
welding ticket and became a welding millwright. Clyde worked in
Kitwanga at the chip and saw mill,
in Kitamat at the Eurocan mill, and
then moved to Surrey to work at a
plywood mill. When he worked
in Kitwanga, he became the shift
boss of a crew consisting mainly of
natives. During his time there, his
crew had the highest rate of production and quality. Clyde soon started to run
the mill but was not being paid what would be appropriate given his millwright
ticket, so he moved to Eurocan.
Clyde and his wife had a son that was born with restricted muscles that
collapsed the whole inside of his upper chest; they had to move to Vancouver
because there was no doctor in the North that specialized in this condition.
Clyde’s son was hospitalized for 13 weeks, and the doctors informed him and
his wife that if they had showed up a few days later, they would have lost their
son. They lived in Surrey for 14 years, where Clyde worked at T-Ply Mill. Even
with all the years he worked at this mill, he was let go because he didn’t have
seniority. After he was let go from T-Ply, he started seining again for fishermen
from Haida Gwaii and Lax Kw’alaams.
After 5 years of fishing and living in Vancouver, he met his current wife,
Ester Lawson (Queenie), and that was when he moved back to Prince Rupert.
Sharing a love for dancing, they have been together for 30 years. His wife
beads and he has taken time off from carving due to health reasons. He and
his wife like to take road trips to visit with friends and family in Kitwanga,
Terrace, Kitamat, and Kispiox. Clyde and his wife have 21 grandchildren and
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28 great-grandchildren. When they go to visit them, all the grandkids flock
to their Ye-ah (grandfather) and “fight” with him. He likes to do this with his
grandchildren to make it interesting for them and, sure enough, he does because they always come back for more.
“I’m a Tsmshian at heart. I grew up here. I know all the people of the outlying villages, the ones that are my age, there is less and less of us around. You
go down to Vancouver, everyone just drifts apart.”
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George Sampson
•

G

eorge Sampson was born November 1, 1958, one of fourteen siblings.
He was raised in the village of Lax Kw’alaams (Port Simpson) by his grandfather who owned and operated Gosnell’s General Store. Raised traditionally
by his grandfather, George’s life was rich with traditional foods, storytelling,
and ceremony. Looking back to his childhood he recalls the cold winters with
the arctic outflow coming out of the Nass and how much fun it was to grow
up in his community. The recreational director (also a school teacher) ran
programs for basketball, volleyball, floor hockey, track and field, cross country
running, and gymnastics. The director, a university-trained basketball coach,
understood the need for structure,
communicational skills, and athleticism, right down to the basics of
proper running mechanics. George
recalls putting in the hours with his
friends decorating the bikes for the
May long weekend Community
Sports Day parade, led by the Port
Simpson concert band. Other
community celebrations were the
Annual Snowball Frolic and the
Garden Party hosted by the Young
Peoples Education Association
(YPEA) and the Port Simpson
Athletic Club. The hall was decorated and the grand march led in;
there were community performers
and the whole village would be
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involved. George was also involved in the school choir. Of course it had nothing to do with the young girls involved, but in the end it was “pretty cool” to
be part of the group. Growing up in his community was a series of community
events and a time of activity.
George talks about his introduction to the basketball world when his first
coach brought the team on a boat trip up the Nass River to the Easter tournament in Kincolith. He recalls the YPEA bringing teams in from surrounding
communities for home and home series, two games at home and two games
away. The team representing the community and the team visiting were posted
on the community bulletin board; the games were an exciting community
event with the hall filled to capacity. When the Port Simpson teams travelled,
the elders spoke to them first, explaining that they were ambassadors and they
were to behave a certain way to properly represent the community. Respect,
dignity, and honour, along with belonging, all virtues that George works to
instill in the athletes he works with at the Friendship House in Prince Rupert.
In his final year in Lax Kw’alaams, George, age 15 and the youngest member of
the team, would win an All-Native Basketball Tournament intermediate championship for his community. The team returned home to a community dinner
and celebration, their friends and families filled with pride.
In grade 11, George moved into Prince Rupert, attending Prince Rupert
Senior Secondary and playing for the Rainmakers, for an ex-football coach
that was a firm believer in conditioning. Fortunately, George already had a
solid work ethic and knew how to push himself. He believes he absorbed more
about basketball during this time that at any other time in his life. George also
played for the Native Brotherhood Association Beavers ANBT Intermediate
basketball team. Many of the players from the Rainmakers were playing on
the Beavers as well, and George wanted to continue to play with beside his
friends. It was a difficult decision, with his father being chief councillor in
Lax Kw’alaams, but George would stick to his guns and left it to his mother
to inform his father of his decision; he was very supportive. At the ANBT the
Beavers faced Kincolith in the finals after a hard-fought win in the semifinal
against Skidegate. Kincolith was a very good team with some big players, but
the Beavers worked hard and won the championship. George still remembers
the sound of his mother’s voice through the 90% of fans that were cheering for
the community team.
George’s wife, Trudy, became pregnant with their first daughter, and work
took precedence over basketball. At 21 he went back to play for Lax Kw’alaams,
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but, still living in Prince Rupert, it was difficult going back and forth on weekends to practice with the team. His team did very well, but he sat in the stands
watching his old team, the Beavers, win the championship over the Kitkatla
team that had knocked them out of the tournament. George retired from playing and began coaching instead. Recognizing the talent pool in Prince Rupert,
he searched for a way to draw them together and put a notice in the Daily
News around a rebirth of the “C” League. Four team representatives came
to the table and the “C” league was back. It was a tough start as teams were
required to provide officials from their bench, but the teams made it through
that first season and the league grew. The skill level of the Friendship House
Cubs grew, so they chose to move to the more competitive “B” league. It
was a year of growth for the young crew and they endured many losses, but
George maintained the enthusiasm and developed professionally by attending
coaching clinics and creating a relationship with the basketball coach at Prince
Rupert Senior Secondary.
The first team George coached in the ANBT lost their first game to Bella
Bella by a sizable margin. He met with some of the Friendship House elders
on the way out of the building and they gave him the support he needed. They
told him that there was nothing until he came along; that it took time to work
your way up. They asked George to be patient and success would come. He put
together a motivational speech for his team’s next game and they came away
with a win against the Hazelton Snowcrows, his first coaching win. They were
knocked out of the tournament in their next game but the learning process had
begun. Through a long journey of competing, the teaching of the elders was
ever present. One profound lesson would be, “You start with prayer and you
end with prayer…because it’s just a ball game.” He was told to use his influence
over his players positively, stress the importance of education, and support the
youth to make good choices. George maintained these ideals, and after twenty
years of coaching, having a team finally stay together, Friendship House won
an ANBT intermediate championship.
To ensure a strong program, the Friendship House began to look to the
younger athletes and started developing a junior program for boys and girls.
The idea was to instill the same values at a younger age and feed into the
intermediate teams. In the inaugural junior basketball season, the girl’s team
went on to a provincial championship; the boys took a little longer but eventually found success, winning 4 out of 5 championships. Of course, there were
lean and mean years, successful seasons followed by rebuilding, key players
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moving up and younger less-experienced players moving in, all maintained
through the ideals of family, nation, and community. The Friendship House
next moved into the development of a senior men’s team, inviting players to
try out. This, too, was done respectfully, with a feast held to recognize the
Prince Rupert Chiefs teams of past ANBT competition and ask to have the
name passed on to the team that currently represents this community. All of
the programs continue building to maintain the commitment and work ethic
required to achieve success.
George remembers a clinic he attended where he learned from Canadian
National Basketball coach and Rainmaker alumnus Ken Shields. He learned
about the building of relationships between players, coaches, and the community. George looks back at players from past teams that are now leading
successful lives and careers and is proud to have had a hand in that. He talks
about the consistent presence of the elders and their teaching of core virtues
and how important it has been for him as well as the athletes to have their
positive influence. George speaks of the athletes of Prince Rupert representing
to the best of their ability because, just like the players from the villages, they
too have roots that must be recognized, honoured, and celebrated. George has
stepped back from coaching into more of a management and support capacity.
He talks about living a healthy life and making the right choices, about working to be successful, about looking for opportunities, and about building and
rebuilding, but one recurring statement may say it all:
“Competing is important, winning is important because they keep score
but it’s not the ends of all means; it’s the journey that you go on.”
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Pamela Seeley
•

P

amela Seeley was born in
Queens, New York. Her father emigrated from Leeds, England,
at the age of 25, and her mother was
born and raised in Queens. Her
father, who was in the British Army,
went to Queens for an American
cousin’s wedding and met and fell in
love with his future wife. They began their life together, having four children,
with Pamela being the youngest. Her mother had the German measles while
pregnant with Pamela, which resulted in her being born with a profound hearing impairment. Her father was a carpenter, but due to a back injury, went back
to college to become a respiratory therapist. Her mother was always employed
as a head nurse, and her two brothers and sister went into the field of medicine
as well. Pamela’s parents worked a lot, so their neighbour of forty years became
her second family. It was due to a near car accident when she was three years
old that her second mother (second family) became aware of her hearing impairment. Pamela’s second mother would advocate for her, firmly and lovingly,
insisting her parents get her hearing checked.
Pamela went to school at Mill Neck Manor School for the Deaf in Oyster
Bay, Long Island, when she was five and six years old. This is where she learned
to lip read; with the technology of the time (the late 60s, early 70s) she was
able to hear very little with hearing aids. Her mother would go into schools
to talk to the principal and her new teachers to inform them of her disability.
If it was a male teacher with a mustache, her mother would ask if she can be
transferred to a different class with a female teacher. It was hard for Pam to lip
read if the upper lip was covered. She went through elementary school with
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only speech therapy, so she had to work twice as hard and read a lot. She was
a “B” average student in high school, but it was a lot harder. Pamela’s second
family was very loving and nurturing; they had a daughter that was six months
younger than Pamela and they were like identical twins. It was a natural instinct that they both knew what each needed and wanted, and Pam was able to
read her lips easily. They went through elementary and high school together.
Pamela’s biological parents encouraged her to be independent and modelled
and taught her to be a hard worker, and her second family encouraged Pamela
to focus on what was in front of her and to have love, happiness, and peace.
After Pamela graduated, she got her first job in New York City, “a central
location for everybody in the world.” She went to school for six months, taking a business course, before getting her first job as a clerk in an accountant’s
office. It was a very busy, unfamiliar office that was a tremendous challenge. As
she did throughout her school years, she worked extra hard and familiarized
herself with her surroundings and the people. With her disability, there were
obstacles to overcome and people that were unkind, but she never let it get to
her. “My courage is to just keep going forward! No one was going knock me
down!”
Pamela and her second family took vacations to upstate Schroon Lake, New
York, every summer. It was in the summer of 1985, when she was 16, that she
started a summer romance with a boy she met earlier in her life when she was
11 years old. They got married and
had three children: one daughter
and two sons. Even with her disability, citing her motherly instincts, no
matter what she was doing or anything her children were doing, they
were the only ones she was able to
hear without her hearing aids. And
when any of her children were mad
at her for any reasons, they would
make sure that they were looking
directly at Pamela so she could see
their lips and know exactly what
was bothering them.
When Pamela’s three children
were four, three, and one, she
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and her husband separated. Even
though they separated, the father
always remained a big part of their
life and was a good father; they
spent a lot of time together. Loving
her children as much as any mother
loves a child, she did not and will
not let them go, regardless of her
disability. She did not have the support she would have liked to have
had from either side of their family.
At that time, her hearing impairment would have deemed her an
“unfit” mother, unable not only to
take care of her children but herself
as well. She was determined to have
her children with her, provide for
them, and raise them in a good way;
she wanted to be given the chance
to just be “her.” Pamela got sole custody of her children and returned to work
part time in a grocery store. She stayed for 15 years, working her way up to
the position of supervisor. Her support and community were the manager,
co-workers, and customers of the Hannaford Grocery Store and the teachers
and parents of the school her children attended. When Pamela’s children were
very young, they were hit with the most devastating news possible to have to
tell a child. She got a phone call from their family doctor and he informed her
that her ex-husband had been diagnosed with Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) and that she should get herself and their children tested.
She thanks God all their tests came back negative; Pamela and her children
did not contract the disease. Her ex-husband lived for a couple more years
and passed away. Pam was devastated and became depressed with what her
children and she went through with the loss of a vital part of their family. She
was put on disability for ten months for depression, but her courage in dealing
with her disability came to the forefront once more and she continued on.
In 2002, 41 years old, after one marriage and three children, Pamela “came
out of the closet.” She knew when she was 15 years old that she was a lesbian,
but back in those days it was not socially acceptable and had to be kept quiet.
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But in 1997, a new law was passed and it said that no one was allowed to be
discriminated against because of disability, race, age, or sexuality. This was a
huge relief for Pamela; she no longer had to hide who she was and was able to
make peace with the loss of her children’s father to AIDS. She got counselling
for herself and her children, to cope with the loss of their father, come to an
understanding and let go of anger as to why he did not tell her of his sexuality.
These open-minded steps to healing lead to “Do not go against your wish to
hide your pride of who you want to be, nor to please others.”
Pamela was still working at the grocery store, where her co-workers and
the customers had become her family. She was still a single mother but she
met a partner online in 2003 who was from Prince Rupert, and her partner
sang a song to her over the computer’s microphone. Pamela was able to hear
her partner’s voice, and that is what brought Pamela to Prince Rupert. They
chatted on line for about four months, then slowly started talking and introducing their children to each other on Skype. Pamela and her partner started to
travel back and forth to see each other and were married in 2006. Pamela came
to Prince Rupert in 2007, as a visitor, applied for landed immigrant status,
and while it was in the process, in 2009, she got a job at Extra Foods Grocery
Store. Working at this grocery store was the hardest of all her jobs because the
machines were bigger and louder and the customers were all different with
different accents. Part of the benefits of working at Extra Foods was being able
to connect with the community, and she made lots of friends. Pam worked at
Extra Foods until it shut down. She is currently working at Walmart, where
she was a part of the opening and has gone from sales associate to merchandise
manager, to duty manager. She is encouraged to become more familiar with
the new technology, but sometimes she forgets about it just so she can get
on the floor and interact with her co-workers and the customers. She really
enjoys the workplace, customers, and co-workers. In Prince Rupert, people
are always saying, “The charm of my heart” just as in New York City, someone
is “The apple of my eye.”
Unfortunately, the relationship she moved to Prince Rupert for did not
last. She came here for “love, peace, and happiness—peace in general. Being
a single parent was really tough.” The resiliency she has lived with for almost
her entire life has buoyed her in yet another time of struggle, but she credits
her new adopted community for the support she has received. Pam talks of
her children and their accomplishments; she shines with love and pride, and
knows she did a good job raising her children. She has worked on herself and
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healing and loves the city of Prince Rupert. For all in this community, a city,
the land, First Nations, and all different nationalities blend in as a family, very
much like New York City.
A place to be proud of; thank you, First Nations, for sharing your land and
community.
“I help the young ones that come in, that just got hired and they are nervous, scared. I would take that time to be patient and show them. Any physically
handicapped, mentally handicapped—anybody can do anything they want,
just got to put your mind to it. And with the right kind of help and the right
kind of support, it’s there. And that I see here…here in Prince Rupert.”
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Eugenia “Jen” Silva
•

E

ugenia “Jen” Silva was born July 30, 1971, in Moncao, Portugal, the only
daughter of four children. She grew up on a farm that grew all of their
vegetables as well as raising livestock. She spent time with her friends and, with
visits to a neighbour’s house, had her seamstress ticket by the age of 14, and this
enabled her to make some money while still going to school. Jen would not go
on to postsecondary education as she decided that school was not for her; she
wanted to work and continued as a seamstress in her community. Of course,
this would not be the end of her learning, as life is the greatest classroom.
Jen met her husband, Mario
(from Arco De Valdevez), at 15
years old, and they had an on-andoff relationship through the next
few years. As the overriding idea
of success in Portugal was to immigrate, Mario moved to Canada in
1988 and worked in Prince Rupert
as a mason. In 1989, on a trip home
for Christmas, he and Jen reunited
and, in March of the following year,
Jen would join Mario in Canada;
in July the two were joined in marriage. Jen’s arrival in Prince Rupert
was truly a rainforest welcome with
great big raindrops flying sideways.
Of course, moving from a notquite-so-humid climate, her initial
reaction was, “Where the heck am
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I?” The first year proved difficult with only speaking her native Portuguese,
being away from family, and only having a few friends; Jen became homesick.
The answer for this was activity; the Silva home became very busy.
Soon after their marriage, Jen became pregnant with the first of three children. The first two, girls, being born eighteen months apart with a son coming
along ten years later. Knowing very little English, Jen attended two years of
English classes at the Northwest Community College, first carrying her first
child and then going to school while taking care of the baby. By this time, the
Silvas also started their own construction company, M.S. Contracting. The
choices for Jen were to learn English, reading, and writing, and help with the
business or to hire somebody to take care of the books. She became a selftaught accountant and took care of the businesses finances for 23 years. To Jen,
it made all the sense in the world: go out and find another job which would
require a baby-sitter or learn to work for the business, which could be done
from their home. She attributes much of her ability to learn accounting to a
couple of friends who helped her in the first two years. In looking at Jen’s life
to this point, it’s clear that if she wanted to do something, she was going to go
out and do it.
M.S. Contracting opened in October of 1990, working primarily in masonry and concrete. The first couple of years were spent doing projects out at the
local pulp mill, and they then moved into residential jobs did work for the City
of Prince Rupert. One of their biggest projects was the reconstruction of 3rd
Avenue West, with stonework and concrete in the sidewalks and foundational
work in some of the buildings. The scope of this project was large, covering
over ten city blocks, and was completed in just over a year, and Mario was the
only mason working for the company for the first five years! Anybody working
in masonry or construction understands the work ethic required, going without a helper in a very physical trade: “If you knew him you wouldn’t have that
hard of a time…he was a very, very hard worker.” Jen said Mario worked in all
weather, all hours, throughout the region, and always insisted that the work be
done to a specific standard. There is work done by Mario in all of the surrounding communities as well as the Nass Valley and Haida Gwaii. When his health
took a turn and he became very ill, he chose to honour a contract that he had in
Lax Kw’alaams. The family was very touched by the support and help that was
offered them by that community. From one end of Prince Rupert to the other,
there are projects—such as the War Memorial Cenotaph, most of the concrete
along the waterfront, and a tremendous amount of residential work—that
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Mario worked on. Mario considered spending his remaining time in Portugal,
but finally he said no; Prince Rupert was his home. When Mario passed away
in June 2012, a close friend of the family stated at his service, “Prince Rupert
is held together by concrete that Mario made.” As Jen knew, Mario loved his
work and there was a certain way that he wanted things done, and wanting his
reputation to remain as it was, she made the decision to close the company.
Jen and Mario try to take a family trip back to Portugal every two years.
Jen says she misses the community events and celebrations, especially around
Easter and the harvest. The harvest celebration takes place on November 11
with roasting chestnuts and the first tasting of the wine from that year’s harvest. They tried to maintain some of the traditional dances and music from
Portugal with their daughters involved, one focusing on learning and teaching
the traditional dances and the other spending hours online learning to play
the Portuguese accordion. As director and vice president of the Portuguese
Club in Prince Rupert, Jen has tried to replicate these celebrations and traditional activities. She feels it is important to maintain the Portuguese culture,
to maintain a sense of belonging. As Portugal is a big soccer country, the family
made an event of getting together to cheer on their national team. Mario and
Jen had a partnership: Mario worked so much to provide for his family and he
missed much time at home, and Jen did her company work at home and also
did the running around for the children. Sports, school, activities—all would
be maintained, volunteering to drive and even using the seamstress talents she
brought with her from Portugal to sew costumes for school plays. Sometimes
it was overwhelming, but it was what had to be done for the family. Her attachment to the community can be summed up by the last five years she and Mario
had together, which were not easy, “That’s when you get reminded, when you
live in a place like this. That’s one thing that I find about Prince Rupert, you get
so much support. I can’t even imagine being anywhere else and going through
what we did. From the whole community, everybody came together and tried
to help any way they could. I have more years of Canada than I had in Portugal.
Prince Rupert is home.”

•
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Portuguese Steamed Clams
ǆ 5 pounds clams in shell, scrubbed
ǆ 1 ½ pounds chorizo, sliced into chunks
ǆ 1 large onion, cut into thin wedges
ǆ 1 (14.5 ounce) can diced tomatoes
ǆ 2 cups white wine
ǆ ¼ cup olive oil
1.
2.

3.
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Wash clams well in a sink of cold water. Discard any clams that are
already opened.
In a large stock pot with a tight-fitting lid, place the cleaned clams.
Add the sausage, onion, tomatoes, and wine. Cover and set over
high heat. Steam until all the clams open up. Be sure to shake the
pan often to ensure even heat.
Drizzle olive oil over the cooked clams. Evenly divide all the
ingredients onto warm soup plates. Divide the broth into side
cups for dipping.

Salted Cod Cakes
Yields 32 cakes
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ
ǆ

600 g of soaked cod
800 g potato
3 or 4 eggs
1 onion, finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
olive oil qs
chopped parsley qs
pepper qs
nutmeg qs
coarse salt qs
Oil for frying

1.
2.

Cook the potatoes in salted water for 30 minutes
In another pan with water, put the cod in to bake for 10 minutes.
After the cod is cooked, remove it to a plate and let cool. When
cold, clean the cod bones and skin and shred it.
In frying pan, add oil, onion, and garlic. Let it cook slightly, just
to brown without burning. After 10 minutes, add the cod and let
cook until the cod gets totally shredded. Stir from time to time to
help the cod to shred.
Mash the cooked potatoes, add the cod and parsley, season with
pepper and nutmeg, mix well. Add eggs one at a time stirring well
in between. The dough should be well connected and consistent.
Heat 2 tbsps of olive oil. Using two spoons, scoop out a quantity
of dough and pass back and forth between the spoons to form the
cake
Fry in hot oil.

3.

4.
5.
6.
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Michael and Santa Slubowski
•

S

anta Slubowski’s (née Repole) parents, Pierino and Annunziata
Repole, emigrated from Italy in 1959, arriving in Canada in 1959 and settling in Prince Rupert. They arrived with six children and welcomed five more
in Prince Rupert. Santa is the second youngest. Her father worked for the City
of Prince Rupert as a stonemason until retirement. Santa’s mother stayed at
home, raising Santa and her siblings in a very traditional way, teaching her how
to cook, take care of the family, and most importantly, to obey and respect
your parents and elders. Santa speaks Italian to her mother, who is 91 years
old, as well as to her brothers and sisters. She is a born and raised Rupertite,
having attended Annunciation School, Booth Memorial Junior High School,
and graduated from Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School in 1981.
Michael Slubowski is a third-generation Canadian; his great-grandparents
emigrated from Warsaw, Poland, and settled in Trail, B.C., where Mike grew up.
He had a very active childhood, participating in a lot of sports. His biggest passion was playing hockey; he played junior hockey in Beaver Valley. He graduated from J.L. Crowe Secondary
School in 1984. At that time, Trail
experienced an economic downturn in which there were layoffs
all the way up to the twenty-year
seniority workers from Cominco
Mining and Smelter Corporation.
Mike was fortunate that he had a
job at a sawmill, but unfortunately
it burnt down a year later. He heard
there were jobs in Prince Rupert, so
he moved here in 1986.
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Santa and Mike met in Prince Rupert and got married in March 1988. They
had their first child in 1990, Frank, and then in 1992 they welcomed their daughter Anna. Both children were very involved in sports, attended Annunciation
School, and graduated from Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School. Frank’s
passion was playing hockey, and at sixteen he was playing junior hockey on
Vancouver Island where he was recognized and received a four-year scholarship to Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Michigan, to play for the
Western Michigan Broncos. Their daughter, Anna, lives in Prince Rupert and
works for a liquid natural gas company and has recently purchased a house and
is engaged to be married this summer.
Santa worked at Tinker Realty and the Bank of Montreal and then moved
to Northern Savings Credit Union, where she has worked for the last 26 years.
Mike worked in various positions within hospitality management; his first
job was at the Coast Highliner Inn for two years. Then he went to work at
the Moby Dick Inn for eight years. Mike saw an opportunity and leased the
restaurant at the Moby Dick, creating a new dining room called “Casa Mia”
(Italian for “my house”). In 1996, Prince Rupert went into an economic slump
with the blockade of the Alaskan Ferry, then the Skeena Cellulose Pulp Mill
workers went on strike, and the fishing industry took a big drop. Mike’s restaurant was impacted dramatically and eventually had to shut down. Mike
then applied for a position at the Prince Rupert Daily News as a sales person,
where he worked for seven years. Mike left the Daily News to become a sales
manager of a new regional newspaper called Northwest Weekly. Due to unforeseen circumstances, the paper had to close after three years. During his time
at the paper, he met his business partner Barb Burton. They went to Hecate
Strait Employment Development Society where they went through the SelfEmployment Benefits Program and started their own regional newspaper
called Look Inside Publications. In the beginning of the new business, they
worked out of their living room and car and had one laptop. Mike was the
sales rep that travelled in his little yellow car from Prince Rupert to Terrace
and Kitamat every week. They worked long hours to prepare the weekly paper
to distribute regionally to approximately 26 000 homes. A year into their business, they were approached by Black Press, who purchased their newspaper,
and Mike and Barb stayed on to manage the newly named Northern View and
Northern Connector for three years.
Mike and Barb decided to go out on their own again, so they left the newspaper industry and purchased a building on McBride Street, and that is where
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their business Stuck On Designs started and still stands today. They started
out printing small jobs, such as business cards and rack cards, and moved into
clothing decorating, signs, promotional products, and engraving. They started
with one employee and now, five-and-a-half years later, have eleven employees. Mike and his business partner, Barb, with the support of their families,
are very proud of the growth of their business and their contribution to the
community.
“When you start a new business, you’re putting out all your effort. Doesn’t
matter if you know how to do it or not, you do it. And YES means ‘yes we’ll get
it done and whatever it takes—we’ll get it done.’”
Michael and Santa understand the importance keeping a balance in their
life and business; both have been taught how important family life is. Spending
quality time with each other and as a family makes for a better life. They continue to carry on the traditional ways they were taught to them as children.
At Christmas Mike makes perogies using his great-grandmother’s recipe, and
Santa attempts to follow her mother’s traditional recipes such as stuffed eggplant, cod fish, and homemade bread.
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Michal Sluka
•

M

ichal Sluka was born on August 9, 1984, in Mladá Boleslav, Czech
Republic, a city with a population of 50 000 people approximately 50
kilometres from the capital city, Prague. Michal’s younger years were spent
outdoors with his friends playing soccer, hockey, and leading an active lifestyle. Michal’s father introduced him to skiing at a young age, a hobby that
Michal maintains immense passion for. Michal liked fishing from a very young
age, and, at 12 years old, he started competing in fishing competitions and was
very successful. He had a very strong relationship with his grandfather, who
passed away in August 2014. Michal’s grandfather had very admirable values
and worked incredibly hard throughout his life. He introduced Michal to carpentry and taught him not to waste time but to invest it in himself and help
others.
Michal enjoyed various outdoor activities but was focused on finishing
school successfully. The school system was very strict and included nine years
of study (starting at age six), followed by four years of college. Graduation from
college consisted of studying for 250 questions from seven different subjects.
Students had to be prepared to speak on any question, randomly picked, for
fifteen minutes at a time in front of a panel of four or five instructors. Michal
was one of two people to graduate at the top of his class. He then moved on to
attend university for a degree in economics. He watched his economics class
slowly dwindle as students dropped out, and when the class had shrunk to a
third its original size, Michal had to face the tough decision to finish university
or move to Canada.
Moving to Canada had always been his dream. He chose not to complete
his degree and rather pursue his vision. It was time to move out into the world
and find work to be able to pay for all the expenses related to a Canadian visa
and travel. At 22, Michal found work as a technical consultant with one of the
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busiest car dealerships in the area. The learning curve was steep and he would
engage 15 to 20 people daily and, although it would take him a couple of months
to get comfortable, he really enjoyed the work. Michal started doing research
and extra work, which was recognized by his employer and led to being offered
a higher wage and more responsibility. At 23, feeling that there was much more
that he could accomplish, and being financially ready, he left the position.
Michal applied for a Canadian work visa, and in October 2008 he left
on his next adventure. Fresh out of the Czech Republic, Michal spoke very
little English. He travelled from Prague to Vancouver, finally settling in Port
Coquitlam, where he stayed with his cousin. Already aware of an opportunity
in construction, he found a place to stay, got settled, and started working. The
work was with a commercial glass company that was very busy and resulted in
Michal learning a great deal about construction. Struggling with the language,
he says there were many challenges and funny stories during the year he was
with the company, but he speaks very fondly of the support he received from
the “great people, awesome guys” he got to work with. Michal would take advantage of English as a second language classes and quickly improved.
When Michal first moved to Vancouver, he met Eva, also from the Czech
Republic. She had already been living in Canada for eight years and, after a few
months, a romance flourished. Eva had just finished her education in dental
hygiene in Ontario and moved back to Vancouver after a couple years of intensive studies at the National Institute of Health. While waiting for her dental
hygiene registration, she worked as a dental office receptionist. After applying
to different positions across British Columbia, Eva received a call from a dental
office in Prince Rupert. Without ever hearing about Prince Rupert, the couple
decided to take a chance on this new adventure and Eva accepted the position.
After a year of living together before moving to Prince Rupert, Eva and Michal
were eager to tie the knot and were wed in an intimate ceremony in front of
their close friends and family in Vancouver on August 15, 2009. The couple embarked on their journey to Prince Rupert, taking the ferry from the mainland
to Vancouver Island and then again from Port Hardy to Prince Rupert. They
were amazed by the scenery and looked forward to starting their new life as a
married couple.
Thanks to the referrals from the Czech community in Prince Rupert and
his previous experience in construction, Michal obtained a job after couple of
weeks of moving to Prince Rupert, working for a local construction company.
After a year and a half, looking for a new challenge, Michal made the tough
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decision to leave the construction company and started working as an account
executive for a media group. He got to work in close partnership with the local
business owners and learned about marketing strategies, business planning,
and customer service. Michal approached sales much the same way he had
approached each new experience in his life: he became a student of the field
and was determined and eager to work hard.
Michal started looking into opportunities where he could use all his skills
in sales, marketing, construction, and photography and decided to start his
career in real estate. He immediately started working towards achieving his
goal. Once again, the relationships he created in the community led him to
an introduction to the owner of a real estate brokerage in town. After receiving his real estate licence in only six months, Michal continued to work at the
account executive position until he established himself in real estate. For nine
months Michal skillfully managed two jobs, becoming a time management
wizard. Juggling multiple careers taught Michal the importance of finding a
work-life balance. Finally, Michal chose to be a full-time realtor, giving him the
opportunity to fully commit to his career.
Now having a career that he loves, Michal has embraced the community
that embraced him and Eva. The couple share the same passion for the outdoors. Michal enjoyed the time he spent building a local hiking trail and loves
snowboarding on Shames Mountain. They take advantage of any opportunity they have to go hiking, camping, and to explore northern B.C. and Haida
Gwaii. Michal participated in the Mz Judged Pageant, supporting a very special local charity, the Transition House. Demonstrating his fearless attitude
and sense of humour, Michal performed on stage in front 700 people wearing
an evening gown, a women’s bathing suit, and ballet tutu. Michal is willing to
give back to his community in any way he can. Committed to service in his
community, Michael is keen to volunteer and has become a positive influence
in his new town. Participating in the Rotary Club, the Chamber of Commerce,
and Prince Rupert Photo Club, he also started volunteering for the Royal
Canadian Marine Search and Rescue. Michal was honoured to become one of
the directors of the organization after a year of dedicated involvement. Being
very passionate about Prince Rupert, Michal has also joined the Prince Rupert
Tourism board of directors.
In coming to Prince Rupert, he encountered many inspiring individuals
and was made to feel welcome in his new home. Much of Michal’s success is
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rooted directly in his approach to every new experience. He identifies with
Steve Jobs’s philosophy:
“The only way to do great work is to love what you do. If you haven’t found
it yet, keep looking. Don’t settle.”
Michal takes tremendous pride in his community and views helping people
buy and sell Prince Rupert real estate as more than just a career. It’s also his
opportunity to make a positive impact in people’s lives. Michal optimizes integrity, energy, hard work, and creative service to sell houses in Prince Rupert.
He ensures that new residents of this charming coastal town are welcomed
with the same enthusiastic hospitality he experienced. Michal is loving his career and makes time to focus on self-development and a healthy lifestyle while
continuing to engage in the community that he now calls home.
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Lousia Smith
•

L

ouisa Smith is of Haisla
decent from the Xenaksiala
nation of Kemano Bay. Louisa is
from the Eagle Clan and speaks
Haisla, which is of the Wakasan
family. She is the third youngest of
twelve siblings.
Kemano was a large village at
one time until it was reduced to
only six houses when Louisa was
born. Diseases such as tuberculosis, influenza, and smallpox, introduced by colonization, were responsible
for much of the loss. Louisa believed her life in Kemano to be very rich in
how it provided for her nation, with five species of salmon, a yearly oolichan
run, and shellfish; wildlife such as moose, deer, mountain goat, bear, beaver,
seal, duck, and geese; and foraging for berries and medicinal plants, as well as
growing their own vegetables. Whatever the territory wouldn’t provide they
would trade for or buy. In their relationship to the land, they were respectful
and would only take what they needed. When Louisa longs for her home, even
though she knows there is not much there now, she will go home to “recharge
her battery “and feels much stronger spiritually with each visit.
Louisa continues to honour her traditional upbringing to this day. From
her childhood years she recalls two very significant traditional ceremonies.
Her grandmother, as soon as she found out someone in the family was pregnant, would contemplate for a bit and say if its girl, this is what you’re going to
name her, and if it’s a boy, this is what you’re going to name him. The belief was
that the developing fetus is a spiritual being. When the baby was born they had
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a family dinner and grandma introduced the baby by the appropriate chosen
name. Louisa also remembers stories told that when the first salmon is caught
it is given to the chief and the heart is cut into four pieces and thrown into the
water in four directions asking the salmon spirit to multiply itself while thanking the spirit for giving its life to replenish the family strength.
At six years old, Louisa, along with two older siblings, travelled to attend
residential school in Port Alberni, B.C. When she arrived, speaking only her
traditional language, she didn’t understand what others were saying in English.
Her brother and sister were separated by age and gender, so she didn’t get to
see her siblings very often. When her brother applied to visit his sisters, Louisa
remembers running down a long hallway and leaping into his arms and begging him to take her home. Visits were cut short as a punishment because
they were forbidden to speak their traditional language, and this was the only
language Louisa spoke. At the end of the school year in June, the children
were allowed to go home for a couple of months for the summer holidays.
Louisa got caught up in the excitement of going home and imagined places she
could hide when she arrived in her village so she wouldn’t have to go back to
residential school. She soon found out from the residential school supervisor
that she wasn’t going home. At first she was told that her mother didn’t have
enough money to bring her home, and later that her mother didn’t love her.
Both reasons were lies, as she found out in later years. This went on for four
years, told over and over again she couldn’t go home; Louisa was devastated.
In mid-August of the fourth year, she got extremely sick and was sent home.
Louisa returned home a different person; she had a poor attitude and was very
disrespectful, both are against the grain of her tradition. Her grandmother
took Louisa under her wing and with her grandmother’s gentle teachings, reinstilled their traditional values and returned the respect within Louisa. Her
mother worked at the Klemtu Cannery during this time and it happened there
was an overabundance of fish that year, so while the children were playing on
the streets, they were hired to wash fish or work in the packing room. This was
Louisa’s first paid job, at 99 cents an hour.
Louisa was asked to accompany her younger sister, now old enough to go
to residential school, to Alert Bay and watch over her. In Alert Bay Louisa was
exposed to tuberculosis and was sent to a hospital in Nanaimo at the end of
the school year. From Nanaimo she was sent to Cooqualeetza Indian Hospital
where she received treatment and was then transferred to Miller Bay, near
Prince Rupert, to be closer to home during her recovery. She spent three years
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in hospitals and returned home when she was 15. Louisa had been home only
one year between the ages of 6 and 15.
In 1958 she met and married her husband, Murray. They have a daughter
and two sons, and within their grandchildren and great-grandchildren there
are three sets of twins, all the joys of Louisa’s life. One thing Louisa continually
says to her children, grandchildren, or family members, especially when they
are amazed at their accomplishments, is “I’ve always known that you have it in
you to succeed.” Louisa worked at fish canneries located on the Skeena River
at various capacities, from washing fish, patching, clinching, reform-line, box
making, packing room, etc.
Louisa was inspired by an article in a magazine about a young lady who
missed a lot of school as a child because she was tending to her grandmother.
She was placed in special education classes as a result, but when she moved to
another district, her brilliance was recognized and she was placed in accelerated programs and went on to university. Louisa went back to school and did
upgrading in math and English to become a community worker. Her instructors encouraged her to go to school full time, but she found it difficult to believe
in herself. She eventually took an upgrading course at the Terrace Community
College.
After upgrading, Louisa started working as a payroll clerk for a few years at
Cassiar Cannery and Port Simpson Cannery then as a home school coordinator for high-school students in Prince Rupert Senior Secondary School. The
superintendent called Louisa into his office to tell her that she had reached her
highest pay scale and was told she was worth much more than that but needed
a certificate of qualification to receive the pay she deserved. She was encouraged to go back to school to become a teacher and, though doubtful of herself,
Louisa did so. Simon Fraser University offered off-campus teachers training
courses in Prince Rupert. This accelerated program started off with a class of
eighteen students. Louisa was one of four students who graduated ahead of
schedule. The four graduates were all hired by School District 52, and Louisa
became the head home school coordinator as well as a resource teacher. Mr.
Lowe, superintendent at the time, was very accommodating to the push for
change for the betterment of First Nations students.
Louisa became a strong advocate for change. She and the other three graduates wanted to include First Nations cultural component to the curriculum,
to teach traditional language, to bring an understanding of belonging to First
Nations students. They sought support from the Tsmshian Tribal Council,
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who backed them up with a letter to the school district. The four teachers didn’t
want to be merely advisors to the district, they sought to do more, and they
wanted to have the authority to be engaged in the school curriculum. During
an accreditation process of School District 52, Louisa, being an advocate for
First Nations, made a report on what the children were encountering and how
they needed to be supported. She was shocked to hear someone whisper in
her ear, “Your true colours are showing Louisa.” She turned around and was
surprised to see a village principal walking away from her. The person doing
the accreditation validated Louisa’s concerns by saying that her report was
echoed by other school districts within B.C. After this accreditation, Louisa
was told she walking a “fine-line” and was not allowed to speak to the public
about the school without their permission. She said “In other words you’re
trying to zip my lip.” She felt that her freedom of speech was being tampered
with. She asked for advice from the teachers’ union and was told that as long
as she wasn’t saying anything about the school district or speaking on behalf of
the school, she wasn’t crossing any boundaries. Louisa continued to face resistance but did not hold back her support of First Nations students. Students that
graduated would thank her for the encouragement, help, and advocacy and
how she had impacted them in a good way. Her response to the students was,
“You did the work; I knew you could do it”.
In her work with the school district, unresolved pain and grief issues from
Louisa’s residential school experience began to be triggered by similar incidences. This prompted Louisa to seek spiritual healing to mend her brokenness and wounded spirit.
Still an advocate, Louisa returned to her home, Kitamaat Village, to work
as an education administer and negotiated the Master Tuition Agreement
with the Kitamaat City School District and advocated for change in the school
curriculum.
She then worked as a trauma counsellor for the Northwest Band Social
Workers Association (NBSWA) for a number of years. She heard horror stories so graphic she was often amazed at their resiliency to survive their ordeal.
It was heartwarming to witness their transformation and to bounce back and
move forward in life. After retiring from the NBSWA, Louisa then contracted
out her services.
She co-facilitated alongside a psychologist and provided training for frontline workers to better understand the effects of the residential school syndrome. The first class was in Terrace, then other communities in B.C. signed
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up for this course and as far away as Nova Scotia, with a mix of First Nations
and non–First Nations participants that would prove to be very powerful and
well received.
Louisa, along with her husband, has done numerous healing workshops
up and down the coast of B.C. regarding the history of residential schools
and the generational effects of this era. She also held awareness workshops
for the Northwest Community College in Prince Rupert, Terrace, and other
communities, as well as offering insight for the counselling program at the
University of Northern British Columbia. Always bringing awareness of the
effects of the residential school upon the next generation, Louisa and her
daughter teamed up to tell their stories together to the faculty of the University
of British Columbia and to illustrate the similarities in the issues that confronted them. Louisa said she unknowingly and unintentionally transferred
her experiences onto her child. Her family is healing together by addressing
the effects of this era.
Now in her “waning” years, Louisa has served on the board of directors for
five different institutions: the Nanakila Institute of Haisla (an environmental
group), Prince Rupert Friendship House Society (community), Prince Rupert
Aboriginal Community Services Society ( Justice), Indian Residential School
Survivors Society ( Justice & Reconciliation), and she has been selected for
the second run as an “Elders Advisory” that is tasked at providing an aboriginal lens in working with the Ministry of Child and Family Development—not
only to support programs that are currently running, but how they could better execute them through an aboriginal perspective.
When taking her councillors training she would use this “aboriginal lens”
to challenge her instructor. The protocols states that you must never discuss
religion; Louisa would say that she does not discuss religion but she does talk
about spirituality, and there is a difference. The second challenge was around
accepting gifts from clients. Louisa would explain that if she were to refuse
gift offerings that it would be considered very disrespectful, that, within indigenous nations, gifts of food are a way of reciprocating the care that had been
shown to them. To this day Louisa maintains her cultural strength and defends
it in the midst of somebody trying to impose their way upon her.
As an advocate for children and families, for the environment, for the
generations of residential school survivors and their children, Louisa strongly
suggests that culture is the antidote to the traumas of the past, to relearn our
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values and virtues by living the life the Creator intended us to live. Her mantra
is, “You can do it.”
Louisa states, “I can’t change the past but I can change how that it has affected me and move forward. This is my wish for all survivors of the Residential
School era. We can do it!”
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Ben & Cindy Spencer
•

B

enjamin Joseph Spencer Sr. was born on Dolphin Island, Gitxaala
(Kitkatla), British Columbia, to parents Jeffery and Clara (née Innes)
Spencer. He is the third oldest of eight siblings, one of which was adopted into
the family. Ben is from the Lasgiik (Eagle) Tribe and comes from the house of
Lutgu ts’amti, which means “that brief moment when you see lightning light up
the harbour.” Ben was raised in Kitkatla, attending Kitkatla Indian Day School
until grade 5. Living in Kitkatla, Ben spent a lot of time with his grandfather,
hunting, jigging for halibut and cod, and berry picking. Everything was for the
community and to bring the community together when things weren’t going
well. He pays all respects to his grandfather, who told him, “When it’s your
time you will be doing this for your family.” In the early 1960s, Ben’s parents
worked at the cannery in Port Edward, but moving back and forth was taking a
toll on the children’s education, so his parents thought it was best to settle the
family in Port Edward.
Ben looks at his lifestyle living in Kitkatla and then moving to Port Edward; he realizes
now what culture shock means.
All the things he learned from
his grandfather, grandmother,
aunts, and uncles he could not
do in Port Edward. Ben found
a big part of his life was missing and is now trying to get
it back. He attended school in
Port Edward until he reached
grade 8 then attended Booth
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Memorial High School, having to bus back and forth to Prince Rupert. From
the time he started school in Port Edward, Ben participated in school sports
such as basketball, soccer, and softball and competed against other schools
in Prince Rupert, which carried on while he attended Booth. He met a lot of
friends during the cannery days of Port Edward; they were a close-knit family
with no division of First Nations, Japanese, and Chinese.
Ben wanted to help his parents financially, so he got a job at the Nelson
Brothers Cannery, which then became B.C. Packers and is now Canfisco
Fishing Ltd. He also went fishing, which kept him employed most of the year.
His wage started at $2.19 an hour as a casual shore worker, then for four years
he was a forklift operator. He then got trained working on the labelling machine, which got him certified as a millwright. Ben put in all the hours and
worked during the winter, giving half his pay cheque to his parents. Ben’s pastime was soccer and playing basketball with the Gitxaala Warriors. When he
was 20 years old, he broke his ankle and no longer played soccer. He did continue to play basketball until he was 50 years old. He feels fortunate that he got
to watch the all-stars of Gitxaala practice and play in the All-Native Basketball
Tournament and Easter Celebration that took place in Kitkatla.
In 1967, Ben met a young girl, Theresa Pollard, in high school, who he started courting in 1968 and later married on May 1, 1971. They had their first son
the same year, their one and only daughter, Cindy, in 1974 and a second son in
1979; they now have eight grandchildren and one great-grandchild. After Ben
and his wife married, they lived with his mother-in-law for a year and then
went on their own. Ben was still employed at the cannery and he also drove
a cab for a year and a half. In 1973, he was approached by the Metlakatla chief
inquiring about his sea time because the band was going to start a water taxi
to take the children back and forth for school in Prince Rupert. He took the
training he needed to obtain his captain’s ticket at the Northwest Community
College. Ben then went to Vancouver for a two-week training program, including first aid courses, life raft, man one, and the marine course.
Ben ran the ferry for Metlakatla Ferry Service for 30 years, taking the
children in to attend Conrad Elementary School in Prince Rupert and then
back when the school day was over. Again, Ben was approached to consider
a change of direction in his career. Elders of Gitxaala and Metlakatla approached Ben encouraging him to teach the Sm’algyax language in the schools.
Ben, not realizing why he was approached, was told that they had heard him
speaking the language while he was hosting his feasts. He didn’t realize how
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fluent he had become due to hearing it all the time when he was a child and
then just really listening to speakers at feasts. In 2006 he attended Northwest
Community College in Prince Rupert, completing the three year program offered by UNBC, School District 52, and the Ts’msyen Sm’algyax Authority. In
2009, Ben received his diploma to teach Sm’algyax. In 2011, he started teaching within the Prince Rupert school district and now works part-time at the
Prince Rupert Aboriginal Head Start, working with preschool children. Ben is
glad he listened to the elders that encouraged him to teach a language that is
the inherent right to the future of his nation’s culture and children.
Cynthia Denise Spencer, daughter of Ben and Theresa Spencer of
Metlakatla, is of the Lax gyibuu (Wolf) Tribe. Metlakatla does not have tribal
houses such as other villages; so when Cindy got married she was adopted into
the same house as her father, Lasgiik (eagle), the house of Lutgu ts’amtii Clan
from Gitxaala. She has two Indian names, one from each tribe: her Lasgiik
name is “Łgu ks’ gweensk,” which means “spring water,” which was chosen
for her because she works with children. Her Lax’gyibuu name “Elle daam lax
seegs” means “wolf on the plains.” This name comes out of the house Niis Ma
Awta from Kitkatla. The name was chosen by her great uncle as he jokingly
explained that Cindy would always fly on a plane for work, so gave her the
name “wolf on a plain.”
Cindy lived in Prince Rupert
until she was seven years old, and
then her parents moved the family
across the harbour to Metlakatla.
She attended Conrad Elementary
School, where she had perfect attendance every year and learned
the importance of education. It was
hard not to, considering that her
father (Ben) was the skipper of the
ferry that took the Metlakatla students across the harbour every day
for school. There were disadvantages to living in Metlakatla as a child,
such as not being able to participate
in any after-school activities or
sports. Cindy finished at Conrad,
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then attended Booth Memorial School, and graduated from Prince Rupert
Senior Secondary School in 1991. Cindy excelled academically and graduated
a year before her age group.
Cindy’s father owned a pleasure boat, so they were fortunate to be able to
stay in Prince Rupert later for extracurricular activities, school projects, and
band practice. They also did outdoor activities on the boat: going to picnics
on beaches, fishing, seaweed picking, and pulling crab traps. Cindy enjoyed
their family gatherings held at her great-grandmother’s house, where 25–30
people would fit into her small home. Cindy and her brothers always had
early curfews, so activities were very limited because the school ferry didn’t
arrive back in Metlakatla until between 4 and 5 p.m. They had time to eat supper, do homework and chores, go out for a short time, and then be home by
curfew. Some parents volunteered to open up the community hall, and they
often joined the children in sports such as volleyball, basketball, and badminton. Outdoor activities consisted of games of Man Hunt, Daleo, and Kick the
Can. The community all worked and came together every year for Easter and
Christmas, visiting each other for card games and board games. Everyone in
the community always worked together to make events special and memorable. It was always a treasured memory when Cindy’s grandfather and family
on her father’s side went over to Metlakatla to visit. When her grandfather
spoke, she was drawn to sit and listen to his stories. She remembers sitting for
hours and hours listening to her grandfather speak of his childhood, traditions,
and lifelong experiences.
Cindy always wanted to be a pediatric nurse to help families deliver babies.
So, when she started high school, she put a lot of focus on the prerequisite
science courses. After graduation, she went to Northwest Community College
in Prince Rupert, taking university transfer courses to go to the University of
British Columbia in Vancouver. She completed one year at NWCC, but the
biology, chemistry, and physics courses were not what she expected, so Cindy
had to change directions. In 1992 she enrolled at the First Nations Training
Centre to take the Family Day Care course. She loved it and excelled in it and
knew that it was exactly what she wanted to do.
After the completion of the course, Cindy gave birth to her first child in
1994. Having to provide for her son, she found employment at the Kaien
Receiving Home, where she worked for five years. She took night shift, worked
8 p.m. to 8 a.m. Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and then went over to Metlakatla
Monday morning to get her son ready for school. Cindy wanted to make a
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difference for the children that she worked with because of the experience
of culture shock moving to Prince Rupert from the outlying villages. She felt
that the best way to do that was going right to the source and to start teaching
preschool children. In 1999, Cindy gave birth to her second child and was offered a position to work at the Metlakatla Aboriginal Head Start Program. Her
daughter was only six months old when she accepted the position. She was the
assistant supervisor for less than a year and was promoted to coordinator, a
position she successfully held for ten years, to oversee the preschool and infant
and toddler programs.
While she was working, Cindy went back to college to get her Early
Childhood Education Certificate, which was only offered at the Northwest
Community College in Terrace. It was a worked-based program, which meant
they went to school on the weekends and worked full time. One weekend out
of the month students and instructors took turns travelling for classes, and
what they learned in the classes they took back to their work Monday morning. After completion of the two year course, Cindy took a year off, but then
returned to NWCC to complete the Infant/Toddler and Supported Childcare
program. Right after this two year course, she enrolled in and completed the
third ECE specialty course, First Nations Environments, offered for the first
time at NWCC. Finding her calling, she had done a total of eight years of training to obtain her Early Childhood Education Diploma. She works passionately
to prepare, care for, nurture, and educate preschoolers before they enter into
the academic and grade school system.
Not wanting her children to have limitations in pursuing their dreams, she
decided to move her family in to Prince Rupert from Metlakatla. Cindy now
works at the Prince Rupert Aboriginal Head Start Program and works very
hard educating not only the children that attend but supporting the understanding of the parents as well. She and her father are fortunate enough to
be working with each other again and will strongly incorporate tradition and
culture, as well as their native language. Cindy is extremely proud and thankful
to have her father as a positive role model and mentor in her and her children’s lives. Together they will make a difference in the lives of every child that
crosses their path.
“It’s amazing what children can pick up on. Being present all the time and
teaching them to respect things in life. I’m going to teach my children the best
way I know how and the only way I know is hands on. They are engaged in
what they are doing but they are still listening.”
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Dwight Stewart
•

D

wight M. Stewart was born in Mississauga, Ontario, in 1969; he
is the youngest of four boys. He grew up in an area called Streetsville,
“The Village in the City,” a small community of about 2100 people. His mother
was a high-school teacher and his father worked for the city of Mississauga as
the city planner, and later on as a provincial tribunal making land-use decisions. During the winter he was able to visit his cousin 15 miles away by snowmobiling through the farmers’ fields. The family travelled to Vancouver and
Vancouver Island on occasion, and Dwight fell in love with the beach at Tofino
when he was 12 years old. His older brother was the first of four brothers to enroll in and graduate from Royal Roads Military College. This was the first time
in the history of the college that
four brothers attended and graduated from there. Part of the training
entailed going to boot camp for ten
weeks in Chilliwack and then to
the college for two years. Dwight
became enamoured with British
Columbia by the time he graduated
at 19 years old.
Dwight started school thinking he wanted to be a pilot, but
when he graduated in 1991, he felt
there was a different calling. He
excelled in school and came to
the realization that he thoroughly
enjoyed education. Dwight started
law school at Queen’s University in
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Kingston. Before he graduated in 1994, he spent a summer working at a law
firm in Toronto but felt the west coast calling once again. Dwight went out
west at the time of grunge music, with the Seattle Portland Sound, Smells like
Teen Spirit, going through his head. He moved to Vancouver because it had
the perfect season and location for windsurfing and snowboarding, and he
also learned to surf.
Dwight worked at Swinton & Company, which is one of the oldest law
firms in Vancouver, for 16 years. At 40 years old, he took the summer off as a
gift to himself and moved to Tofino for a month. Out of the 30 days there, he
surfed 28 of them—twice a day. Dwight was taking this time to contemplate
what and where he wanted to go with the next 25 years he had left and was
determined to be doing something he wanted to do. He always carries with
him one of his father’s sayings: “We’re only, ever just getting started on what
is next.” He considered teaching and applied for positions in Canada as well as
overseas. In 2009, Dwight was one of the lawyers involved in the inquiry into
the death of Robert Dziekanski at the Vancouver Airport. It was during this
ten-month trial that he decided on what he wanted to do: he wanted to be the
prosecutor for Crown Counsel. He started to look at the listings of positions
available and his requirements for the move: the place had to have access to
water and access to mountains. After two years on his own looking for what
he wanted to do, he felt it was time to move. He considered Nelson, B.C., but
researched Prince Rupert and it caught his eye because it was on the coast and
had Shames Mountain, a premier ski location.
On Canada Day 2012, Dwight took a trip to Prince Rupert to check it out.
He immediately applied for the position as Crown Counsel and got the job
and moved here on October 1, 2012. A foundation of his life is his parent’s dedication to public service. His father was chairman on the hospital board and
helped at their church, and his mother, not only took care of her children and
the children in her classes, volunteered to teach mentally handicapped adults.
Dwight saw the value of public service value demonstrated by his boss and
mentor at Swinton and Company where they did pro bono work. Through all
of these positive influences he found what he was meant to do.
After moving here, Dwight found some of the things he expected and others
he did not. Being a precise person, he looked at all the statistics regarding the
rain and saw it was the same as Vancouver. He believes people of Prince Rupert
do a disservice to the community around the rain because it rains just as much
in Vancouver and on the coast of Vancouver Island. Dwight was surprised with
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how ethnically diverse the community is; he did see the high population of
First Nations people but was surprised with the population of Asians, South
Asians, Central Americans, and Vietnamese. And he is quite surprised with
how many people have actually been born in Prince Rupert and have not left,
through generations. There are a couple of things that he did not see in the statistics or anywhere else and that is that getting a job here is hard. In a tight-knit
community, it is not what you know, but who you know. Whereas, if you were
to go to some place like White Horse, Yukon, and you had your education
and some work experience, you were on the top of the list for employment.
Another difference he misses was the food and variety of places to order takeout in Vancouver, being able to order different kinds of cuisine like Ethiopian
food. Dwight also misses the availability of fresh produce.
Dwight is amazed with the city of Prince Rupert and with the city’s romantic side as well. He had been with his girlfriend, Margie, for two years before
moving here, but they did not live together. She came to check out the town
for herself, with no plans other than to see what it was like. She got off the
“prison bus” at the Highliner Plaza Hotel and Conference Centre, and Dwight
met her with a bouquet of flowers and jewelry. He took her to the deck of the
Crest Hotel lounge for crab cakes and wine, and the day started getting nicer.
Later on, a gorgeous night in Prince Rupert, Dwight and his girlfriend went
to have dinner at the Cow Bay Café. Part of their conversation around their
relationship was, “No matter where life would take us, we would never regret
the time we spent in Prince Rupert.” Margie chose to join Dwight in Prince
Rupert and that statement has been true to this day.
Margie quit her job in Vancouver and went to South Africa to spend some
time with her grandmother and travel. She returned at Easter, and Dwight proposed to her the same night she got here, on the dock at the same place they
had dinner when she came to visit; she accepted. The very next day, they took
possession of their house, and so began their life together in Prince Rupert.
They married on June 28, 2014, on Tofino beach, and they welcomed their first
child, Preston, in January 2015. Dwight and his wife find it impossible to imagine having a child and living anywhere else other than Prince Rupert.
From the care and support the couple received during the birth of their
son, they realized that they wouldn’t have received that one-on-one personal
care anywhere else. They see the people that they are acquainted with and are
sure casual friends will become close friends because they have children the
same age that will grow up together. When they brought their son home from
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the hospital, neighbours brought dinner over each night; one was the owner
of the café where he proposed to his wife. She held and cradled their baby for
an hour and a half. They had family coming to visit for six weeks straight with
only one day of not having house guests. Dwight appreciates the weekends
with his family, where it feels like he is on vacation in his own home. He speaks
in wonderment of the highway drive to Terrace, seeing it as the most beautiful,
scenic place. They like to hike Butze Rapids Trail and walk to Cow Bay to look
out towards Tuck Inlet and take in the sea air. He loves the fact that he can go
out on a boat in the summer to catch his own fish, knowing that some people
don’t have that opportunity of a lifetime. Dwight’s wife hasn’t caught a fish yet,
but that is really not the focus; they go beachcombing finding moon snails and
feathers and just looking. “I love this coastal world.”
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Joy Sundin
•

J

oy Sundin was born in Flin Flon, Manitoba, the second oldest of four
siblings. Joy’s maternal grandmother was from England, and her grandfather from Wales, United Kingdom, who immigrated to Winnipeg to work
as a tool and die maker for the Canadian National Railway. Joy’s grandmother
talked about money being very scarce during the Second World War, and they
had an apple box for a table and they would buy each chair separately as money
became available. On her father’s side of the family, her grandmother was Cree
North American Indian who was raised in Manitoba, and her grandfather was
from England, effectively making Joy of Métis descent.
Joy’s father was a registered industrial accountant, a professional in preparing and interpreting financial reports for business managers and government
administrators. He moved with the mining industry, and the family followed
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and, as a result, before the age of 18, Joy lived in Flin Flon, Island Falls, and
Esterhazy, Saskatchewan, and Fernie and Coquitlam, British Columbia. In
Island Falls her father was the accountant at the hydroelectric power station,
which provided the electricity for the Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting operations at Flin Flon. The registered industrial accountant credential no longer
exists in Canada as it was replaced by the certified management accountant
accreditation. At 60 years old, her father challenged himself with schooling
and received his CMA certification, of which he was very proud, and he established his own accounting firm in Vancouver.
Joy grew up in Island Falls until the age of six. Island Falls was a company
town of thirty-five families, having one large centre housing a gymnasium, two
school rooms, a one-lane bowling alley, a two-sheet curling rank, an ice rink,
and a reel-to-reel movie theater; so the children had activities with which to
fill their time. There was even a barber chair! “It was a wonderful place to grow
up.” With four children and one family income, money was often very tight.
Joy and her siblings only had one pair of shoes, one pair of boots, and one pair
of glasses that had to last them a very long time. When the younger siblings
entered junior high school, her mother started working part time for Statistics
Canada and worked with them until she retired at the age of 82 years young.
Joy attended grades 1–6 in Flin Flon, and in Esterhazy she attended grades
7–9. In Fernie she attended grade 10 and was very active in sports, playing
basketball, volleyball, and badminton, and was a sprinter on the track team. In
Coquitlam, she attended Centennial Secondary School for grades 11 and 12 and
had a job in the candy department at the Hudson’s Bay Company, “It was the
best fun and tastiest place to work.” Coquitlam was a big adjustment for her,
“When you think of it I came from 35 families to living with 35 million,” well
to Joy it felt like millions. In 1972, she graduated from Centennial Secondary
School and went to work in accounting with her father.
In 1973, “I packed up my car and away I went,” to Calgary, Alberta, and Joy
remembers her mother standing and waving as she drove away. In Calgary, she
worked in accounting for a heavy-duty equipment sales company. Joy went
back to school in 1976, attending Mount Royal College and obtaining her community recreation diploma. After college she moved to northern Vancouver
Island to work at Strathcona Park Lodge and Outdoor Education Centre,
where she helped build the facility and run the programs. The owners of the
lodge asked Joy to move to Campbell River to stay with their son during his
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school year, and while there she managed the local youth centre for about a
year and a half.
Joy first met her future husband, Don, when she was 15 years old and living
in Fernie. When she was in high school in Coquitlam, Don was in Pitt Meadows
obtaining his aircraft flight training. While Joy was in college, Don went off
to Royal Canadian Mounted Police training, and while she finished college
he was stationed in Inuvik in the Northwest Territories. During the time she
was in Campbell River, Don was called down from Inuvik to the RCMP Air
Services in Regina. He was transferred to Sydney, B.C., and then to Edmonton,
Alberta, and Joy joined him there and attended the University of Alberta
studying outdoor education. In the spring of 1980, Don was transferred to
Goose Bay, Labrador, with the couple expecting their first baby and Joy having
to leave university incomplete. In 1980 they welcomed their first daughter in
chilly −60°F weather in Goose Bay. And in 1983, expecting their second child,
Joy was flown to St. John’s, Newfoundland, because her Canadian Forces Base
doctor was escorting a patient there and she had to accompany the doctor. She
was hoping she didn’t go into labour, but her son wasn’t going to wait and was
born in St. John’s.
In fall 1983, the family moved to Prince Rupert for Don’s posting as the
RCMP pilot on the Grumman Goose, and Joy worked part time with Statistics
Canada and contracted as a consultant with the Prince Rupert Special Events
Society. Joy enjoyed teaching swimming lessons at the Earl Mah Aquatic
Centre and being the lifeguard and instructor trainer and examiner for many
years. Joy was very involved with the swim club and minor hockey with her
children, and also organizing the community festivals with the special events
volunteers. In 1994, they welcomed their second son, and then in 1996, Joy and
her family were transferred back to Goose Bay, Labrador. Don, being a wellknown and well-respected pilot in northern Labrador, was asked to go back
for RCMP flying duties, including the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
commitments.
In 1999, Don was looking at a number of RCMP postings across the country,
and at the end of the list, clear across the country again, was Prince Rupert. Joy
said, “I’m only going back to Prince Rupert, Don, if I get a water view; I have
to be able to see the ocean.” They ended up buying a house with an ocean view
that was well beyond their means at that time, and they’re still there today. Joy
moved right back into part-time work with the Prince Rupert Special Events
Society as office manager and volunteer director. She remembers community
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engagement as part of her upbringing with her father being a Kinsmen member and bringing Joy and her sister along to help out during community events.
Her father continued to volunteer in every community they lived in, inspiring
and instilling committed individuals.
In 2000, the coroner in Prince Rupert at the time asked Joy to take on the
community coroner position, and Joy replied “I don’t think so!” She went out
on a couple of calls and determined that it was something that she could do.
Joy never thought she would be a coroner but sees it as a service to her community and helping families at a very low point in their lives. Joy uses the skills
she acquired from her community recreation education and approaches her
job analytically and with compassion and has now been with the B.C. Coroner
Service for 15 years.
Don retired from the RCMP in 2009 but continued to fly for North Pacific
Seaplanes until they closed their doors. Despite Don being gone for long
periods of time with his job as an RCMP officer, their children lived with
boundaries set, and they always knew what was allowed and not allowed. The
children understood what their father’s duties stood for, and they abided by a
code of conduct of good morals and values that had to be maintained.
Joy didn’t understand her Métis heritage until she was in her early 20s.
Her Cree grandmother raised her three children in Winnipeg as non-native
Canadians. Joy is very interested in and is proud of her Métis heritage and
status. She enjoys telling her children about their culture and the family history.
Joy still appreciates her amazing view of the ocean from her Prince Rupert
home, looking down the harbour to Tuck Inlet. It gives her a totally different
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emotional feeling, a peaceful tranquility. Joy enjoys living in Prince Rupert because it has so many bonuses being a small community; one of them being that
there is very little traffic and it’s only a five minute drive anywhere. There are
also so many activities, events, and organizations to participate in with friends
and family. She enjoys dragon boating, hunting, hiking, crabbing, and fishing
on their open boat. “When you look back at Prince Rupert from the water
and you just think what a beautiful place. It’s just stunning when you look at
us. We’re green and lush and we have nice looking houses and we’re all goodlooking people.” Joy plans on retiring in Prince Rupert, enjoying time with
her grandson and family and friends, and doesn’t have any plans of moving
anywhere else.
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Marlene Swift
•

M

arlene Lorna Swift was born on the leap year of February 29,
1948, which makes her 16 and some years old. She says she is one of
the few people that can say that they will retire when they are 17, and when
people look at her she says, “When you figure out the math…” She was born
in Prince Rupert in the old Regional Hospital on 5th Avenue East. Her family
is Tsmshian from Lax Kw’alaams and she is of the Gisbutwada (Killer Whale)
Clan of the Gitwilgyoots. Her grandparents and her mother were born and
raised in Lax Kw’alaams, but Marlene was born and raised in Rupert. She is the
oldest of five siblings and has two children of her own, with five grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren. Marlene says she is always honoured when she
goes over to Lax Kw’alaams as she is still learning about the families that she
is related to. Not being raised in a
traditional way or in her home community, Marlene began to look into
her lineage. Through this investigation she found residential school
and disenfranchisement, which
gave her an understanding of the
issues that confronted her in later
years.
Marlene attended King Edward
Elementary School and later attended junior high school down
the road at Booth Memorial High
School. She remembers being very
afraid on her first day of elementary
school as many of her close friends
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were going away to residential school. In class there was only one or two First
Nations students, one boy and one girl, and she remembers being teased with
racial comments during the breaks. As a result, Marlene became very afraid to
lift her hand or ask any questions because she didn’t want anybody to believe
that she was any of the mean things that they were saying. She does remember
the principal as a very sweet man, “I think he knew every student’s name in
that school by heart.” As her homeroom teacher in grade 6, he told her that he
believed that she had potential, but she had to allow herself to speak up. As she
was getting ready to move into junior high school, he asked her if she wanted
some extra tutoring. Excited that this man, whom she had so much respect for,
could see potential in her, she ran home to ask if she could stay after school.
She received the same negative response at home as she was receiving from
some of the students in the school yard. So she returned to the school and said
that she didn’t have the time. She would go on to junior high school but would
quit in grade 10.
Marlene’s home life was a struggle, with alcohol abuse amongst the adults
paired with an abusive environment that she herself endured. Through these
years, Marlene was a loner, keeping to herself. Her family lived in the Cow Bay
area where the Rona store sits now. Many of her friends were going through
the same things she was, and they came together and became very close. Of
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course, it wasn’t until years later that they would share their stories and find
commonality. Marlene recalls one rainy, stormy summer night when she was
taking care of her brothers and they were experiencing lightning for the first
time. Avid Sunday School students, they were taught to pray if they really
wanted something. So they prayed very hard for their grandparents to stop
drinking and come home soon. Their grandparents came home about an hour
later, intoxicated but home. The following week, Marlene’s grandmother took
her to the Salvation Army church. This was not normal activity in their house
for a Saturday night, but off they went. The church was having a summer revival, and a group of people had come up from the Salvation Army Harbour
Light on Cordova Street on the lower east side of Vancouver. In the middle
of the service, the doors flew open and Marlene heard the familiar deep voice
of her grandfather, “Hallelujah!!!!” She slid down into her seat, holding her
granny’s arm. “Granny, Granny, It’s Ya-ya and he’s drunk.” They escorted her
grandfather out twice, and Marlene’s granny told her to pray. The doors flew
open again and her Ya-ya walked in holding a bottle of wine and said very
loudly, “The Devil doesn’t want me and God doesn’t want me so who wants
me!?” He walked to the front of the
church and fell to his knees and
people went up beside him and
knelt down to pray with him. She
strained to see what was happening;
when her grandfather stood up, she
realized that he was stone-cold sober, and she was amazed. Marlene’s
grandparents didn’t touch another
drop of alcohol after that night.
Prayers answered.
Of course, her grandparents had
changed their walk, but Marlene
was still holding onto a great deal
of anger. She understood that what
had happened was very profound,
but her own healing had not been
addressed and she was very resentful. She moved into junior high
school at Booth Memorial, still
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having not spoken to anyone about what she had been through. Marlene remembers Prince Rupert as being really busy in those days and going down to
the old civic centre to watch the All Native Basketball Tournament and cheer
on the Lax Kw’alaams team. Just turning 14, she was invited to attend a dance at
the civic centre. Still a very quiet person, only speaking to her closest friends,
and never one to speak up in class, she went to the dance. While sitting against
the wall, a Coke bottle was passed to her and she took a sip and found it to
have a funny taste. It was her first taste of alcohol, and after a few more sips
she found herself dancing and talking to people and kind of liking this new
Marlene. “That was the start of my first years of drinking…and my demise.”
After school she often stopped in at her sister’s place because they would
always send her to the store. On one of these visits, the man living with her
sister would ask Marlene why she called her sister by her first name and not
call her mom. The shock was staggering; the person she always thought of as
her sister was, in fact, her mother. She ran to her granny and asked if it was true,
and for the first time in her life, hurt and rejected, she said that she hated her
mom. Her grandmother told her that they had taken her when she was around
six months old, and Marlene wondered what was wrong with her and why her
mother would leave her. It wasn’t until much later in her life, in the position
she currently holds with RCMP Victim Services, that she would find out that
the Crosby Girls Home that her mother had attended was a residential school.
This opened a doorway to understanding that her mother’s alcoholism was a
result of dealing with her own demons and not having the resources we have
today.
Marlene’s drinking escalated and she had to go to summer school in grade
10 because she was going to school semi-intoxicated. She was becoming a real
handful for her grandparents, and at 15 going on 16 and, knowing everything,
she met an older man and fell in love. She was sent to the village to hopefully
stop the relationship, but the more restrictions placed upon her the more she
rebelled. With visions of the “white picket fence” relationship, she had her
mother sign a release for her so she could marry at 16 years old. Marlene went
into the marriage with no understanding of relationships and both were very
immature with many unresolved issues. Her new husband’s family welcomed
her with open arms and she maintains some of those relationships to this
day. Marlene was 18 years old when she had her first child, a daughter. Just
after, her mother had to go south for an operation and there was a chance that
she wouldn’t return. The nurse asked if Marlene could just call her mother,
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“Mom” once before she was flown out, and after being flown to Vancouver for
the heart operations her mother wrote to her and made the same request and,
both times, Marlene could not bring herself to do it. In April 1967, her mother
passed, and years later on her healing journey, Marlene visited her graveside
and asked for her forgiveness and acknowledged the things that had happened
to her at residential school and acknowledged that she was her mother. To this
day, Marlene is proud to say that Violet, who she believed was her sister, was
her mom.
The marriage didn’t last, and after separating from her husband, Marlene
moved to Vancouver. Her daughter remained in Prince Rupert with the understanding that once she was settled she would bring her down. She was working
for the phone company and making a decent wage, but she was still drinking
and partying quite a bit. During this time, she was introduced to drugs and
it became a mainstay in her social life. In June 1968, her grandpa had a heart
attack and she and her aunt drove back to Prince Rupert. Even though her
grandfather was a respected elder of the church, Marlene still held a great deal
of anger from her mistreatment and abuse, and she couldn’t bring herself to enter her grandfather’s hospital room. Almost blind now, somehow he knew she
was there and called her into the room. He reached for her and, in his own way,
he said that he was sorry. She was still too angry and walked out of the room,
out of the hospital, and straight to the pub where she stayed until her aunt was
ready to go back to Vancouver. Soon after, her grandpa passed away peacefully
in the hospital and they returned to Prince Rupert, and again Marlene spent
most of the time in the pub, where they had to come get her to attend the memorial. Her grandmother was devastated by this show of disrespect, believing
that she had raised her better than that. Since this time, Marlene has learned
the value of family, the value of traditions, and the value of respect, and has
taken responsibility for her healing.
On her grandmother’s insistence, she moved back to Prince Rupert to be
with her daughter. She was on employment insurance and went right back
to her partying lifestyle and got involved with a man that was dealing drugs.
She became immersed in the lifestyle and became well known in the street
scene of downtown Prince Rupert. The question that haunts her to this day
is, “How many bodies did I put in the cemetery through my drug dealing?
How many children did I deprive of their parents?” After six months of dealing
and selling and using, for some reason the lights came on, and Marlene called
her grandmother on the phone in the hallway of their building asking, “Can I
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please come home?” Her grandmother opened the door for her and while she
was staying there the man she was living with came to get her back four times
because of the money she was making for him. Marlene never returned to the
drug-dealing lifestyle.
Marlene’s divorce became final and she thought of herself as a failure for
not making it work. In 1970 she started a new relationship and in December
of 1971 the couple welcomed a son. The relationship with her new partner was
very toxic and, at the time, she had no idea of what effect this lifestyle was
having on her children. She recalled one birthday when her partner bought
her a very expensive console record player. Intoxicated, she was listening to
her favourite song, “The Twelfth Of Never” by Johnny Mathis, and each time
the song finished she played it again, and again, and again. Her partner asked
her to play something different for once and the argument started. It elevated
to Marlene going out to the car to get a crow bar and come back inside to
destroy the birthday gift, “Now go play something if you want!” All the while
her children were watching and listening and they still remember that day. The
relationship continued on that way culminating in Marlene in Supreme Court
facing charges of attempted murder. She was in court ready to take whatever
decision that was made. The Prince Rupert Regional Hospital medical staff
and the RCMP spoke on Marlene’s behalf, testifying to how unhealthy the
environment was. After an outburst from her ex-partner the judge dismissed
the case as self-defence. One would think that this would be a lesson learned
around her lifestyle and alcohol use, but that was not the case.
Now having only one income and having to provide for her children, she
made the decision to drive a cab. Prince Rupert was very busy and she was very
customer oriented and she made good tips as a driver. During this time she
met “the love of my life,” a fisherman that had no issues with coming second
to this single mother’s children. On April 5,1983, they got married. Addiction
played a large part in their lives, with both of them still dealing with substance
abuse. February of the same year, the family also welcomed the first grandchild
and Marlene was thrilled and driven to do things differently as a grandmother.
Aside from the addiction, everything seemed to be looking up for the family,
and then came November 22, 1983, a day that changed her life forever. After an
enjoyable date night with her husband, she got up early the next morning to
go to work. She was flagged down by a young First Nations man who asked
to be taken to Port Edward. First trip of the day and a long one; Marlene was
very excited. The trip quickly turned bad with Marlene becoming the victim
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of a sexual assault. After surviving the horrible ordeal, she found herself at the
RCMP detachment, fearful because the man was still out there, and at the time
there was no Victim Services for support. The RCMP officer that worked with
her was very sensitive to what had just happened to her. They brought her up
to the hospital, but the attending doctor was not as understanding, making
negative reference to her First Nations status, and the RCMP officer would
advocate for her, admonishing the physician. Marlene’s husband came up and
she took the look on his face as almost being accusatory as though what had
happened was somehow her fault. They went home and she numbed herself
with Vodka and sedatives and all she could think was, “Thank God I’m alive.”
Marlene’s grandmother was devastated and brought officers of the church
to come and pray with her. She was inconsolable, and all she could say to the
Salvation Army officers was, “I should have been dead but I’m grateful to be
alive.” She started quoting a scripture that, to this day, she has no idea how it
came to her but it was 2nd Timothy 4:16, and it speaks to being deserted, but
God was there and rescued her from every situation, so that through Marlene
this story would be told. For the next ten months, Marlene stayed in her apartment and became a recluse. Her son stayed with her grandmother because she
wasn’t able to take care of him and her daughter was heartbroken at seeing
her mother in the condition she was. She got alcohol from the bootlegger
down the hall and her husband was finding it very difficult to work and look
after her. Her family pleaded with her to get counseling because all she did
was take pills and drink. The RCMP came to her door to inform her that they
had apprehended the man that had assaulted her and they needed her to read
her statement in court. Her husband came home and she told him what was
happening and she walked into the bedroom. He followed her in and, again
the expression on his face was one Marlene would never forget and he said,
“Please forgive me, I did not know the full scope of what you went through. I
did not understand how frightened you must have been out there by yourself.
I’m sorry I wasn’t there to protect you. But I’m here for you now. You’ll get
through this.” Marlene met with the prosecutor, still intoxicated, and he told
her he wanted to make a deal and, expletives aside, she said no. With what she
had been living through she wasn’t going to let go now. He told her that if they
went to court she would have to be sober throughout the entire process.
September 10, 1984, the court date was coming up fast, Marlene’s husband
was in from a fishing trip, and they were at a party at a friend’s place. In a room
full of friends and relatives, all concerned with her well-being, Marlene felt so
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alone. She asked to borrow the phone and, not remembering where she got the
number, she dialed 627-1119. She only recalls one part of the conversation with
the man on the other end of the line, he said,” Marlene put your drink down.
Go back to your apartment and I’ll send two ladies over to see you tomorrow.
Can you do that for me?” She went into a 12-step program and met people that
she knew and thought, ”Hey, this is where all my friends are.” Her daughter attended the first meeting with her and Marlene was shaking so much she could
barely hold onto her coffee cup or eat anything. She listened to the stories of
the people in the meeting and found that she had so much in common with
all of them. It all seemed so overwhelming and insurmountable, but since that
day, in 31 years, she has not touched a drop of alcohol or done any drugs. After
five years of sobriety, Marlene was at a meeting and a man spoke up about answering the phone and talking to the woman on the other end for three hours.
She was amazed and said, “Three hours. What the heck did I talk about for
three hours?” He said she was crying mostly and rambling on. Marlene is so
grateful for the people that supported her over the years, for her grandma and
her siblings and her children that watched her during her drinking years but
stayed with her anyway. She is so grateful for the people that take the time to
allow her to share her story.
Marlene is in her seventeenth year with RCMP Victim Services, and in
2008 she received the Courage To Come Back Award (the addictions category) from Coast Mental Health. Ever humble, looking out the window of
her $500 a night hotel room with the beautiful buffet on the table, all she could
think was about was how many people would that feed on the downtown east
side of Vancouver. She thinks about the people that are lost because nobody
has taken the time to say “You are worthy, you’re a person, and I care.”, like her
grandmother did for her. She works with the RCMP and she believes that too
often they get a bad rap. “I have many fine friends, from one coast to the other,
that in 17 years I have learned to respect, who have treated me with nothing
but respect, who have allowed me to sit and blubber and cry in their office,
who have allowed me to share my own personal demise, my own journey
with them, my own hurts from my family, who have allowed me to look up to
them and see what they face on a daily basis in our community from a hurting
people, and allowed me to share my story with them. And I tell them I wrote
on those cell walls in there, I was one of those women that was abusive to
officers because I was hurting and didn’t know any better at the time, and I’m
ashamed of that today.” On her healing journey she has found understanding
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for the people close to her that have caused her so much hurt, and through that
understanding she has found the strength to forgive. Marlene has also found
the strength to ask for forgiveness for the hurt that she has caused as well, not
only from those whose lives she has affected but from within as well. Through
this forgiveness she ensures that she does not bring the anger of that hurt into
the space where she is trying to work with people and help them get past what
is confronting them. She takes this back to a quote from a friend, “Therein
lies your healing. It’s in the forgiveness.” Marlene enjoys her job working with
people, doing presentations, travelling to the outlying coastal villages, and
helping in any way she can. When she gives, she thinks about the generosity of
First Nations culture and back to her grandmother’s house and how she always
had a pot of something on the stove and would say,
“You never know who’s coming for dinner, always have extra.”
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Travis & Kelly Tubb
•

T

ravis Tubb was born February 16, 1978, right here in Prince Rupert. He
began school at Seal Cove Elementary but moved to Kanata Elementary
in the same year. The family moved around Prince Rupert a couple more
times, which had Travis going to King Edward Elementary for a couple of years
and then, after their final move, he finished elementary at Roosevelt School.
He remembers some very passionate teachers during his time at Roosevelt,
programs that really seemed geared to engage the students and serve the
community.
From seven years old, basketball became Travis’s number-one sport. “It was
cheaper to put on a pair of basketball shoes and shorts than it was to gear up for
hockey.” Growing up, his mother was always working to make ends meet, so he
remembers going into the Farwest Sports on 3rd Avenue and wanting the topof-the-line basketball shoes but getting the discount shoes; in the end it wasn’t
the shoes that would spell his success at the sport. Travis talks about playing
Prince Rupert minor basketball back when the “real players of the NBA” were
still around and the divisions would be named after players like Spud Webb,
Magic Johnson, and Michael Jordan. He talks about the level of competition
being very high, even though the players were all still very young. Travis played
his final two years at Roosevelt with a team that not only had size but was
predominantly made up of Minor League players all the way to the end of
the bench. He played mainly the shooting guard position, eventually moving
into forward as time passed. The opposite wing was filled by Travis’ five year
teammate from Minor League on up so they had an existing connection. They
remained together through high school although his teammate had a growth
spurt and moved to the centre position.
Travis remembers Roosevelt having many programs, such as Nights Alive,
that gave the community kids something to do in the evenings, and the
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principal created a student council. Travis sat on the student council for his
grade 7 year, and they were given a budget and organized activities and fundraisers, at one point bringing in the MuchMusic Dance Party. Academically,
Travis was pretty solid, with As, Bs, and the occasional C, and he leaned more
towards the sciences than anything else. He remembers that one of his two
teachers spoke of the power of the mind and he had the class bury him in snow
on the field wearing shorts and a t-shirt. Travis stepped comfortably into a
leadership place and completed elementary school on a very positive, successful note.
Moving on to high school was a challenge as it was the first year that Prince
Rupert Senior Secondary (PRSS) housed grades 8–12. There were no ninth
graders, so the gap between Travis’s grade and the grade 10s was sizable and
a concern for the new junior high schoolers, having already heard some stories about what happened to “newbies.” Travis did not possess a “back down”
mentality, and although he did what he could to not provoke anybody, he also
did his best to hold his ground. He again moved into athletics, playing volleyball and basketball, now with players from other schools. They were very
athletic and, like all teams, had members that put in a token effort and those
that worked extra hard and were coachable. The basketball zone championships had them go into overtime with Nisga’a in the semifinals, only to play the
host Terrace in the final immediately after. Terrace came out on the winning
end. In junior ball they were joined by players from Booth Memorial’s final
class and formed a strong grade 9/10 team. They had some very defensiveminded players, a good work ethic, and a number of athletes to choose from.
Highlights for this year were an exhibition game against players from the B.C.
Lions and a very rough ferry ride to Ketchikan, Alaska, where they lost a close
game right off the boat.
Senior high school at PRSS turned into a little more of a social scene for
Travis. He started catching up to the older crowd and had some active weekends, got some work at the local Dairy Queen, but still had no idea what he was
going to do after high school. Academics became a seasonal thing, keeping the
grades up to continue to play on teams, after the season ended—well, he still
got it done somewhat. The basketball team was still playing in the AAA division and was outsized much of the time but were hardworking and gave their
best effort on the court. They would end up losing the zone final to Terrace
but returned as a team to play AAA again the next year, with their sights set
on the provincial basketball championships. The team was given the choice to
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move to AA, but they wanted to avenge their loss from the previous season.
They again met the team from Terrace, who had apparently already purchased
their plane tickets to the provincial championships. It was a hard-fought game,
coming right down to shots from the free throw line, and the Rainmakers
edged out their opponents to take the title of zone champion. Travis says the
plus side was the deal they got on plane tickets, “we had to fly out of Terrace
and land in Terrace but it was a cheap deal.” That was the final year that the
Rainmakers would play at the AAA level. After the season, Travis had some
difficulty in school and did not finish the year out. He attended for one more
year but still did not complete his Dogwood Diploma as he started working
steadily, and making money was starting to take precedence.
Travis started fishing when he was about 16 years old, doing some gillnetting as a deckhand. He describes his first herring fishery as follows: “First
herring was just brutal. It’s around the clock, you’re shaking away, gills and
everything’s flying around. You don’t know what you’re eating, when you’re
going to stop, if you’re going to stop. No concept of how this fishing went at
all.” He was offered a deal of $1000 to drink a cup of the dregs off of the bottom of the boat. Envisioning an instant medi-vac, Travis declined the offer. He
fished herring for another seven years, eventually moving into the position of
running the herring punt and also fished crab and halibut for the next decade. He speaks highly of his time on the water because, even though he grew
up on the Northwest Coast, there was much he did not know about. Travis
became familiar with the communities on Haida Gwaii, found out that apparently while you’re waiting to pull your gear in, you just drift, saw a typhoon on
the horizon, experienced a lightning storm all around their metal boat while
he was hanging onto a metal pike pole, and scraped the bottom heavy while
navigating the Skidegate Narrows. He also talks about almost having a hand
go through a block while spooling line. Had the brake not held or his deckhand not reacted so quickly, the result would been the loss of that hand. Travis
also worked at the Skeena Cellulose pulp mill a few times before it shut down,
working maintenance, which he enjoyed because he wasn’t confined to working in one place on the site. In between work, when it was slow, Travis could
always fall back on construction, to the point where he put together a crew
and ran the job himself. He also did a couple of stints at the local Dairy Queen
where he met his wife Kelly, a relationship that continues to this day. Travis
spent a couple of years as a stay-at-home dad, picking up some construction
work here and there while his wife was doing well at her job at Chances. Travis
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has been driving a truck professionally for the past few years, doing local runs
and some long hauls with just you and the road and someone on the radio.
Travis speaks warmly of the instant family that he became part of, Kelly
already having a son when they met. He speaks very fondly of his step-son,
proud of the person he has grown to become. Travis talks humbly about becoming a young father at 20 and not really knowing a whole lot about what’s
going on yourself. Then he talks about the precious fleeting moments of life
while he is holding onto his newborn son and thinking that time is already
ticking away. He holds the child close, already looking to slow the moments
and transform mortality to forever. The older boy is 20 now and they get to
hang out pretty much wherever, and the 14-year-old needs to get to early morning hockey practice. They purchased a house and then looked to sell it, but
the family is still living the life in the rainforest. Travis speaks of the people that
do make it last here in the “grey area”:
“Strong minded, strong willed, strong constitution. There’s tough years, it’s
gonna happen, but we hung it out here…still here.”
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Garry and Gloria Ubdegrove
•

G

arry and Gloria met and married in Prince George, but their individual journeys until then were very different. Garry came from a Dutch
background and was born in Melfort, Saskatchewan. The family moved to
Clearwater, B.C., where his father operated a mill making railroad ties. At six
years old, while playing with his younger brothers, a rifle hanging beside them
accidently fired. Garry’s feet were propped up on the wall point-blank to the
barrel when the gun fired through both feet. His mother put tourniquets on
both legs and they took him into Clearwater. His brothers were very upset at
the amount of blood in the room but Garry responded, “Well…look at me.”
After getting his father from work, his father had to get the bulldozer to push
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the car to get it started. They caught a train to Kamloops (the train was late,
of course) and Garry got his first cup of coffee “like a big man.” Garry passed
out during the trip and woke up in the Kamloops hospital. The decision was
made to save what they could of Garry’s feet, and he spent six months in the
hospital recuperating. He was sent to Royal Jubilee in New Westminster for
further procedures and then to the Solarium (now Queen Alexandra Centre
for Children’s Health) in Victoria where he would remain for three and a half
years. Garry was not the most model patient; even on crutches he was hard to
keep out of the girl’s wing. He engaged in wheelchair and crutch racing down
the hallways and even attempted escape with a fellow patient; also on crutches.
The two boys were walking beside the ocean when the question of lodging
and food came up; neither had the answer, so they went back. It wasn’t all bad.
There was stamp collecting, a swimming pool, a Christmas celebration with
sacks of presents, Sunday school, and Garry asked his parents, who were only
able to visit once a year, to send him an accordion and a Bible. Garry returned
home after three and a half years at 10 years old, still on crutches, to find out
that he had a sister. Garry’s family relocated to Prince George where he attended junior and senior high school, and he eventually met his wife at college.
Gloria was born in Revelstoke, B.C., one of seven siblings, and lived on
her grandparents’ dairy farm. Gloria was born with an allergy to milk, which
resulted in her mother carrying her around in a pillow because any physical
contact was very painful. They tried a variety of milks but nothing worked. Her
grandpa, concerned that his granddaughter wasn’t going to make it, suggested
going through the entire herd one cow at a time, processing each cow’s milk
separately with each try. They found one cow in the herd whose milk Gloria
could stomach and she thrived and grew strong. When she was four years old
the family began to move around following her father while he worked on pipelines—31 moves in about 3 years. They settled just outside of Prince George
where her father began a job as a foreman at a saw mill. Gloria recalls a ride into
Prince George for a dentist appointment; the vehicle they were riding in did
not have the best suspension and one pothole later the dentist was no longer
necessary—she had swallowed the tooth. She was a good student throughout school but did not limit her education to that resource. Gloria worked on
houses with her father, learning electrical, plumbing, pouring cement for foundations, and the drawing of blueprints. She was raised with an understanding
that gender did not determine the work that you could do. She went on to
graduate college with a two-year diploma in computer programming only to
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enter the workplace and be informed that the field was dominated with an
archaic “male only” hiring practice. College wasn’t a complete loss as in her
second year she would meet her husband.
The couple met, Gloria’s grades dropped, and of course she had to break
up with her current fiancé. They married on October 23rd, 1971, in the United
Church and within a year would welcome their first child. Garry and a friend
worked together at a finance company and Gloria was pregnant with their
second child. While repossessing a vehicle, Garry was in a head-on collision
and ended up in the hospital in Quesnel with a concussion. Garry was very
concerned about his wife who, it turned out, was going into labour while he
was going through this ordeal. Being two weeks overdue, Garry had asked
a friend to check in on Gloria (without informing her). Gloria chose to go
shopping with her sister-in-law and went into labour then. Gloria was in the
Prince George hospital, Garry was in the Quesnel hospital, finally getting to
talk on the phone he found out they had a daughter and she found out he had
a concussion.
It was during this time, Garry says, that he was first touched by the Lord.
Gloria would find out about this when she came home was not quite as receptive. Garry’s friend introduced him to his brother and they began Bible study.
They began attending church regularly; sometimes Gloria attended voluntarily and other times she brought the diaper bag because Garry was bringing
the kids. After a while, Gloria would hear the voice of God as well and they
were partners in their faith. They welcomed a third child and Gloria was pregnant with their fourth when they began building their house. Garry worked
during the night; at the same time
during the day he was working on
a building project their church had
begun. Church had become the
norm for the family, packing up
the kids and walking down, once
in fifty below. The family moved
into the new house, which came
with adventures of its own—with
the well that sometimes had water
and sometimes not and the laundry
chute that would double as a slide.
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It was home, though, and the family began to create stories there—too many
stories to tell.
In 1982, their church experienced difficulties and Garry took over until he
could hand the duties over to a new pastor. There were a few changes in pastors, and each time Garry filled in or assisted. That same year he received his
local licence with the United Pentecostal Church. In 1984, he got his general
licence while being pastor and vice president of the ministerial association in
Sparwood, and he was ordained as a minister in Banff, Alberta, in 1986. In the
midst of this there was a need for a pastor in Prince Rupert, and Garry felt
the call to go. They packed everything into their vehicle, got the family ready
to go, turned the key in the ignition, and the engine quit. Not being deterred,
they sold much of their belongings to buy a new vehicle and moved to Prince
Rupert. The transition was very challenging; the church support was gone
so they had to apply for assistance. In Prince George, and through their time
in Sparwood, Garry had been experiencing symptoms of and was diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis. He was always tired but he took whatever work came
his way, once working in a meat market for a time. Money was sparse so they
decided that Gloria had to return to work. In 1989 she attended Northwest
Community College and, with her previous education in computer programming, excelled at office administration. The following year Gloria received a
job offer from the college. She started in the front office and four years later
became the admissions officer, where she has been for the past two decades.
Between the two of them and support from the church, they managed to raise
a family and the church at the same time.
The family experienced more than its share of health issues with the youngest daughter having a four-hour grand mal seizure at 15 months old. The staff
at the hospital in Prince George treated the child as a high priority and everything was done to arrest the seizure, but nothing seemed to work. Garry arrived at the hospital and they began to pray for the child and just like that her
hand came up and pushed the oxygen mask off of her face. The nurse replaced
it but their daughter was adamant and removed it again, so they decided to
leave it off. The little girl went after the intravenous tubes next, but they managed to keep that in and eventually the seizure subsided. The next day she was
riding a tricycle down the hallway. Aside from being fairly accident prone,
the young girl had complications with her health throughout her life and the
doctors told Garry and Gloria that she would live to anywhere from two to
twenty-five years. She was in and out of the hospital and no matter how sick
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she was, if there was somebody in the next bed that needed comforting, she
would sit beside them to encourage them and to share her faith. She lived to be
34 years old, bring two beautiful daughters into the world, and at her funeral
the attendance was so great that neither the church nor the parking lot could
accommodate all that showed up to pay their respects.
In 2008 Garry’s health deteriorated and he struggled. He fell a number of
times and went go from cane to walker to scooter to wheelchair, sometimes
having to physically drag himself around their home. Gloria received a call at
work and it was Garry; he had fallen and he needed her to call the ambulance.
He was brought to the hospital and, thinking it was appendicitis, the doctors
sent him to Terrace for an operation. They instead found cancer in his colon.
They didn’t have a bed for him in the Terrace hospital so Garry wound up in
the maternity ward—a very modest preacher, used to covering up and such, in
a ward that is predominately populated by women. He was sent back to Prince
Rupert to start chemotherapy but was removed from treatment because it was
taking too much of a toll on his already weakened state. Garry had lost considerable weight and Gloria had to feed him. His body was out of his control.
After they took him off chemo a scan was done that came back negative—
Garry was cancer free. Determined to get healthy, Garry began to exercise
and strengthen his body, despite the cautions of his doctors. He transferred
to Acropolis Manor where there was some conflict around his condition and
what he should be doing. In his mind he was going to do as much as his body
allowed and no less. Anything that could move was going to move and the
only medication he was going to take were the ones that he absolutely needed.
Once he could sit up, even strapped to the chair, he would head down to the
church and preach from that position. This was the mainstay in their lives;
through everything they would continue to teach and share their faith.
Garry and Gloria’s story is run through with faith and balance. Gloria
speaks of her love for teaching and working with children, which was returned
to her in a trip to the bank when one of her students, now an adult, remarked
to her how she loved going to Sunday school. Garry has counseled patients at
the manor as well as performed the marriage ceremony for one of the nurses.
Supporting their children through the trials and tribulations with which life
confronts them, their partnership is complete. The humour and admiration
that they share is always front and centre, evident when Garry comes down
every day to take Gloria for lunch. In going back through the story there is a
resiliency that is clearly evident and never more so than in a school project that
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their son worked on. The project was to create a family shield and the credo
that he chose was, “Die Hard.” He was asked to write a piece about the shield
and he stated very simply and matter-of-factly, “You just don’t give up, you give
everything you’ve got…and then you give a little bit more.”
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Jessica Watson
•

J

essica Watson was born in Prince Rupert, B.C., but raised in Cassiar
Cannery located in Inverness Passage. Connected to Gitgaatla (Kitkatla),
B.C., on her father’s side, she is of the Killer Whale Clan and speaks some of
the traditional language, Sm’algyax, but is not fluent. Jessica is one of four
siblings, having two brothers and a sister. At age four, Jessica and her family
moved from Prince Rupert to Cassiar where her father started a new job as a
watchman.
Jessica loved the move because she got to run and play freely around the
cannery. She and her brother would go exploring and bring stuff home to
show their parents. They brought home wild plants, and her mother or father
would tell them if they were edible
or not and show which parts could
be eaten. Some of the plants that
they learned about were dandelion flowers, chocolate lily (which
resembled wild rice), popcorn
grass (has seeds in them that pop
like popcorn when heated up on a
stove), and others they would find
on their walks. She remembers the
thunder storms and experiencing
the high winds that seemed to be
stronger in the area where she lived.
Jessica also remembers the high
tides; some came up so high that
she could hear the water sloshing
around under her house. When the
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tide went out, she and her siblings explored the mud flat beach to see what
washed ashore. When they were younger they weren’t allowed out in the yard
much because it was next to a creek, and her parents thought it was a little unsafe. As they grew older, though, they expanded their area of exploration. They
would treasure hunt in sink holes and find old glass bottles, beads, broken
jewelry, and lids. Thinking the “antiques” they had found were “really cool,”
they brought them home and cleaned them up.
Jessica and her family also experienced the wildlife around Cassiar. One
winter, a bear was pawing at the cold cupboard vents outside and reaching
around inside for food. The cold cupboard was the way food was kept cool
before refrigeration; it was a cupboard with access inside the house but had a
wire mesh screen to allow cool air from the outside. The bear managed to tear
off some siding but only came away with some cookies. They heard wolves
howling on the mountain and, because they had pet food outside, one time
it actually attracted wolves to their porch. Jessica’s mother chased them away
yelling and swinging a broom. Her father sighted a cougar on the road, but
luckily that’s all he experienced. Her uncle, on the other hand, was not so lucky.
While hiking the railroad tracks he heard what sounded like a scream, but he
knew it to be a cougar’s roar. He heard crackling in the bushes so he quickened
the pace and started jogging to Cassiar. Jessica remembers him banging on the
door. After a short visit in which he shared the story, he asked for a ride home
for the return trip.
Jessica attended grades 1 to 7 at Port Edward Elementary School. As there
was no bus service, her mother drove her and her siblings to school. Sometimes,
as the snow removal only went so far down their road, they couldn’t make it
to school. She remembers going on a field trip to the beach and the teacher
telling everyone to be careful of the sink holes. One of the students decided
he would jump and splash in every hole but stopped when he ended up in one
that reached up to his head. Jessica attended grades 8 to 12 at Prince Rupert
Secondary School and graduated in 1999. While going to high school, inspired
by her family members’ various art pieces, Jessica wanted to be a tattoo artist
and thought she was very good, but it didn’t work out.
At age 13, the cannery was sold and Jessica and her family moved to Port
Edward. The move felt big and kind of scary with more activity and going from
living with one family to a community of families. She still loved doing things
on her own and exploring the outdoors, walking the train tracks, creeks, and
swamps, and also spending quiet time at the library. Although now living in
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a different place, Jessica brought her sense of adventure and exploration with
her.
At age 17, Jessica started working at Ocean Fish Cannery as a shore worker
and worked on the “iron butcher,” a machine designed to process salmon at a
high speed. She was working alongside her dad, who was also her boss. Jessica’s
father didn’t show any favouritism, and through that she believes she acquired
a good work ethic. While working at Ocean Fish, she saved her money and
moved to Stettler, Alberta. While in Stettler she met a native man with the
same last name as her and the locals automatically thought they were related.
Deciding Stettler wasn’t for her, she moved back to Prince Rupert in 2001 and
back to work at Ocean Fish. Jessica was happy to move back to Prince Rupert;
her family was here, she knew her surroundings, and it was home. In 2005,
while on a tour of B.C. Ferries’ Queen of the North, the guide had been impressed by her knowledge and curiosity, both of which she attributes to time
spent with her dad building and fixing things. The guide encouraged her to
go to school and on return apply for a job as an oiler. Jessica went to school at
the Northwest Community College to become a heavy-duty mechanic but,
unfortunately, the Queen of the North ran aground right before she graduated.
Not finding work in the mechanics field, Jessica returned to school in 2007
and received her office assistant ticket. Jessica travelled out to Edmonton and
took a job as an office assistant at a truck company until the end of 2009 when
the economy took a dive and the company had to downsize. Once again, she
returned home and has been steadily employed in office administration and
spent a year as a tax preparer.
Jessica still feels anxious about new people or activities but pushes herself
outside of her comfort zone on a daily basis. When looking back on her life,
the one thing she takes from her solitary upbringing and is really proud of is
the knowledge of where her food comes from, “I know just having, growing
up, picking things, eating them, just off of the bushes and off of the ground and
stuff like that, that that’s where it comes from. And if there wasn’t somebody
on that end doing the picking, doing the growing, doing the harvesting, that…
we’d all starve. And that’s…I don’t know…that’s something I value about having grown up in the middle of nowhere.”
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Gloria Venn
•

G

loria Venn is of the Frog (Ganhada) Clan from Kincolith, B.C., and
was born in Prince Rupert, B.C. Her mother is Nisga’a from Kincolith and
her father is Cree from Saskatchewan. She is the second oldest of her siblings,
with two sisters and three brothers, and has three children and one grandchild.
Gloria has spent her life moving back and forth between Prince Rupert and
Kincolith—half in one place and half in the other. Prince Rupert seems to be
where she is grounded.
Gloria attended Nathan Barton Elementary School in Kincolith and
Roosevelt Park Elementary in Prince Rupert and attended some high school
at Prince Rupert Senior Secondary but graduated in 1998 from Nisga’a
Elementary Secondary School in New Aiyansh. Although an honour roll
student, she dropped out and returned several times to high school. One of
these times she just didn’t feel that the math teacher was really engaged or challenging her, and she didn’t want to start postsecondary education with that
level of understanding. She was also
dealing with a few personal issues,
and, not feeling like anybody really
cared, she walked away from school
and ran away to Prince Rupert. She
did this a few times during high
school, and any time she tired of the
lifestyle she was living she’d return
to school.
Gloria’s mother attended residential school, as did her grandfather, and her grandmother attended the Crosby School for Girls
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in Port Simpson. This resulted in there being much dysfunction in her family.
When her mother was taken, not understanding the process, she believed her
parents had abandoned her, and she went through the same process with her
own children. Gloria and her siblings were raised some years by their grandparents and others by their mother. Gloria’s father also spent much of his
youth in and out of the system, being raised by foster parents. The person that
Gloria wanted to emulate most was an auntie that she lived with. Seeing her as
the most stable person in her life, she credits her for helping Gloria make the
decisions for a better life.
When she was 20 years old she met a man in Terrace, and she stayed there
with him and started a family. After about a year, looking for more support
for her new family, she moved back to Kincolith. An opportunity had come
up for mature students to return to complete their high school diploma, and
Gloria and her partner took advantage of it. There were 16 to 22 students living in the group home and attending school. They finished with the highest
grade point average in the school’s history; Gloria graduated with a 3.8 GPA as
well as many scholarship options. She next attended Northwest Community
College (NWCC) in Terrace, taking university credit courses in political science with hopes of moving into politics. Not having the guidance and support
she needed, Gloria took on a heavy workload and became very overwhelmed
and dropped out of college towards the end of her first year. She moved back to
Prince Rupert and held a few minimum-wage positions over the next couple of
years and occasionally had to rely on income assistance.
While on income assistance, Gloria was referred to the Hecate Strait
Employment Development Society. She took full advantage of the opportunity and worked hard to complete various certificates, learn resume writing, and
learn other new skills. Gloria was feeling very defeated and wanted to move out
of the seasonal fishing cannery work into more permanent full-time positions.
She was working in an assistant manager position, but she left that position
and returned to the cannery. At the end of the fishing season, Gloria found
herself unemployed and having to again return to income assistance. She returned to Hecate Strait for further training, and while she was there she heard
about a CareAid program at the NWCC in Prince Rupert. Always wanting to
work in the health care field, she applied and was accepted for the program.
At the same time she got a job at Chances Casino and had to schedule work
and school and her home life. She was in a new relationship at this time, and
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her partner and her son’s grandparents were helping her with the care of her
younger son.
Gloria got a job at Acropolis Manor Residential Care as soon as she finished
her CareAid program at the NWCC. After resigning her position at Acropolis
Manor she applied for a job at the Transition House, “I had to go to the
Transition House a few years ago during a relationship breakdown. I remember sitting there on the couch crying, I didn’t want to be there, I wanted to be
home, I felt so hopeless. I was watching the lady that was doing my intake and I
remember wishing that I could be on that side. I wish I could be there, the one
helping people.” She was hired at the Transition House and, while looking for a
second job at the Hecate Strait Resource Centre, she saw a posting for support
workers with Thompson Community Services. She applied and was hired for
that job, working as a community support worker for both organizations. She
worked for three months with only three days off, sometimes working backto-back-to-back 36 hour shifts. At the Transition House she worked intake,
supporting the women that came to the home, and at Thompson Community
Services she worked with people with developmental disabilities. She held
the two jobs for a year, but when she was moved to full time at Thompson
Community Services, she had to leave the Transition House because of a
scheduling conflict. Working in two very emotionally charged positions wasn’t
so bad when she was on the go all of the time, but when she went to just the
one job, it all started hitting her. Gloria found that she had become very used
to being so busy, but now, having only the one position, she got used to the
extra downtime and started enjoying her life.
It was a journey of only a couple of years, but, staying determined and taking advantage of the resources available to her, it all started to come together.
Before the journey to gainful employment, Gloria made a couple of strong
choices for her overall health in quitting drinking alcohol, and she quit smoking not long after that. She credits her jobs with much of her success with
sobriety, as she just didn’t have any time for going out and possible slip ups.
She did go to Alcoholics Anonymous for the first while, but once she had both
jobs, she had no time to go to meetings. This is where her work would serve
her personal well-being as well as others, “It was kind of therapeutic for me
to help people out.” With all of the positive changes in her life, Gloria started
working on being holistically healthy and began workout programs and eating more healthful foods. The five-year journey to a healthy life would then
be met head-on with yet another challenge. Gloria tested positive for lupus,
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a condition where the body’s immune system becomes hyperactive and attacks normal tissue, and was diagnosed with osteoarthritis. Already in complete proprietorship of her life, she chose to meet this challenge and began to
make changes to fight both diseases and slow their progression. Gloria’s worst
fear, besides losing a child, has always been getting sick and leaving while her
children still need her. When her children were learning Sm’algyax in school,
Gloria would use her understanding of traditional Nisga’a to translate; the two
dialects are very similar. In this way she maintained some of her traditional
culture in their lives but says they are starving to learn more. Gloria wanted
to share her story, and now in a successful place, with clear vision, and a new
car (which she loves), she sends the message, “I’ve always wanted to share my
story. Especially to reach out to younger women who had similar struggles and
become mothers early and unexpectedly. Just…to not give up hope. I remember looking at successful people and wish that could be me. Someone that’s
successful and not struggling so much. We still have our struggles but now I
have something to pass down to my kids.”
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Jim West
•

J

im West was born March 16, 1944, in Stratford-upon-Avon, England,
at Police Station Binton, where his father was the “village bobby.” Jim attended a village school in Binton and then was moved to Broad Street County
Primary School where he attended until he was 11 years old. In England,
children took an “Eleven Plus” examination that determined which school
they were to be enrolled in. Jim took the examination and went to William
Shakespeare’s School 6 days a week, with lessons in the morning and sports
in the afternoon on Saturdays, rugby in the winter, and rowing in the summer.
After grammar school he went to an art school for two years where he specialized in calligraphy, and then took on a four-year apprenticeship to become a
sign writer.
Upon completion of his apprenticeship in 1967, at 23 years old, Jim boarded
an immigrant ship to come to Toronto. There was a demand for journeyman
sign painters, so Jim applied for “assisted passage,” which was like a loan that he
was able to pay off after only three weeks on the job. After six weeks, he realized
there was money in the “trade in his left hand,” so he decided to go into business for himself and has been self-employed ever since. Coincidentally, Jim
met a girl in Toronto from Prince Rupert; she asked if he would like to come
here. In 1968, at Christmas, of all times, Jim boarded a train to visit Prince
Rupert. He enjoyed his visit here and discovered that there was only one store
that provided the type of work he did and saw the opportunity to capitalize on
it. So he and his friend travelled back to Toronto, packed up their belongings,
drove all the way back, and began a life in Prince Rupert.
In 1969, Jim opened his very first business on 4th Street, which was in the
alley behind where the Bank of Commerce and Data Boy are today, and stayed
at that location for ten years. Right from the start of his endeavors to this day,
he has been successful because he is and has been the only sign painter in town.
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He brought with him, and still remains, the only person to do hand lettering,
but unfortunately, with technology moving in, the craft is becoming extinct.
He has adapted along with the technology, programming his computer to do
the lettering in his style. One beneficial result from the day of technology is
concerns around inhaling paint fumes. Jim has stopped hand lettering with
paints for about 25 years but does miss it because it is a lost art at which he excelled and prospered. In 1979, he moved from his business on 4th Street to his
present location on Fraser Street. Jim bought the property, designed and built
the building, and was ready for business three months after. Jim also designed
the building to have offices above his shop. They were rented out and his business was in full swing. Sitting in his office, Jim has pictures of the work he has
done throughout Prince Rupert, as well as the boats he painted the names
on, and truck lettering for business advertising. Throughout his years in his
business, he has continued to bring and use his sense of humor, playing April
Fool’s tricks on close friends by making up funny signs. Jim also has business
coming in from Haida Gwaii. Jim is the oldest long-standing business owner
that started from scratch in Prince Rupert.
Jim was a member of the Chamber of Commerce and was appointed to the
Prince Rupert Visitors Bureau where he stayed for 14 years. He went to Alaska
to promote Prince Rupert and was successful in bringing in business from the
north. After ten years on the Colussi Block, Jim was sponsored to become a
mason by his landlord. He was inducted into Masonic Lodge Tsimsian #58
and has been a mason and a Shriner for 40 years now. In 1971, Jim got married
in Prince Rupert and two years later his daughter was born. In 1981, Jim put in
a bid for a project to build a statue of Charles Hays outside City Hall; it took
him 5 years to raise funds. His next project was to build Mariners Memorial
Park, which was completed in 1990 with the help of two other local residents.
Jim has pictures of him posing for the Charles Hays statue and a picture of his
friend posing for the statue at Mariners Park.
Jim is well known for being Santa Claus for children and families that
lived on the northern lighthouses, which he has been doing for 44 years for
the Coast Guard. There haven’t been children at lighthouses for the past four
years, but he still keeps in touch with the parents that lived at the stations. Jim
has also made it a family “Santa Claus business”—his mother got to go with
him as “Granny Claus,” a white Maltese as “Fluffy Claus,” and his daughter and
his partner have played the part of his elf. He still goes up in a helicopter, landing down at the seaplane base for the children of the Coast Guard crew. He and
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another local resident take turns doing the Santa Claus Parade for the Special
Events Society. With his partner Cookie, Jim also keeps busy vacationing
in Hawaii every winter at Waikiki Beach. He goes back to his hometown in
England, visits the school he attended when he was a child, and walks the ramparts on Warwick Castle that takes about an hour and a half. Jim loves to walk
to keep healthy and enjoys spending time with friends that he has had since he
moved to Prince Rupert.
“Nobody had more fun in life than me; I did more laughing than probably
anyone I know. I think laughing is probably the best medicine in life, be happy,
enjoy what you do. If you enjoy what you do, you never work a day in your
life!!”
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Brian Wick
•

B

rian Wick was born and raised in Prince Rupert, B.C., in the old
Prince Rupert General Hospital on 5th Ave East. They lived on Graham
Avenue, which, at the time, was at the beginning of neighborhood development. Brian and his daughter are the third and fourth generation of their
family to attend Annunciation School. Growing up, he was very athletic:
skiing, swimming, and playing some basketball. Brian also grew up working
whenever they had time off school, such as long weekends at Easter and Spring
Break.
Brian was raised by fishermen and boat builders, so he and his three brothers grew up on the water learning how the fishing industry worked. They
learned how to fish, run the boat, and how crew share worked out. By the time
they were 13 and 14 years old, they were receiving a full crew share. In the 70s,
the fishing industry was strong, and looking back at the income he acquired
through his job, he sees that fishermen or students don’t make that kind of
money today. Even though they were still in school, during the summer fishing
season Brian and his brothers were making good money.
Brian’s grandfather was a boat builder in Oona River and then moved to
Prince Rupert. His grandfather bought a previously owned business that was
seized by the government during World War II when Canadian Japanese were
taken from the Northwest Coast and taken to internment camps in the B.C.
interior. When Brian’s grandfather passed away, his father and uncle took over
the boat building/repairing company in the winter and fished in the summer.
Brian remembers when some boats got stuck while being launched; they waited for high tide to bring the boats out of the shop. They had to bring the boat
towards the bridge, between where Cowpuccinos and Breakers Pub are now,
and wait for the tide to recede to get the boat under the bridge. They reversed
the boat to get it out, but sometimes, if they weren’t quick enough, the boat got
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stuck in the mud. They had to hook it up to another boat and pull it through
the mud out from under the bridge. The last boat to be launched from the
Wick Brothers Boat Works was in 1974.
Brian met a beautiful First Nations girl in 1976; they had a baby girl in 1977,
so he has some knowledge of the traditions and history of First Nations people.
Brian was in a car accident in 1978, which resulted in him being paraplegic. He
takes full responsibility for the accident and is very thankful that he and his passenger came out alive. He did have quite the extensive rehabilitation process
to go through and was very fortunate to have a wonderful team at the Spinal
Cord Unit at Shaughnessy Hospital in Vancouver, where he stayed for three
months. Brian then moved to rehabilitation at the G.F. Strong Rehabilitation
Centre for three months. Reassuringly, he had his beautiful, loving wife and
young daughter for support. Brian knew he had to “get back on his feet,” so to
speak. It was not an option to sit back but to get up and retrain in a different
field of work.
After Brian was done rehabilitation in 1980, he went to school in Santa
Monica, California, at the Gemological Institute of America. He enrolled in
goldsmithing, having been introduced to silver and gold work done by First
Nations artists that his wife introduced him to. With their encouragement,
Brian became intrigued to learn himself. After Brian completed his program,
he moved back to Prince Rupert and found employment at a local retail store
where he worked for a couple of years.
In 1983, Brian and his current business partner believed they could start and
run their own business. They found a location at the Highliner Plaza Hotel and
Conference Centre and so began Harris and Wick Goldsmiths. After 18 years
at the Highliner, they decided to move to a more centralized location on 3rd
Avenue West across from city hall. In 2007, they moved their business down
3rd Avenue West to the entrance to Cow Bay–their favourite location to date;
there is traffic from tourists and locals walking to and through Cow Bay. Their
welcoming atmosphere has people from Europe and the United States coming
to get custom-made jewelry, and they still have their local loyal and dedicated
customers, some stating that no matter where they live or moved to, they still
want Harris and Wick Goldsmiths to create their jewelry.
Brian looks at the downturns and upturns that have taken place in Prince
Rupert during the 1980s and the 1990s. In the 1980s, Ridley Island was under
construction and was going to bring employment in for the coal and grain terminal, but the fishing industry that employed thousands of people was going
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down. Then in the 1990s, Prince Rupert was hit with another recession when
the Skeena Cellulose Pulp mill was shut down. Since this happened, about
150 businesses have moved out or closed down. With the loss of employment,
people moved away to get jobs; eventually the population declined from
around 18 000 to 12 000 and is still declining, with last year’s census showing a decline of another 2.7%. With all the downturns that occurred in Prince
Rupert, they still strived to hold on and make their store a friendly, well-regarded business and maintain that approach today.
Even after the car accident, Brian is still very active and loves to ski. He has
attended the B.C. Winter Games, competing in skiing, swimming, and basketball. In the winter he is quite pleased to get in at least 12 days of skiing. They
have a small cabin on the Smithers ski hill, where family and friends gather,
spend time together, and ski. Considering what he has seen while at the Spinal
Cord Unit, Brian feels very happy and fortunate he can still have these moments. He says what can you do but carry on and loves the freedom and the
fresh air he gets while fishing.
“Where am I going to be doing that? On the North Coast, I’m as close to
the water as you can be and I’m very close to the interior.”
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Marion Weir
•

M

arion Weir was born in the country, near Swan River, Manitoba,
to Ed and Evelyn. Her father’s family immigrated to Canada from
England when he was four years old, landing in Montreal and taking the train
to Manitoba, where they settled. Marion is the second oldest of four children
and was actually delivered at home by her father. She grew up in Swan River
until the age of 16, attending a little country school where there were eight
grades all in the same room. She was raised to be independent and learned to
cook when she was eight years old. Marion and her siblings were never bored
growing up on their farm; if their parents ever heard that they were bored, they
were given a chore such as weeding the garden, chopping wood, or gathering
eggs. There was a First Nations reserve close by, and the Woodland Cree would
sometimes pitch their tents on their property. She and her siblings became
close friends with the native children, getting rides to school from the parents
and fixing and eating bannock. Her mother was like a nurse to the mothers
that had babies; she would weigh their babies and give advice as to what to
feed them. Their farm consisted of everything from horses, cows, chickens,
geese, ducks, and turkeys, and they also had a huge garden with vegetables and
fruit. Her grandfather had a farm right beside them, and he had strawberries,
raspberries, and an orchard of crabapple trees. Marion and her family learned
to appreciate what they had and never expected more than what they were
given.
At 15 years old, Marion went to live with her aunt in Winnipeg to go to
hairdressing school. At a young age, coming from an isolated farm, her aunt
showed her what bus to take to school and when to get off. Not realizing that
there were other buses to different destinations, she got on the wrong bus and
had to phone her uncle to come get her. Being so young, she was scared, but
despite being unaccustomed to city life, she finished her hairdressing school.
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At 16 years old, Marion moved to Portage la Prairie, about 400 km from where
she was born and raised, and got her first job as a hairdresser and worked at
this salon for four years. She and three other young girls lived together in a
place that was somewhat like a boarding or rooming house. It was run by a
First Nations woman and, at that time, her rent was about $45. When Marion
was 20 years old, she met her future husband, who was in the Air Force; they
married in 1960.
They moved to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, and Marion bought, owned, and
operated a hair salon called Dorothea’s Beauty Shop. Her husband left the Air
Force and wanted to travel to find a town to settle in, but funds were getting
low, so he got a job working for the City of Saskatoon. In 1961, they had their
first son, in 1964 their second son, in 1966 their third son, and in 1971 their
fourth son. Her husband decided to go back to school to study business management. Between the arrivals of their third and fourth sons, Marion decided
to sell her business because the responsibility of raising her children was more
important, and it was difficult finding a babysitter for three boys and baby on
the way. She did manage to work part time, finding a sitter to watch three boys
at $2 a day. Her husband was still working during the day and going to school
at night to get his degree. It was a three-year program, which he finished after
his fourth child was born. After he got his degree, they moved to Dawson
Creek, B.C., for a year, then, in 1974, he applied for a job in Mission. Marion
was pregnant with their fifth child and, after four boys, her husband was happy
to finally have a daughter. They then moved and bought a house in Houston,
B.C., where they lived for four years.
The couple sold their house in Mission and made a trip to Prince Rupert
on the long weekend of May 22, 1978, and decided to live here. They bought a
house on 11th Ave East and her husband found work in Port Edward. Marion
worked at Kentucky Fried Chicken, and after 4 months she was approached to
apply for the manager position. She thought it wasn’t a good idea because her
time was limited with caring for her five children. They were very persistent
so she applied, and held the position for four years. Her mother became ill
and she quit her job to take care of her. After her mother passed away, Marion
applied at Sears and became assistant manager and recalls having to assemble
items and, mysteriously, having many pieces left over.
Marion, her husband, and 15-year-old daughter then moved to Fort St.
James. Their four sons were starting families of their own and remained in
Prince Rupert. In Fort St. James, Marion got what she said was “the best job
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of her life” working at the local bakery, doing everything from baking to cashier. They lived in Fort St. James for four years, and then her husband was hit
with a terminal illness; Marion was told that he had six months to live, but she
told her husband he didn’t need any medication and was going to have a long
life; he lived for another 2½ years. Her brother-in-law, who was a diamond
miner, knew of his illness, phoned Marion’s husband, and asked for their bank
information. They asked why and he said, “Oh I’m going to throw a couple of
bucks in there for you guys to take a trip, go on a holiday!” He put a substantial
amount in their account, enough that they were able to visit 21 states and 10
provinces. It was when they were in Niagara Falls that they got a call and received news that their third son was ill and they had to come home.
They came back to Prince Rupert to be with their son. When he passed
away he had an 18-month-old daughter and a new 6-week-old baby boy.
Marion got sole custody of her granddaughter when the girl was 4 years old,
and her older son adopted his nephew. It was at this time that her husband
decided to live here in Prince Rupert, and they purchased a house with their
son and raised their grandson and granddaughter in the same house. They
thought it best not to tell them they were brother and sister, but the children,
at three and five years old, would recognize their similarities. She got called
to the bathroom, where they had one arm around each other looking in the
mirror, saying, “Granma, Granma come here! We look alike!” She phoned her
son and told him they were asking; he told her to tell them. She did and the
granddaughter at five years old said, “I thought we were.” Now at the age of 20
and 21, they are the best of friends. Marion has a total of eleven grandchildren
and one great-grandchild.
Marion was a big part of raising her grandchildren, and when they were
old enough to go school she would start volunteering at the seniors centre, for
the United Way’s “Better at Home” program for the Prince Rupert Aboriginal
Community Services Society, and also sat on the Prince Rupert Regional
Hospital board. She likes to keep active but manages to keep Tuesday for a
day for herself. At age 77, Marion was president of the seniors centre and, with
others, they fundraised to get hotel rooms for 100 senior citizens participating
in the Provincial Senior Games. She also volunteers at the Sunset Villa and
the seniors centre two times a week calling bingo. She loves to travel and has
vacationed to Hawaii, Cuba, and Mexico, but she feels B.C. is still the best.
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Marion loves Prince Rupert. She loves the people and the weather, “I mean
where else would you go?!” She likes the cultures within Prince Rupert and all
the different nationalities. “It’s great!”
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Marlene & Richard Wright
•

M

arlene Wright was born in Prince Rupert, B.C., growing up as
part of two longstanding Prince Rupert families, the Youngmans and
the Dybhavns; she is the eldest of three siblings. Marlene remembers growing
up surrounded by Norwegian friends and family on 5th, 6th, and 7th Avenues
East, between McBride Street up to Booth Memorial School. The children
played on all three streets, running through the cinder paths that ran between.
All of the neighbourhood kids played hide and seek, built little shacks, and
spent most of their time outside. The families did a lot of baking, and the kids
ran in and out of houses while grabbing a quick snack to eat; it was
a quieter time; doors were never
locked. Marlene attended school
at Booth Memorial and Prince
Rupert Senior Secondary (PRSS),
being active in her traditional
dancing, volleyball, and cheerleading. She entered the Miss Prince
Rupert Pageant, winning the crown
and going on to represent Prince
Rupert at the Miss PNE Pageant
in Vancouver. Marlene represented
Prince Rupert as an ambassador for
one year. In 1972, Marlene graduated and attended the College of
New Caledonia in Prince George
for nursing. After becoming a licensed practical nurse, she worked
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at the Prince Rupert Regional Hospital for five years. Marlene then switched
her career to dentistry and has been working as a dental assistant for the past
34 years.
Richard Wright was born in Prince Rupert, the second youngest of five children. His father was born in Alberta and his mother was born in Prince Rupert
and they met at his grandmother’s hotel. Richard’s grandmother owned the
King George Hotel and the Bay View Hotel. In the 1950s, his father moved to
New Westminster to join the military when Richard was a year old. From there
they moved to Germany for two years and then to Ontario for the next eight
years. The military camp was a great place to grow up as child; there was a soccer field, baseball field, tennis court, indoor swimming pool, an outdoor rink
in the back yard, and a river nearby to have picnics. When his family moved
back to Prince Rupert, there was no ice rink in town, so Richard started playing basketball. He was fortunate to meet a handful of guys that would take him
under their wing and work with him every day during the summer at the old
civic centre. During grades 9 to 10, he joined the Booth Memorial basketball B
team, the Thunderbirds, and for grades 11 and 12 he played for the Rainmakers
at PRSS. In 1970, Richard graduated from PRSS with a basketball scholarship
and attended Simon Fraser University, enrolling in general studies. In 1971, he
moved back to Prince Rupert and played in the Commercial Hockey League,
which his father coached; later, Richard played for the Prince Rupert Halibut
Kings. Richard started his electrician’s apprenticeship with The Electrician
(a local business), began working full time with the company, and in 1990 he
bought the business with his brother Jonathan, Sandy Giordano, and Don
Maskulak. In over fifty years the company has seen a lot of changes in the industry. To stay in business, The Electrician had to be able to change with the
times, be competitive, and, most importantly, be able to produce a finished
product the met the needs of the customer.
The couple grew up on the same street with Marlene being good friends
with Richard’s younger brother. They started dating during high school and,
in October 1974, they married and went on to raise two girls, Erin and Katie.
Marlene and Richard were very involved with their children’s activities: sports,
dancing, and singing. Their younger daughter, Katie, holds the Annunciation
School record for basketball free throws and made and set the Annunciation
School record for 100-metre sprint. She was involved in basketball and dance
and competed in the first Prince Rupert Idol competition, her beautiful singing
voice winning her the title. Erin, the older of the two, focused on competitive
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basketball throughout high school and received a basketball scholarship, just
like her father.
Richard is very active in the community; he has been a member of the Prince
Rupert Rotary Club, president of the Prince Rupert Golf Club, president of
minor basketball, on several boards, and helped coach his daughter’s minor
basketball team. Marlene helped with dance groups and both were very active
and supportive in their daughter’s lives.
When Richard returned to Prince Rupert in 1971, the economy was good;
there were a lot of jobs and it was an active community. “The people came for
the jobs and stayed because of the people and became one big family.” Marlene
likes how the community all know each other. They always have a sense of
helping each other to succeed, “It’s just a place that gets under your skin if you
were born here, especially for generations. You just grow webbed feet and you
become one with the community.”
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Epilogue

I

am indeed delighted to have received a call from dear friend, Danielle
Dalton, last evening ( Jan. 12, 2015). She told me another Book of Rainbows,
is being written, similar to the one released in November 2013, when I made
my trip to Prince Rupert. The book contains short histories of the many families who settled in and live there today. She asked that I write an epilogue for
the new book and send some pictures of my 2013 trip. So, here goes!
In November 2013, with the most generous assistance from Colleen
McGillicudy-MacLaren, Danielle Dalton, and many others who fundraised to
get me there, I made the trip of a lifetime to my mother’s birthplace in Prince
Rupert, B.C., a trip I could never have made without their help. The trip’s purpose was twofold: one, to attend the launch of the book, which contained information on my grandfather and my mother, as well as my husband, myself
and our two kitties Binky and Winnie and our lives here on PEI. The other was
to take my mom’s ashes and scatter them where she was born. I had been in
close touch with Colleen for some time, on line and on Facebook. She was well
versed in my family history and we were both very pleased at having found
each other.
Now Colleen runs a bed and breakfast and beauty salon in the house built
by my grandfather, J.H. Pillsbury. Called the Pillsbury House, it was the first
permanent house in the territory and is where he and my grandmother raised
their family of four girls and a boy: Alice, Katherine, Lucy, my mother Amelia,
and Richard. J.H. worked for Grand Trunk and CN railways and had been sent
from the States to open up the territory. He built the first wharves at Prince
Rupert and the house, so he could have his family with him. He and crew had
set up camp at Digby Island, I believe.
Back to my trip west! I took with me on the plane (first time flying for me!)
my mom’s ashes. I was, for all intents and purposes, taking my mother home
at long last. My parents died in 1984, and I’d always kept moms ashes, hoping
to find a way to get her back to her birthplace. In 2013, that opportunity came
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to me. Taking off from Charlottetown, I landed at Vancouver and immediately
boarded a smaller plane to Prince Rupert, landing at Digby Island, where one
boarded a bus that takes you to a tiny ferry that runs across the harbour to
Prince Rupert, where I was met by Colleen and a young woman who worked
for Hecate Strait.
Even today I cannot describe how I felt on first entering that house—like
going home, like I belonged there, yet never having been there before, except
in the stories told by my mother. It was very strange, entering Pillsbury House,
so rich in family and city history. I was fascinated by the beautiful city and the
more-than-kind and generous people I met while there. I came home to PEI
with wonderful gifts and a lifetime of memories.
I slept in the room where my mother was born, my grandparents room,
with bay windows and spectacular view. A very odd but very comforting feeling was with me while there, like I belonged there. I keep saying that, don’t
I? Colleen made me feel so welcome and she loves the house and our family
history so much! She tells the story of the house to visitors. I had always felt
a part of the west coast and lived with mom in Victoria for some time, while
my dad was in the Middle East, when I was eleven or so. And, I was born in
Whitehorse. But, Pillsbury House and Prince Rupert will always be home to
me, as it was to mom and her family. I would love to think that someday I can
return. In my mind’s eye, I see the harbour and the mountains, the very same
things my mother saw from the day she was born in that house, and looked
out the same windows I looked through on my visit—that little red house
on Pacific Place, and here I sit, on the east coast, more than 5000 miles away,
thinking of it. Home—nothing like home. Thanks to you all for the opportunity given to me!
—Nora Young
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About the Authors
Duane Jackson
Duane was born in Terrace, B.C., but is of the
Gisgaast (Fireweed) Clan of Gitanmaax (Old
Hazelton), B.C. His parents are Fred and Frances
Jackson and he is the youngest of ten siblings.
Duane and his family lived in Old Hazelton until
he was four years old, then they moved to North
Pacific Cannery. There they lived for three years
then moved to Prince Rupert.
Duane attended elementary and high school in
Prince Rupert and has lived in a few different places
in Canada but always returned to the Northwest
Coast. At the age of 26 he met Christine Anderson, and they have shared the
past 22 years, along with their two sons, Caleb and Jamie, and their daughter,
Cooper.
When contacted about the second volume of Book of Rainbows, he found
it to be a really exciting project. First of all, his indigenous culture speaks to
storytelling as a staple to education and knowledge keeping. Second, writing
is something that is very dear and very close to his heart. Finally, being tied to
Prince Rupert, he jumped at the opportunity to honour the stories of our past
and present and create a vision of the future.
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Justine Knott
Justine .J. Knott is from the village of Lax
Kw’alaams, B.C. (Port Simpson). She lived there
until 2000; she moved to Prince Rupert when
her Mother, Florence, transferred to a new job.
Justine was born into the Lasgiik (Eagle) Clan
but was adopted into the Ganhada (Raven)
Clan, along with many of her family members.
They were adopted by her grandfather, Wilfred,
to strengthen his name and house. Justine is
mother to three children: Dominic, Shianne,
and Jaden; she loves baking and doing a lot of
creative activities with them. Justine saw the
Book of Rainbows project as a great opportunity
to learn new skills and she thought, “What are
the chances of getting asked to write a book?”
She wants to thank Hecate Strait Employment
Development Society for giving her this opportunity. T’ooyaxsut ‘Nuun (Thank you)
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Kathy Nelson
Kathy Nelson is a Ganhada (Raven) from the
village of Gitxaatla, B.C. (Kitkatla), and she
lived there until she was 17 years old. She then
moved to Prince Rupert to attend school. Her
interests are learning traditional medicine, listening to elders speak (which is why she attends
community meetings in her home town), and
playing and watching basketball. Kathy enjoys
finding opportunities for her son, Rylan, to visit
Kitkatla to harvest food, spend time with family,
walk the waterfront, and go back to where she
comes from and appreciate the beauty of their
hometown. Kathy’s interest in journalism and
interviewing individuals is what drew her to the
Book of Rainbows project. Speaking to members
of the community and listening to different ethnic backgrounds with great similarities in their
stories was an amazing and great learning experience. T’ooyaxsut ‘Nuun (Thank you)
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In an attempt to demonstrate the
contributions of First Nations,
immigrants, and community
newcomers to the development of the
region, the Book of Rainbows recounts
the family histories —including photos
and family recipes — of more than
fifty families and individuals. The
imagery of the rainbow was chosen to
reflect the many cultures that make
the region so diverse and rich.
As in the rainbow, where the colours
blend and produce a vibrant display
of Mother Nature, so do the many
ethnicities combine to make the region
rich in perspective and thought.

